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- EDI1DR'S NOTE 
I believe in public education. I attended Santa Clara grudgingly, at the behest of my parents; I returned because I believe in its mission of educating women and men to do good rather 
than just do well and trusted its faculty and administrators to fulfill that mission. A part of 
me, however, always regretted that I missed the more "egalitarian" experience of a public 
college education. And I still felt somewhat conflicted about endorsing what was considered 
by some an elitist system that limited access. 
Unfortunately, with soaring tuition, course slashings that make it almost impossible for 
students to graduate in four years, cancellations of midyear enrollments, and little financial 
aid except for the neediest, the state systems are looking less and less like the catchalls they 
were meant to be-particularly for the middle class. 
In our story on the middle-class squeeze by Elizabeth Fernandez '79 (page 12), we learn 
soaring college costs are just one of many economic pressures felt today by those in the middle. 
And because UC and CSU schools are required to follow federal financial-aid eligibility 
guidelines that consider home equity among a family's assets and make no special allowances 
for the high cost of living in California, they cannot provide much relief. 
Enter Santa Clara University and its effort to expand access to minority and lower-income 
families, as well as provide assistance to those in the middle. SCU's financial-aid commit-
ment has grown 367 percent during the past decade in response to increased need and shrinking 
federal dollars. 
Fully 56 percent of students at Santa Clara receive some combination of federal and Univer-
sity aid. In addition, the University practices need-blind admissions, which means a student's 
ability to pay is not factored into the admissions decision. In 1991-92, 26 percent of SCU's 
aid went to families in the middle, with the average recipient family earning slightly more 
than $55,000 annually. In fact, the average family income of UC students is estimated to be 
higher than the average family income of students attending California private colleges, accord-
ing to the Association of Independent California Colleges and Universities. 
These figures hardly make Santa Clara the elitist ivory tower it is sometimes thought to be. 
The administration says it has always worked to make Santa Clara affordable, taking the 
extra step to help families that do not demonstrate a need on paper but still cannot cover full 
tuition. Considering the extra expense and lost income from additional years of study caused 
by course cutbacks at state schools, many people are starting to think the financial advantage 
may be shifting to independent colleges. 
As I reviewed the middle-class story, however, I saw something beyond these numbers. I 
saw a genuine commitment by the University to make a Santa Clara education affordable for 
the average family, mainly because it is the right thing to do. 
I have always believed Santa Clara's heart was in the right place; I just wasn't sure that, 
as a private institution, it was able to communicate its message effectively and broadly. Maybe 
I w.,s wrnng. ~ ~ ~ ■ 
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- LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Support for Divorced Moms 
I am recently divorced and 
the mother of two beautiful lit-
tle girls. I would really benefit 
from a network of Santa Clara 
alumni who are in a similar 
situation. I notice there is a very 
big emphasis on graduates who 
are successful in bu s iness, 
which is wonderful; but you 
should also deal with real-life 
issues (i.e., divorce, death of a 
spouse, parenting, drug addic-
tion , terminal illness), which 
we all encounter sooner or later. 
It has been very hard for me 
to find other single/divorced 
Catholic women in my area 
whom I could use for support 
and encouragement. I think the 
Alumni Association could be a 
wonderful catalyst for others in 
the state to reach out a helping, 
loving hand in our continuing 
Christian ministry. 
I might suggest beginning this 
alumni outreach with the fall 
homecoming. Invite single 
alumni to attend and have 
special nurturing functions for 
those in need (i.e., special in-
timate Mass, breakfast, support 
group, lectures, social/dinner). 
A lot of widows, widowers, 
and divorced people are being 
excluded unnecessarily. 
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I did appreciate the article by 
Lisa Agrimonti ''if! [" One Is 
Too Many, Two Are Not 
Enough ," Spring 1992] . (There 
is another subgroup that could 
network and support each 
other!) 
Marianne Atwood '76 
Visalia , California 
Flawed Criticism 
In a letter [Spring 1992], 
Steve Hartman '84 voiced a 
number of technical criticisms 
of my article, " The Oswald 
Photos" [Winter 1992] , in 
which I stated that a famous 
photograph of JFK's alleged 
assassin was faked because the 
man portrayed was too short to 
be the real Oswald when com-
pared to other objects in the pic-
ture of known size. Due to 
space limitations, I had to leave 
out a great deal of information 
that would have addressed the 
issues Hartman raised . 
For example, Hartman cor-
rectly noted that a camera held 
at eye level would be located 
different distances from the 
head and feet of a standing sub-
ject, which would introduce ad-
ditional distortion/error into 
measurements taken from the 
resulting prints . Yet Oswald 's 
camera , a cheap Imperial Re-
flex , is sighted on the subject by 
looking down into the ground-
glass viewfinder, making the 
camera's height waist level , not 
eye level as Hartman incorrect-
ly guessed. Therefore , the 
camera would be almost equi-
distant from the head and feet 
of the subject during exposure. 
Hartman , who didn't even 
know the camera used and its 
operation, staked most of his 
criticisms on his own incorrect 
guess and judged my analysis 
"flawed" without knowing the 
most rudimentary and salient 
facts of this case. He also im-
plies accurate measurements 
can't be made from photo-
graphs, but only from drawings 
rendered in " true shape." This 
will come as a surprise to the 
U.S. Geological Survey, which 
has been making accurate maps 
from aerial photographs for 
some 50 years . A few para-
graphs later, he gets on track by 
explaining that accurate 
measurements can be made 
from photographs if one takes 
into account certain variables. 
Hartman also seemed to miss 
my central point: The rifle in 
the photograph , previou sly 
thought to be 40 inches long, 
was actually 36 inches long. 
This four-inch error meant that 
Oswald would appear taller. 
Before writing my article, I 
restaged the photos and dis -
covered that a 5-foot-10-inch 
person holding a newspaper of 
known size would appear 
between 5 feet 5 inches and 5 
feet 6 inches when measured off 
the print ; the man in the photo 
said to be Oswald was barely 5 
feet l inch-four to five inches 
too short. My other research 
discovered the Warren Report 
had manufactured and printed a 
fake advertisement, which in-
creased the length of the rifle 
Oswald could have ordered by 
4 inches -covering up the 
darkroom sizing error. Unless 
you bring the size of the news-
papers into the equation (I never 
found this point mentioned in 
all the available literature), one 
wouldn't know that both the 
rifle and standing figure were 
too short. 
If anyone wishes more infor-
mation on this subject, feel free 
to call me (510-538-1095) . 
Derek Fenelon '80 
Hayward, California 
A Woman's Choice 
I'm mad as hell and I'm not 
going to read it anymore . I 
loved SCU, but ifl have to read 
another anti-choice letter from 
an "old male alumni ," I think 
I'll gag. 
What happened to all my 
classmates ('77)? What hap-
pened to the women and men in 
the classes during the 1980s and 
1990s? Where are those letters 
agreeing with Faye Wattleton's 
reply [Fall 1991] to the " in-
famous" Theodore Macki n 
abortion article [Spring 1991] . 
Are you just not printing them? 
The issue of choice is prob-
ably one of the most personal , 
intimate, and heart-wrenching 
decisions a woman might ever 
have to make. I take issue with 
any persons (much more any 
man) insinuating themselves 
into such a tremendous deci-
s ion. Who do these people 
think they are? 
Susan Valeriote '77 
Menlo Park , California 
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- LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Health Care Crisis 
My heart went out to the 
Frommer and Leavey families 
["Working Without a Net," 
Spring 1992] . The middle class 
of this country is slowly being 
phased out. With the expensive 
pre-existing conditions such as 
lupus, cardiac ailments, and 
long-term effects of premature 
birth as illustrated by these 
families , one can see the disso-
lution of dreams and families. 
This segment of society earns 
too much to qualify for as-
sistance and often cannot afford 
complete medical coverage. 
What are we telling them after 
they have lost their home, mar-
riage, savings, and dignity? 
That they can't afford to live? 
Denise Mathes 
San Diego, California 
Feel-Good Catholicism 
Santa Clara Magazine con-
tinues to reflect the feel-good 
Catholicism that has been so 
enthusiastically promoted by 
the Jesuits in their determined 
march into oblivion and 
irrelevancy. 
In the Winter 1992 issue are 
" Toward Multiculturalism," 
which is naught but the institu-
tionalization of racism and a 
promotion of the demonology 
of victimization; "Our Final 
Exit," which promotes suicide 
and murder under the euphe-
mism of assisted suicide; and 
the obligatory lunacy of the 
Oswald conspiracy theory. Last-
ly, in "The Marriage That 
Wasn't ," we learn that 17 years 
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of marriage can be made to go 
poof through an annulment , 
which elevates psychology to 
new highs of sophistry. . . by 
simply declaring what was, to 
have never been, and declaring 
what is, not to be. According to 
these principles, the only possi-
ble valid marriage would be be-
tween two 80-year-olds who 
had been previously married at 
least twice. 
I had heard rumors that 
Theodore Mackin, who was my 
theology teacher in 1958, had 
left the order and taken a wife. 
In "The Marriage That Wasn't," 
I learned Mackin has fulfilled 
the rumors and that annulment 
has many uses. Mackin's vows 
have gone poof. 
Is Mackin the priest who 
never was? What does that say 
about his "theology"? And 
what does it say about Santa 
Clara, which promoted his 
quizzling theology over the past 
30 years as the popular center-
piece of its radicalism? 
I realize this letter is unpub-
lishable on the grounds that it 
is negative; lacking in sensitivi-
ty, caring, and sharing; and is 
the work of a paleo-Catholic 
who lacks self-esteem and is 
politically incorrect. But hey, 
no one's perfect. 
George E. Mohun '59, M. D. 
Novato, California 
Masquerading as Catholic 
In reading the Spring 1992 
issue I came to the conclusion 
that I must finally speak my 
mind about the magazine and 
the University as a whole. For 
some five years now I have been 
actively pondering the question, 
Why, after three years in grad-
uate school at the College of 
Notre Dame in Belmont, four 
years at Santa Clara as an un-
dergraduate, four years at 
Bellarmine College Preparatory 
in San Jose, and eight years of 
Catholic grade school, I and al-
most all of my classmates no 
longer practice the Roman 
Catholic faith? 
My inquiry led me to review 
each issue of the magazine and 
other mailings received from 
the University, Bellarmine, and 
Notre Dame. I also began to re-
flect on what I was taught about 
the faith at SCU and these other 
institutions. I then began to 
research the traditional teach-
ings of the Church and to com-
pare them to my Catholic 
education. 
Sadly, I came to the conclu-
sion that at some point after 
1960, Santa Clara gradually 
ceased to profess the traditional 
teachings of the Roman Catho-
1 i c faith as they had been 
handed down from the Order of 
St. Ignatius of Loyola. Addi-
tionally, it became evident that 
this same situation was indica-
tive of the entire Catholic 
Church in America. 
I see two men on the cover of 
the Spring [1992] issue and I 
can't even tell if they are Jesuits 
because they are wearing tennis 
shoes and street clothes. I 
wonder if they are ashamed or 
afraid to wear their Roman col-
lar for fear of offending some-
one; I also wonder how St. Ig-
natius would react to such be-
havior from two of his soldiers 
of Christ. I see countless arti-
cles in your magazine mocking 
papal authority and promoting 
radical feminism, divorce and 
remarriage, euthanasia, abor-
tion, and homosexuality. And in 
no way does putting a dis -
claimer on page 1 regarding 
diverse opinions relieve you of 
responsibility for the moral 
error spread by such flirtations. 
The University has turned out 
32 undergraduate classes since 
1960 that, for the most part, do 
not have a clue about traditional 
Catholic teachings on faith and 
morals. In my opinion, the 
Society of Jesus should be 
ashamed and should take a hard 
look at the fact that it is mas-
querading as a Catholic institu-
tion merely to benefit from the 
lucrative prestige that goes 
along with such an association. 
Miraculously, I have returned 
to the faith , battle-scarred and 
with a profuse and awkward 
limp as old habits do die hard. 
I would hope the magazine and 
the University would do the 
same. However, should you de-
cide to ignore my advice, please 
at least have the decency to 
secularize in name what you 
have already done in content. 
William V. Karleskind '84 
Pleasanton, California 
Remember Your 50th 
As a member of the Class of 
'41 profiled in your Winter 1992 
issue ["Bringing Back More 
Than Memories: The Boys of 
'41 Return with Major Reunion 
Gift], I would like to offer the 
following poem urging future 
SCU Golden Jubilarians to re-
member their alma mater: 
Jesuit instructors are more than 
just tutors. 
They are program directors for 
lifetime computers. 
Four years of guidance, with 
diploma in hand, 
Is a successful prescription you 
now understand. 
So don 't forget your 50-year 
day 
And what it has proved along 
the way. 
Your half-century date, when up 
for review, 
Is a long-term investment to 
help SCU! 
J. Roy Jones '41 
San Francisco, California 
Let's Hear from You 
Send your comments, crit-
icisms, suggestions, or ideas 
to Editor, Santa Clara 
Magazine, Santa Clara, 
California 95053. All letters 
will be considered for pub-
lication but may be edited 
for clarity or length. Please 
limit letters to 250 words. 
SA TA CLARA MAGAZINE 3 
- SANTA CLARA TODAY 
His Last Hurrah 
Retiring vice president will see capital campaign to conclusion 
A fter 27 years in fund- r . . ~ raising management, ] 
Gene Gerwe describes the cur- ~ 
rent $125 million Santa Clara 
Challenge campaign as his "last 
hurrah." 
For 15 years as SCU's vice 
president for University rela-
tions, Gerwe has been in charge 
of development, alumni, and 
University communications. He 
plans to retire in 1995 at the 
conclusion of the campaign . 
Gerwe requested a change in 
his role to allow a phased tran-
sition of leadership for the 
University relations program 
and the campaign. 
A national search to find 
Gerwe's successor ended in 
July with the appointment of 
Charles Sizemore, who is cur-
rently associate dean for devel-
opment and external relations at 
Stanford University's Graduate 
School of Business. A 1972 
graduate of Yale University, 
Sizemore was a successful de-
velopment officer for his alma 
mater before going to Stanford. 
Gene Gerwe announces his plans for a phased retirement from University relations 
Gerwe will continue to serve 
as vice president for University 
relations until Sizemore comes 
on board Sept. 1. Gerwe will 
then focus his energies exclu-
sively on the campaign, work-
ing with volunteers and major 
gift prospects and collaborating 
on projects with the president 
and the new vice president. 
In a Jetter to the campus com-
munity, President Paul Locatel-
li, S.J., praised "significant 
improvements" in development 
efforts under Gerwe's leader-
ship and added: "Santa Clara 
needs to expand its level of sup-
port into the next century. I 
believe this is an opportunity to 
look beyond the campaign, 
strengthen the current pro-
4 SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE 
grams, and have the kind of 
leadership in place necessary to 
maintain a strong University re-
lations program for many years 
to come." 
Gerwe said handing over the 
administrative responsibilities 
for managing 65 staffers in Uni-
versity relations will allow him 
to "focus on what's the most fun 
for me-working with the 
benefactors of the University." 
"I think this is the time to 
make the change because there 
are now a strong staff and effec-
tive programs in all areas of 
University relations. Since I ini-
tiated almost all those pro-
grams, I have a real interest in 
seeing them continued. The 
success of the campaign means 
a great deal to me." 
The Challenge Campaign, 
which has raised almost $80 
million of its $125 million goal, 
is scheduled to conclude in June 
1995. It is the second SCU cam-
paign Gerwe has directed, the 
first being the Campaign for 
Santa Clara, which was com-
pleted in June 1985 with $55 
million in gifts and pledges 
against a goal of $50 million. 
Gerwe noted the current 
campaign is on track despite a 
slow economy and expressed 
confidence in "a strong Univer-
sity relations team and dedi-
cated volunteers" who will di-
rect the effort in its final years. 
Commenting on Gerwe's 
contributions to Santa Clara, 
Locatelli said, "Gene has been 
instrumental in helping Santa 
Clara fund raising come of age. 
Just as the University has 
developed and matured educa-
tionally over that period, so has 
it also become more sophisti-
cated and effective in obtaining 
the funding necessary to permit 
us to realize our educational ob-
jectives. Gene's professionalism 
and dedication contributed 
greatly to this achievement." 
These sentiments were 
echoed by the national cam-
paign chairman, Louis Castruc-
cio '60, who added, "Gene is a 
classy person who's easy to 
work with and who always 
makes volunteers feel they're 
his top priority. I know he'll 
help bring the campaign to a 
successful conclusion and ease 
the transition to his successor." 
Before coming to Santa Clara 
in 1977, Gerwe had been vice 
president for development at the 
University of Chicago from 
1974 to 1977 and institute trust 
officer at California Institute of 
Technology from 1968 to 1974. 
Gerwe, a Notre Dame grad-
uate, and his wife, Barbara , 
have seven children. 
The family has a particular 
passion for international travel , 
with one daughter, Gretchen, a 
foreign-service officer in the 
State Department's Middle East 
division; another son, Peter, 
develops radio and TV broad-
casting stations in Russia. 
Their parents , who have 
traveled recently to Syria, Ger-
many, Portugal, and Africa, 
hope to be able to do more 
globe-trotting as Gerwe phases 
back to 70 percent time in 1993 
and half-time for the campaign's 
final two years. 
-Paul Hennessy ■ 
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- SANTA CLARA TODAY 
New Challenges Ahead 
Athletic director, 3 0-year engineering professor leave SCU 
T om O'Connor, SCU athle-tic director, has resigned 
to accept a similar position at 
St. Bonaventure University in 
Olean, N.Y. 
His six-year reign with the 
Broncos was the longest of any 
current Bay Area collegiate 
athletic director. During his 
tenure, some of the most 
notable athletic achievements 
occurred in Santa Clara's 
141-year history. 
Both the men's and women's 
soccer programs are considered 
among the nation's best, having 
advanced to postseason play in 
each of the past three seasons. 
The two squads were ranked 
No. 1 in the nation simultane-
ously in fall 1990, a first in col-
legiate soccer. The men won the 
1989 NCAA Division I co-
A fter 30 years at SCU, Pro- r fessor Shu-Park Chan is ~ 
leaving the School of Engineer- ! 
ing to establish his own interna-
tional high-tech university, 
funded by local industry and 
private donors . 
Chan has set a formidable 
pace during his three decades at 
the University. From 1969-
1984, he served as chair of the 
Electrical Engineering Depart-
ment (later, the Department of 
Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science). During 
those years, department facul-
ty increased from five to 15, and 
graduate enrollment grew from 
60 to 900. 
He initiated the computer sci-
ence degree programs at both 
the undergraduate and graduate 
levels. Holder of the Wilmot J. 
Nicholson Family Professor-
ship since 1987, Chan has re-
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championship and advanced to _!_-
the finals again this season. The -
women have participated in the I 
NCAA tournament semifinals a 
in two of the past three seasons. -j 
Santa Clara's women's bas- ~ 
.,,, 
ketball team has taken steps ; 
toward national prominence the i 
past two years, capturing back- u 
to-back West Coast Conference 
championships and making a 
first-ever NCAA tournament 
appearance this past season . 
The Broncos won the 1991 
women's National Invitational 
Tournament, posting an SCU-
record 28 victories. The men's 
basketball team has seen post-
season action in three of O'Con-
nor's six seasons. 
The women's volleyball pro-
gram enjoyed its finest season 
last fall. The Broncos won a 
Shu-Park Chan 
ceived several presidential 
awards for excellence, a re-
searcher of the year award , and 
a best teacher honor (voted by 
students). Last year, President 
George Bush appointed him to 
the J. William Fulbright Foreign 
Scholarship Board. 
" One of the amazing things 
about Park is how he is able to 
Tom O'Connor 
school-record 26 matches and 
advanced to postseason play 
for the first time in SCU his-
tory, earning a spot in the vol-
leyball National Invitational 
Tournament. 
O'Connor, 45, who arrived at 
SCU in 1986 after 12 years as 
maintain a high level of per-
sonal integrity in the midst of all 
his many activities," said Cary 
Yang, SCU professor of electri-
cal engineering. "He does not 
compromise when it comes to 
ethics and personal standards." 
Asked how he achieves so 
much , Chan pulls a sheet of 
paper from his desk . In large 
letters across the top are Today's 
Tasks. "I make this out each 
evening for the next day," he 
said. "And I get these tasks 
done. Also, I don't need much 
sleep." 
Chan was born in Canton , 
China, one of 18 children of a 
famous war lord , the military 
governor of four provinces. 
After earning his bachelor's 
degree in electrical engineering 
at the Virginia Military In-
stitute, he received his master's 
and doctorate in electrical 
athletic director at Loyola Col-
lege of Maryland , said one of 
his most satisfying accomplish-
ments was "seeing the overall 
caliber of athletics improve 
while maintaining high academ-
ic standards." He said Santa 
Clara's graduation rate for 
athletes of "around 90 percent" 
is among the highest in the 
country. Vice President for Stu-
dent Development James Briggs 
said , " Tom O'Connor has 
played an important part in the 
successful evolution of athletics 
here. His commitment to a bal-
anced , competitive athletic pro-
gram is admired by many." 
Briggs named Associate Ath-
letic Director Amy Hackett 
acting director pending the ap-
pointment of a permanent suc-
cessor. - Tom Black ■ 
engineering at the University of 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign . 
During the years, Chan has 
served as interim dean of the 
School of Engineering, organiz-
ed conferences, and worked dil-
igently with doctoral candi-
dates. More than 50 percent of 
SCU's Ph .D. graduates were 
Chan's thesis advisees. 
Chan plans to launch Interna-
tional Technical University in 
Silicon Valley in June 1993 and 
later to develop campus exten-
sions throughout the world. 
ITU will offer master of science 
degrees in four areas: electrical 
engineering; high-precision 
mechanical engineering and 
manufacturing; computer sci-
ence and engineering; and 
engineering management. Chan 
said the four programs will 
eventually be extended to the 
Ph .D. level.-Sunny Merik ■ 
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Pushing the Right Buttons 
Scholarships and professorships appeal to campaign donors 
M ore than 30 years ago, Gerry Wilkinson, who 
then had had only an eighth-
grade education, talked Santa 
Clara economics professor 
Mario Belotti into letting him 
take some evening business 
courses at the University. 
Those classes-particularly 
the ones in accounting taught by 
Belotti-provided the founda-
tion for Wilkinson's entrepre-
neurial success: first with a 
heavy-equipment rental com-
pany and then in property 
management and development. 
Belotti has to admit he 
doesn't remember giving that 
unconventional student a 
chance in 1959, but Wilkinson 
never forgot. He and his wife 
Bonita's thank you to SCU came 
this year in a $100,000 endow-
ed scholarship fund. 
"After taking those account-
ing classes, I always had it in my 
mind that I wanted to do some-
thing to help other students and 
to honor Dr. Belotti," said 
Wilkinson. 
Helping a student afford a 
Santa Clara education and 
supporting a quality faculty are 
two areas of The Santa Clara 
Challenge campaign that do-
nors have taken to heart. The 
response has exceeded expecta-
tions at this point in the cam-
paign, said Valerie Lozowicki, 
director of special gifts . 
By May 31, just halfway 
through the campaign, 78 per-
cent of the $10 million goal for 
endowed professorships and 67 
percent of the $15 million goal 
for endowed undergraduate 
scholarships had been raised . 
Behind most of the newly 
created professorships and 
scholarships is a story like 
Wilkinson's of some special tie 
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to the University. 
Lozowicki was particularly 
touched by one recent graduate. 
"About a year ago a 1989 grad-
uate called up and said, 'Music 
and theater continue to play an 
important role in my life, and as 
much as possible I would like to 
support the arts and those who 
want to pursue a career in those 
fields,'" she said. The anony-
endowed professorships are 
critical to maintaining and im-
proving the quality of the facul-
ty, said Stephen Privett, S.J., 
vice president for academic 
affairs. 
"Endowed professorships 
perpetuate something absolute-
ly central to our whole institu-
tion-quality professors,'' said 
Privett. "From the perspective 
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mous donor gave $5,000 to pro-
vide scholarships. 
"This year I got a note and 
another check," Lozowicki 
said . 
Giving donors and scholar-
ship recipients the chance to get 
to know one another through 
letters and at a get-acquainted 
dinner is an important part of 
the fund-raising effort, she said. 
This year's donor/recipient 
dinner, attended by a record 
number of 100 people, was a big 
success. "The warmth and love 
in that room was just inspiring," 
said Lozowicki. 
Although scholarships help 
make it possible for the best 
students to attend Santa Clara, 
1993 1994 1995 
of the faculty, the chair holder 
is acknowledged as being above 
the ordinary." 
The endowment for the pro-
fessorship funds the faculty 
member's salary as well as re-
search and sometimes special 
symposia, he added. 
Donors have pledged or given 
$7.8 million for endowed pro-
fessorships since The Santa 
Clara Challenge campaign was 
officially announced in Feb-
ruary 1991. 
Thomas J. Bannan , a 1923 
mechanical engineering gradu-
ate, is someone whose name 
and family are inextricably 
linked to Santa Clara. Several 
generations of the Bannan farni-
ly have attended SCU, and 
Thomas J. provided the $2. 5 
million challenge grant for the 
engineering building that now 
bears his name. The Thomas J. 
Bannan Professorship in Engi-
neering, endowed with a $1 
million pledge, will be awarded 
to an engineering professor with 
a distinguished record as a 
scholarly teacher. 
Santa Clara University 
caught Lee Graffs attention one 
year when she attended the 
Golden Circle Theatre Party 
with good friend Lou Castruc-
cio '60. The president of Graff 
Californiawear, a manufacturer 
of women's apparel, Graff gave 
$1.25 million to establish the 
Lee and Seymour Graff Profes-
sorship, which is targeted to 
enhance the quality of teaching, 
scholarship, and curriculum 
and to fund symposia in the pro-
fessor's area of expertise. 
Another donor whose life and 
family are entwined with Santa 
Clara is Stephen C. Schott '60, 
president and owner of Citation 
Homes Central. His father, 
brother, and two of his three 
children graduated from the 
University. Schott and his wife, 
Patricia, donated $1 million to 
establish a chair in Santa 
Clara's Real Estate Institute. 
Robert F. McCullough '52 
and his wife, Barbara , have 
endowed two professorships 
in accounting. McCullough is 
chair of the San Francisco in-
vestment counseling firm of 
McCullough, Andrews, and 
Cappiello Inc ., which has 
handled SCU's investment port-
folio since 1974. Each McCul-
lough professorship provides 
funds for research, curriculum 
development, and travel to con-
ferences . -Sabrina Brown ■ 
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Rising Stars 
Women's volleyball shines under former Olympian's coaching 
L aurie (Flachmeier) Cor-belli was hired as Santa 
Clara's women's volleyball 
coach Dec. 4, 1989. Since then, 
the Broncos have made a steady 
and impressive climb toward 
the upper echelon of a highly 
competitive sport . 
After a 14-13 win-loss record 
in 1990, Corbelli and Assistant 
Coach Annie Kniss oversaw the 
best season in Santa Clara his-
tory with 26 wins and 11 losses c 
in 1991. Ten individual and team ~ 
marks fell as the Broncos ad- { 
6 
vanced to the semifinals of the 
National Invitational Volleyball 
Championships in Dayton, 
Ohio, in December. Corbelli 
shared West Coast Conference 
Coach of the Year honors with 
Pepperdine University's Nina 
Matthies. The best news for 
Santa Clara fans is all members 
of the team are returning for the 
1992 season. 
Corbelli , who has made the 
transition from great player to 
successful coach , deserves 
credit for her efforts. After star-
ring as a member of the 1980 
and 1984 Olympic teams, she 
moved to the Bay Area with her 
husband, John. In August 1986, 
the head coaching job at Uni-
versity of San Francisco be-
came available three weeks 
before the start of the season. 
She was interviewed and hired 
the same day. She had never 
coached a team before. 
"At the time it was a little 
scary," Corbelli said recently. 
"Talk about on-the-job training! 
I still appreciate that opportuni-
ty. It couldn't have been a bet-
ter learning situation. I had 
always wanted to teach or coach 
at some point. I coached there 
four years and loved going to 
work every day. 
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"I was ready when the Santa 
Clara job opened. It seemed a 
perfect fit. John and I lived in 
Sunnyvale, and he coached at 
San Jose State. It was a dream 
come true when it happened." 
The Corbelli blueprint for 
success has been solid and 
stable. 
"The key to any good col-
legiate program is recruiting," 
she said. "When I first arrived, 
I wanted four players, but had 
only three scholarships. We tar-
geted players we thought we 
could recruit , drew up the 
dollar amount of the scholar-
ship [dividing the total four 
ways], put everything on paper, 
and presented it to the players 
and their parents. All four 
agreed and helped us get started 
in the right direction . I don't 
necessarily try to recruit the top 
athlete. I want players who fit 
my personality, are solid aca-
demically, and will make the 
commitment athletically." 
To build on that recruiting 
base, Corbelli worked hard to 
train her first team. "We didn't 
have the ability of some teams, 
but I wanted us to be as well 
trained and well drilled as 
possible." 
The final goal in the blueprint 
is a West Coast Conference 
championship and a trip to the 
NCAA regionals, neither of 
which has ever been achieved 
by a Santa Clara team. Pepper-
''I want 
players 
who ... 
are solid 
academically 
and will 
make the 
commitment 
athletically.'' 
- Women's Volleyball 
Coach Laurie Corbelli 
dine has had a lock on the con-
ference throne in recent years, 
but, according to Corbelli , the 
gap is closing. "We've nar-
rowed the differences in a 
hurry. We have to get over the 
hurdle in the conference before 
taking the next step. It is cer-
tainly within reach ." 
Her players enthusiastically 
back her efforts. Junior setter 
Kris Kosnoski was one of Cor-
belli 's first recruits . She was 
overlooked by major volleyball 
powers even though she led her 
Kentridge (Wash.) High School 
team to a 37-0 record and the 
state championship in 1989. 
"We've accomplished a great 
deal since my first year," said 
Kosnoski . "If we can maintain 
that focus, I think we'll continue 
to have success. Laurie is one of 
the most well-rounded people 
I've ever been around . She has 
an ability to express herself as 
a coach in simple terms. In ad-
dition , she makes you feel she 
cares about you on a personal 
level. It's a rare combination ." 
This year's recruiting yielded 
one of the top players in the 
country. Michelle Wagner is a 
middle blocker from Lynbrook 
High School in San Jose. She 
was the 1991-92 California In-
terscholastic Federation's Fe-
male Scholar Athlete of the 
Year, as well as a Parade All-
American . Wagner was re-
cruited by such schools as 
Notre Dame, Duke, University 
of the Pacific, Stanford , and 
University of Southern Califor-
nia . She eventually decided to 
bring her volleyball talents, 3.7 
GPA, and sparkling personali-
ty to Santa Clara. There were 
simple reasons. 
''Academics played a big role, 
but I really liked Laurie and the 
players ," said Wagner. " It 
seemed to me she had a great 
relationship with her players 
and vice versa. I also know she 
can teach the game. It just 
seemed like the right choice all 
the way around." 
In a recent conversation , 
Corbelli discussed her daugh-
ter, Rachel. "She just turned 1 
and is already starting to walk. 
She is growing and maturing so 
quickly! " The same can be said 
about Corbelli 's team. 
-Michael McNulty ■ 
Michael McNulty, a free-lance 
writer and radio-television pro-
ducer, was formerly director of 
sports information at SCU. 
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Campus Newsmakers 
People and programs making news at Santa Clara 
HIGH-PROFILE CHAIR 
P resident Paul Locatelli, S.J. , has been elected chair 
of the Association of Indepen-
dent California Colleges and 
Universities. His two-year term 
began July 1. 
The AICCU, founded in 1955 
to support, strengthen, and help 
assure the effectiveness of 
California's independent col-
leges and universities, includes 
64 regionally accredited, non-
profit undergraduate and grad-
uate institutions. 
Association President Jona-
than Brown said Locatelli 's 
responsibilities as chair will be 
they attract and retain a broad 
range of students? 
• How do independent colleges 
respond to various attempts to 
alter the tax-exempt status of 
non-profit organizations? 
" The committee feels that 
Paul has a good sense of what 
a college ought to be," said 
Brown. "And he is seen as a 
thoughtful and responsible 
leader." 
As chair of AICCU's Execu-
tive Committee, Locatelli also 
working with others in the field , 
I'll learn what has been suc-
cessful on other campuses and 
be able to bring that knowledge 
and viewpoint back to our cam-
pus," he said . "Of course, I'll 
be able to share with them what 
we're doing here, and in that 
way our influence will also be 
felt. The process increases the 
effectiveness of each campus as 
we work together on issues vital 
to us all." 
represents the association on THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL 
the California Education Round Hillary Clinton, wife of Demo-
Table. "He will represent, cratic presidential hopeful 
through the association, the 64 Bill Clinton, made her only 
___ Bay Area stop during the pri-
,... 9 
~ mary campaign at Santa Clara ~ ~ May 20. 
3 Her one-hour appearance 
drew a crowd of 300 from on 
and off campus to hear how her 
Her message for solving so-
cial problems in general was 
one of unity. 
"We must end the policies of 
the '80s that set group against 
group," she said. "We have to 
realize that it is no longer us 
and them, it's only us. We all 
must support each other in this 
transition." 
Hillary Clinton is a senior 
partner in the Rose Law Firm of 
Little Rock, Ark. , and a 
graduate of Yale Law School. 
Throughout the primaries, 
some have suggested, with 
varying degrees of seriousness, 
that the wrong Clinton was run-
ning for president. At the San-
ta Clara gathering, some people 
crossed out Bill in the Vote for 
Bill Clinton posters and wrote 
Hillary. 
husband, if elected, would han- NEW CATALA PRESIDENT 
Hillary Clinton speaking at SCU May 20 
to guide the association's ac-
tivities. Issues likely to be 
discussed in Locatelli's five an-
nual meetings with the Execu-
tive Committee include 
• How do independent colleges 
and universities fit into the 
California Master Plan for 
Higher Education? 
• How do independent colleges 
deal with diversity, and how can 
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institutions as a whole. In other 
words, he'll represent the in-
dependent sector of higher ed-
ucation to broadcast and print 
media, as well as in other 
ways," said Brown. 
Locatelli said his chairman-
ship will give Santa Clara more 
visibility in the California 
higher-education community. 
"Through the process of 
dle education , the economy, 
family issues, and the global 
environment. 
Surrounded by state and local 
leaders, Clinton said, "We need 
to reverse the policies of the 
Reagan-Bush years. This is a 
watershed election . We are not 
talking political leadership for 
the next decade, but leadership 
into the next century." 
She said a new education pol-
icy could affect the nation's 
economy: 
"My husband says, 'What 
you can earn depends on what 
you can learn .' We believe in a 
fully funded Head Start pro-
gram. And we have to take the 
national education goals, which 
my husband helped shape, off 
the shelf where the Bush ad-
ministration has put them . 
Many people don't even know 
we have national education 
goals." 
The Catala Club, a women's 
organization that raises money 
for undergraduate scholarships, 
has named a new president for 
1992-93. Janet Avila, whose 
son Timothy graduated from 
SCU in 1991, will lead the club 
next year. 
Her goal will be to match 
or improve on the group 's 
$60,000 fund-raising total for 
1991-92 under Mae Ferraro's 
presidency. 
The group's main fund-raiser, 
its annual fashion show and 
luncheon, will be held Oct. 6. 
(See Calendar, page 43, for 
more information.) 
Anyone interested in join-
ing the Catala Club, which is 
open to alumnae, mothers, and 
other relatives of students , 
may attend the Sept. 16 get-
acquainted meeting. For more 
information, call Wendy Cor-
nelius (408-353-4526). ■ 
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THEN 
THEY 
WERE 
GONE ... 
PHOTOS BY CHARLES BARRY 
EDWARD WARREN, SJ., CHECKS NAME PRONUNCIATION 
A.C. MARKKULA JR., GRAD KEYNOTE 
LUIS VALDEZ, UNDERGRAD KEYNOTE 
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T he sweetest sound in the world is the sound of one's name-correctly pronounced." The slight twist on the famous quote in How to Win Friends and In-fluence People comes from Edward Warren, S.J. 
(shown above) , a veteran of elocution after nearly 20 years 
as one of SCU's official "name readers" at commencements. 
Warren is a familiar sight at ceremonies as he tracks down 
degree candidates whose names he hasn't quite mastered 
from his rehearsal list. 
On hand to give the approximately 2,100 undergrad , grad, 
and law students some parting words of advice in June were 
Luis Valdez, founder of El Teatro Campesino; the Hon. 
Stephen Trott, U.S. Court of Appeals ; and A. C. "Mike" 
Markkula Jr. , co-founder of Apple Computer. 
For a glimpse at one undergraduate's final days at SCU, 
please turn the page . . . 
STEPHEN TROTT, LAW KEYNOTE 
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THOSE "FINAL" FINALS 
THE 
GREAT 
ESCAPE 
BY LAURA TRUJILLO '92 
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WAKE-UP CALL AT THE HUT 
M y final report card has arrived, and I can smile, knowing it is the last one-and remembering . .. When petitions to graduate are due in February (How can I even think about graduation in the middle of my senior thesis?) , the prospect of leav-
ing SCU still seems far away. The expectation becomes real in May as I debate with 
my roommate about whether sending graduation announcements is tacky. I send them; 
she doesn't. But she gives me an extra graduation ticket (eight are too few). 
After braving the long lines and cold morning weather, my mom says the drinks at 
the Hut are a little strong for 6 a.m. Later, sitting in the Mission Gardens waiting for 
the ceremony to begin, I long for the coolness of the early morning. As I walk across 
the stage to accept my diploma (sort of, the real one comes in the mail) , a wink from 
a professor almost makes me forget his dreadful midterms. 
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A TIME TO CHEER 
Out of school, I miss the guidance of my 
professors. Today, as I work as a re-
porter, a misplaced fact would mean more 
than a drop in grade; it would mean 
running a correction for 100,000 to read . 
Will I ever return to SCU? I'm sure I 
will; but it gives me an odd feeling to 
know it will be as one of those curious 
adults unaware of how out of place I 
look against the student landscape. ■ 
Lnura Trujillo '92 is an intern reporter in 
New Mexico for the Albuquerque Journal. 
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OFF TO ALBUQUERQUE 
LAST MOMENTS TOGETHER 
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SQUEEZING THE MIDDLE CLASS 
The Spielbergers: Chris 
and Allen {top), 
daughters Katie {right) 
and Mary, and Shelby 
the Dalmatian in the 
bathroom they share 
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Gone, in the face of staggering recessionary 
losses, is the peace of mind that once 
seemed the virtual birthright of the middle 
class. In its place is a climate of 
ambivalence, a pervasive mood of insecurity 
T hey own a nice house in a nice neighborhood; they be-long to a tennis club; they subscribe to all the premium 
cable channels. They do OK. 
And that is the problem. 
" You work real hard and you'd like to 
do better than OK," says Chris Spiel-
berger '69. "We find ourselves constantly 
working harder, enjoying it less, saving 
less, getting nowhere. It's a treadmill. 
Everything is really just OK, but that is 
probably as good as it's going to get ." 
The Willow Glen home Allen and 
Chris Spielberger bought in l(J77 is 
located in a neighborhood offering that 
rare urban phenomenon-a street of old-
fashioned closeness. But the house, with 
only one bathroom and two bedrooms, 
is too small for their family of four. 
The couple, who met while students 
at Santa Clara University, sent their two 
daughters to private elementary school, 
but perpetually worry college costs will 
reach the ionosphere by the time Katie, 
14, and Mary, 11, are ready to enroll . 
Their credit cards habitually stretched to 
the hilt, the family seldom takes a vaca-
tion; and although they did-a trip to 
Hawaii two years ago-they're still pay-
ing the bills. 
"We don't have regrets, and I don't 
mean to complain; but it wasn't my goal 
to still be scraping by at my age," says 
45-year-old Allen Spielberger '68, who 
works as part-owner and manager of a 
fi rm that manufactures and distributes 
construction fasteners and products. 
"We always saw ourselves living as well 
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as our parents. I just thought we'd be 
saving ; I thought we'd be set by now." 
Such comments may hint of the tire-
some thumb-sucking of the yuppie gen-
eration. The Spielbergers, however, 
speak not from annoying self-absorption 
but rather from a state of profound un-
certainty and apprehension about where 
their lives are heading. 
"I feel guilty about complaining," says 
Chris Spielberger, 44, an editor and 
writer in SCU's University Communica-
tions Office. "Why should I complain 
when people are living in boxes on the 
street? 
"It sounds so 'thirtysomething' to say 
it's not fair. But in the good years, just 
as you catch up and start to breathe, 
another recession comes along. There 
just never seems to be a cushion; the 
financial security and a comfortable 
lifestyle have become increasingly 
elusive; now they find themselves set-
tling for unexpectedly lower aspirations. 
Gone, in the face of staggering reces-
sionary losses, is the peace of mind that 
once seemed the virtual birthright of the 
middle class. Gone, in the aftermath of 
work-force reductions that cut a huge 
swath across the white-collar landscape, 
are the resilience and the optimistic 
sense of immunity to arbitrary economic 
lurchings. What has replaced them is a 
climate of ambivalence, a pervasive 
mood of insecurity. And it is afflicting 
society 's ideological backbone, a group 
that never before felt more than an occa-
sional pinch. 
"We have a massive group of people 
in deep trouble that need help," says 
"We find ourselves working harder, enjoying 
it less, saving less, getting nowhere.'' 
- Chris Spielberger '69 
good years aren't enough to make up for 
the bad years ... . Talk about the middle-
class squeeze-I'm being crushed to 
death ," she says. 
It's not easy being in the middle these 
days-not for the Spielbergers or for 
countless other families who aspire to a 
reasonable standard of living and who 
have grown up with the certain knowl-
edge that their lives would be better 
than their parents'. Now they find that 
Katherine Newman, a Columbia Univer-
sity anthropology professor who has 
done extensive research on the down-
ward mobility of the middle class. 
"Even those who are reasonably secure 
don't know how long that security will 
last. People are finding that . . . they 
will not lay their hands on their life 
dreams and they will not pass them on 
to their children ." 
Members of an entire generation, 
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once confident they would have a bigger 
house than the one they were raised in , 
good schooling for their children, and 
work satisfaction are now convinced 
their standard of living will be lower 
than that of their parents. Earlier this 
year, a Ttme/CNN poll revealed that 65 
percent of the so-called baby busters-
the 48 million Americans between 18 
and 29-think they will not live as com-
fortably as previous generations. 
"Contemporary, young, dual couples, 
when they compare themselves to their 
parents, probably consider themselves 
failures," says Kichiro Iwamoto, assis-
tant professor of anthropology and 
sociology at SCU. "Their parents got 
married ; the wife stayed home and took 
care of the kids ; they bought a house on 
one income. Just try to do that in 
California these days." 
Moreover, escalating costs for higher 
education and health care bode even 
worse times in the future . 
"I try not to think about retirement," 
says Chris Spielberger. "I think [those 
in] my generation will be working until 
we drop. We have 30-year mortgages 
that we'll be paying off into our 70s." 
Amid the growing chasm between rich 
and poor-the wealthiest 1 percent of 
taxpayers raked in 60 percent of after-
tax income gains during the high-flying 
1980s, Congress recently reported-the 
vast group in the middle keeps running 
faster only to stand disquietingly still. In 
fact , this spring a study by the Econom-
ic Policy Institute in Washington, D.C., 
reported that people now work 158 hours 
more each year than they did in 1969. 
"Baby boomers were raised with the 
myth that if you work hard and never 
stop trying you will succeed . The reality 
is there are good, competent people who 
are working hard, but they aren't suc-
ceeding as they expected," says Ross 
Goldstein, a San Francisco psychologist 
and co-founder of the consulting firm 
Generation Insights. "They are holding 
even; they are doing OK, but they are 
only holding even. At some point they 
will have to come to grips with the fact 
that the '50s notion of what America 
could be is never going to happen. 
"Assembling the pieces of the Ameri-
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can dream has become more difficult 
for ordinary people. Nobody has really 
been paying attention to how difficult it 
is for working-class people to put their 
lives together," he says. 
No one, that is, until the 1992 presi-
dential campaign. Then all the candi-
dates came courting, rushing to embrace 
the middle to the point that the topic 
dominated the entire campaign for a 
time-a pattern of ironic reawakening 
that columnist Meg Greenfield noted 
with marked disdain: 
"The clockwork recurrence of this 
amazing discovery has become a perma-
nent feature of our election campaigns. 
Where does the middle class go in be-
tween times? Or, perhaps more to the 
point, where do these politicians go be-
tween rediscoveries? How many times 
in, say, 20 years can you plausibly 
holler 'Eureka!' and discover the same 
thing?" (Newsweek, January 1992). 
Newman has a ready answer: "The 
middle class . . . is now doing so poorly 
that political figures cannot ignore them." 
This presidential go-round introduced 
a host of legislative proposals targeted 
directly at middle-class pockets, includ-
ing tax credits for parents and first-time 
home buyers, vouchers for middle-class 
workers who buy their own health insur-
ance, deductions on student loans, and 
tax breaks for families who use IRA 
''Contemporary, 
young, dual 
couples, when 
they compare 
themselves to 
their parents, 
probably consider 
themselves failures.'' 
-Kichiro Iwamoto, assistant professor of 
anthropology and sociology at SCU 
savings for medical and education 
expenses. 
As part of the flurry, politicians left 
and right strove to convey their own 
fraternity with the great electorate in the 
middle. Bill Clinton , seizing theatrically 
on the issue, flung his hat into the ring 
with a resounding jab at President Bush 
for abandoning the middle class. Ginny 
Terzano, a spokeswoman for the Demo-
cratic National Committee, praised the 
early slate of candidates as if they were 
endowed with special magic because of 
their roots. "So many grew up in middle-
class families ," she said, "and they 
haven't forgotten that." 
Indeed, as the candidates would has-
ten to agree, there's something intrin-
sically wholesome about the middle 
class, something that inspires star-
spangled visions of America at its most 
honest, oatmealish core. Even the term 
middle class , coined early this century, 
was intended to portray a visionary 
ideal, with all members working to their 
highest potential. 
But just what is this bedrock of red , 
white, and blue? There are almost as 
many definitions as members. 
In January the San Jose Mercury 
News asked readers to interpret the term 
and asked how much income was needed 
to live in Silicon Valley in " reasonable 
comfort." The array of responses called 
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for annual incomes from $70,000 to 
$250,000. Most respondents noted that a 
prime component of the middle class 
was homeownership, along with the 
ability to take an occasional vacation. 
Some readers also argued that the mid-
dle class is determined not only by bank-
account size, but also by education and 
moral philosophy. 
Economists, not unexpectedly, hold a 
more pragmatic view. The middle class 
is commonly identified as the middle 70 
percent of the earning scale, "the group 
between the bottom 20 percent and the 
top 10 percent," says Greg Duncan, a 
University of Michigan professor who 
has researched income distribution for 
25 years. "Middle-class income basically 
lies between $18,500 to $55,000, post-tax." 
A key barometer of wealth is geog-
raphy-$55,000 is practically a pauper's 
salary in Hillsborough, Calif., but is land-
baron status in Bowling Green, Ky., 
where a two-bedroom house on one-
"Baby boomers 
were raised 
with the myth 
that if you 
work hard 
and never 
stop trying you 
will succeed." 
-Psychologist Ross Goldstein 
third acre costs as little as $25,000. 
In one assessment of the different 
geographic needs of the marketplace, an 
April 1991 Roper poll surveyed various 
regions asking, "In order to live in 
reasonable comfort around here, about 
how much income do you think a family 
of four needs today?" The West an-
swered $39,400; the South, $37,700; the 
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Midwest, $38,700; the Northeast , $44,400. 
But no matter where they live, more 
and more people today are feeling eco-
nomic angst with an attendant pessi-
mism about their future, researchers say. 
In a recent illustration, the number of 
people saying that "our family is too 
heavily in debt today" has been climbing 
steadily since 1976, reaching a record 38 
percent last year, according to the an-
nual "Life Style Study" by the DDB 
Needham Worldwide advertising agency. 
Moreover, Advertising Age magazine 
reported the number of people in that 
survey who said that "no matter how 
fast our income goes up, we never seem 
to get ahead" rose steeply in the past 
two years, reaching 63 percent. 
"As hard as [middle-class people] 
work, there's no way to get ahead," says 
Santa Clara's Iwamoto. "There's no way 
to build a nest egg ... . They live day 
to day just trying to meet the mortgage 
payments." 
Given the untoward cost of single-
family homes in California, particularly 
in the Bay Area where housing prices are 
among the highest in the nation , the 
dream of homeownership has faded amid 
the reality of a middle-class paycheck. 
Once the coveted symbol of upward mo-
bility and professional achievement , 
a single-family home today exceeds the 
overleveraged grasp of most of the popu-
lace. In fact , less than 11 percent of Bay 
Area households can afford to buy the 
region's median-priced $261,250 home, 
according to the California Association 
of Realtors. 
When Jim and Ellen Collins, 1967 
Santa Clara graduates, bought their first 
home 18 years ago, their monthly mort-
gage payment was $250. They moved 
nine years later to a four-bedroom house 
in San Jose's Berryessa area. Today, 
these parents of six children pay a 
$1,500 monthly mortgage. 
" For me, to be middle class meant 
you could afford your own home," says 
Ellen Collins, director of catechetical 
ministry at St. Martin's Parish in Sunny-
vale. "Now, I don't know if it applies. 
We have friends in their 30s who are 
not able to afford a home. I didn't work 
the first 12 years we were married . That's 
a luxury nowadays .. . . Now, with 
children in college and high school, I 
can't afford not to work. You can't stop; 
there are house payments to make." 
Pressures on the middle class intensi-
fied during the past few years because of 
widespread layoffs in construction, aero-
space, and heavy manufacturing ; Cali-
fornia accounted for nearly one-third of 
all job losses in the nation in 1991. 
In January, for the first time in his 
23-year working life, Jim Collins joined 
the ranks of the unemployed, a casualty 
of the Cold War thaw. 
"Peace is breaking out all over," says 
a wry Collins, a 46-year-old software 
engineer. "I'm looking. There are times 
when you feel depressed. Every job you 
apply for there are 100 other people 
who are applying." 
With six children ranging in age from 
4 to 22 , the Collinses are almost an 
American anomaly, "a luxury nowa-
days," as Ellen Collins puts it. Indeed, 
sociologists say the middle class, unset-
tled by the current economic atmosphere 
and a gloomy forecast for the future, is 
continuing a century-old downsizing of 
families. 
That is not a surprising trend in view 
of the stark financial picture facing the 
middle class. Larry Levin, assistant pro-
fessor of economics at SCU, points out 
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IS THE MIDDLE CLASS ASKING TOO MUCH? 
C ertainly, the middle class still holds a living standard envied in many countries. The United States as a whole boasts one of the 
world's highest per capita incomes. 
Advocating a return to a simpler life, some 
social observers believe the middle class 
must undergo a fundamental shift from 
believing in a future of no limits to accept-
ing one of lowered expectations. 
"When people gripe about how much 
stuff costs here, I think, 'Poor babies, you 
don't know how bad it can be out there,' " 
says Tim Taylor, managing editor of the Jour-
nal of Economic Perspectives at Stanford 
University. 
"I have real sympathy for people who live 
in this area and earn $20,000 or $25,000. But 
[for] your average household earning $50,000 
a year, I think, 'How hard is it really?' Maybe 
they haven't the standard of living they once 
thought they would have, but they are a long 
way from really hurting. They don't live in 
Atherton; they don't go to Europe; they have 
to worry about money, but it's not a tragedy,'' 
Taylor says. 
Joe Vollert Jr. '88 knows he will never live 
in Atherton-and couldn't be happier about 
it. A 25-year-old instructor at St. Ignatius 
High School in San Francisco, Vollert is 
firmly, and very contentedly, entrenched in 
the middle. 
"I've never been extremely poor where I've 
worried about my next meal,'' says Vollert, 
married for two years to Stacy, who works 
for a non-profit agency. "At the same time, 
I've by no means had everything. I'm not 
sure I'd like to be at either end of the 
spectrum. 
"At this point in my life, I wouldn't want 
to make a lot of money, as un-American as 
that may sound," he says. 
Last year the young couple purchased a 
house-small and near the freeway-in San 
that a recent presidential report on the 
economy reveals average hourly earnings 
peaked in 1973 at $8.55. By 1990, wages 
had fallen to $7.46 an hour in compa-
rable dollars. 
"That's pretty dramatic," Levin says. 
"That's why people are feeling squeezed. 
They are earning 15 to 20 percent on 
average less than they used to .... My 
guess is that it's one of the few times in 
our country's history to go down so 
much." 
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Joe '88 and Stacy Vollert are firmly, and very contentedly, entrenched in the middle 
Some are advocating a return 
to a simpler life 
Mateo. They live a frugal life, but still go out 
to dinner once a week for pizza or Chinese; 
and every so often, they take a day trip to the 
Wine Country or Santa Cruz. 
Somewhere along the line, Vollert believes, 
society became skewed and fell into a con-
suming and endless search for material 
wealth. 
"There's a sense that we are spiraling to 
an end,'' he says. "Who wants to live like 
According to the Economic Policy In-
stitute, the pay of most college-educated 
people-once believed immune from the 
wage stagnation experienced by Ameri-
cans for more than 15 years- has failed 
to keep pace with inflation since 1989. 
Although the dormant U.S. economy 
has shown fitful hints lately of reawak-
ening, the growth has been confined to 
retail sales, business services, and 
government; and so far it has not pro-
vided the overall jump-start needed to 
that? 
"Maybe it's my Jesuit education or my 
Catholic upbringing, but there's a different 
sense of values. I have a beautiful wife; I 
hope someday to raise a family, and anything 
on top of that will be great. If you feel you 
have to keep pushing for more and more, life 
becomes a circus and ultimately you'll be 
defeated ." -£.F. ■ 
reverse the effects of the recession . 
" If we can't pull ourselves out of this 
recession , it's possible that education 
could become a bottleneck [through] 
which people will not be able to pass 
into middle-class jobs," says anthropolo-
gy Professor Newman, who is writing 
" Declining Fortunes," a book about the 
middle class. 
"A generation will be locked into a 
lower rank of the labor market than 
their talent would indicate. Not only are 
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we wasting young minds, but we are 
limiting their future opportunities in the 
labor market," she says. 
Soaring college costs, forcing students 
to borrow increasingly more money, 
have prompted a variety of legislative 
measures. One proposal by Rep. Tom Petri 
(R-Wis.) would create a system in which 
the government would lend money directly 
to students regardless of family re-
sources (students currently receive fed-
erally subsidized loans from banks) and 
would give students as long as 25 years 
to repay the loans. The proposal, say its 
backers, is designed to make more middle-
class students eligible for loans. 
Joe Vollert '56, put his four sons 
through Santa Clara with a creative 
blend of private grants, personal funds, 
and fortuitous timing-three were 
enrolled at the same time, entitling one 
to free tuition. 
"Guys my age are starting to talk about 
retiring," says Vollert, 57, a mechanical 
contractor who lives in Westlake, near 
Daly City. "I certainly can't now; finan-
cially, it's not possible. I don't have any 
money in the bank." 
For their part, the Collinses took out 
a second mortgage on their home to 
help pay their children's college costs-
two have graduated from SCU, and 
another is enrolled at California State 
University at Chico. 
"That's what you have to do," says 
Ellen Collins. "Most middle-class peo-
ple can't get grants for state funding. If 
your income is very low, or if you don't 
own a home, or if you are a single 
parent, then you can get assistance. But 
if you're a two-income family, even if 
you have big house payments, there isn't 
funding. It's frustrating and upsetting." 
According to Rita LeBarre, director of 
the Financial Aid Office, the University 
saw a significant increase after the 
beginning of the past academic year in 
letters from parents saying they were 
having trouble making ends meet. 
"Having home equity does not mean 
you have disposable income," LeBarre 
says. "In that respect, middle-class 
families are disadvantaged in applying 
for financial aid, especially in Califor-
nia. . . . It is workable with middle in-
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comes here and elsewhere, but schools 
have to be willing to make it work." 
At Santa Clara, where 26 percent 
of financial-aid dollars go to families 
with moderate incomes-$40,000 to 
$60,000-the cost of making a college 
education affordable to those in the mid-
dle is straining the University's finan-
cial-aid budget to the breaking point 
(see sidebar). 
Another gripping concern of the mid-
dle class-health care-has become an 
explosive political issue in recent 
months. Since an estimated 35 million 
Americans lack health insurance, an 
overhaul of the country's ailing health 
care system has been pushed to the 
legislative front burner. Bill Clinton 
would mandate health insurance as a job 
benefit; George Bush favors a tax credit 
of up to $2,750 for families buying 
health insurance. 
Americans have become so convinced 
the health system is failing them that a 
significant Harris poll in April found the 
middle class worries more about losing 
health insurance than jobs. Underscoring 
the widening net of insecurity, some 
people said they stayed in their jobs 
primarily to keep their health insurance. 
Startlingly, the survey found only one-
third of those polled were concerned 
about losing their jobs while 61 percent 
said they worried about health insurance. 
Finally, for the Spielbergers and other 
moderate-income families living in the 
affluent Bay Area, there is a constant 
tug from the next generation to keep up 
with the more high-living Joneses. "My 
kids are in a group of upper-middle-
class to wealthy people. We are the poor 
people," says Allen Spielberger. 
"The other night, we heard so-and-so 
is going to Italy; so-and-so is going ski-
ing. My kids said, 'Can't we go to Dis-
neyland?' I said, 'Well, that's $2,000 or 
$3,000. That's your braces.' I also said, 
'That's the way my life is, Katie. . . . 
You take for granted whatever you have. 
If you lived in a 5,000-square-foot house 
in Monte Sereno, you'd want to live in a 
castle in Hillsborough.'" ■ 
Elizabeth Fernandez 'iY is a staff writer for 
the San Francisco Examiner. 
FINANCIAL AID 
AT SANTA CLARA 
T he middle class is going to be our single biggest financial-aid prob-lem for the future," says Richard Toomey, director of Student 
Records and Financial Services at SCU. 
Fully 26 percent of SCU financial-aid re-
cipients for the 1991-92 academic year came 
from what the federal government considers 
moderate-income families-those with an-
nual incomes between $40,000 and $60,000. 
As federal aid fails to keep pace with soar-
ing college costs, the University, whose 
financial-aid contributions have increased 
367 percent during the past 10 years, has to 
make up the difference. 
Toomey notes that average family income 
for incoming freshmen in 1992 was down 
almost 2 percent. "I believe this is reflective 
of a general decrease of mean income in 
Silicon Valley," he says. 
"The problem," Toomey says, "is that the 
cost of education is increasing faster than in-
flation. And parental ability to pay is not even 
keeping pace with inflation." 
Fifty-six percent of SCU students receiv-
ed some combination of University and 
government aid, totaling $19.6 million for 
1991-92. The University's contribution total-
ed $10.2 million-$? million from general 
operating funds and the remainder from 
private gifts and endowment income. 
A major strike against middle-income 
federal grant applicants, particularly in 
California where real estate prices are among 
the highest in the country, is that total assets 
are considered in determining need. 
"The government expects an extremely 
large contribution from assets," says Toomey. 
"For most families, their primary asset is 
their home. And families can't liquidate 
that." 
The average aid recipient's family income 
for 1991-92 was $55,210, and the average 
amount parents could afford to pay covered 
only about two-thirds of SCU's $11,271 price 
tag, according to Toomey. 
"If we want to continue to attract a 
qualified and diverse student body and to 
make SCU affordable to middle-income 
people-and Santa Clara is committed to do-
ing that-the burden to meet financial need 
falls on the University," says Toomey. 
Toomey adds that SCU is looking at other 
sources of funds, including University-
guaranteed loans, to meet the growing needs 
of those in the middle. 
-Elise Banducci '87 ■ 
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El Salvador shows a 
ravaged but hopeful 
face to a delegation 
from SCU, Stanford, and 
the Diocese of San Jose 
A Fra • e 
W hat happened to Central America? a recent New York Times editorial asked, pointing out that El Salva-
dor, Guatemala, and other Central 
American countries have disappeared 
from the news-ironically, even from 
the pages of the Times . In a sad way, I 
feel vindicated. Since early April, this 
has been my own daily, frustrating, 
current-events question . 
I arrived in El Salvador in mid-
March , six weeks after a formal cease-
fire halted the civil war that had raged 
for almost a dozen years. The New York 
Times had called it " the decade of 
atrocities." More than a million Salva-
dorans lost their homes during those 
years. Many were jailed and tortured ; 
75,000 died . Some were prominent : the 
archbishop of San Salvador, leaders of 
the Jesuit university, politicians, intellec-
tuals, missionaries. Others were not so 
prominent: housekeepers, peasants , 16-
year-old soldiers, and children-many 
children. 
"Is it possible," I ask my friend in 
San Salvador, "that the murderers of the 
two women and the six Jesuits at the 
university that night thought no one 
would really notice?" 
"You have to understand," he says, 
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"when people are so used to killing, the 
taking of human life becomes a habit. 
When so many have died with no notice, 
why should these be any different?" 
I suspect I knew this already. Every 
day I walk by eight white wooden 
crosses in front of Santa Clara Mission, 
rough-hewn reminders of those who 
died that night at another Jesuit univer-
sity and of many other martyred Salva- :I 
dorenos. This may explain why I felt 
foolish when our SCU delegation posed I 
a for a publicity picture before the trip, [ 
smiling and holding a wooden map of El ~ 
~ Salvador. This was more than an un- 'o-
usual way to spend spring break; it was, 
in fact, a chance to learn firsthand what 
had happened to El Salvador after the 
Jan. l peace accords. 
For me, that El Salvador is best cap-
tured in images-fragile, powerful, con-
tradictory, hopeful. These memories, 
even now, are so real I can touch them. 
♦ We are in an air-conditioned hotel 
conference room with 40 members of 
delegations from California, Wisconsin , 
and New Hampshire. We have been in 
El Salvador just a few hours. If the elec-
tricity does not go off, we will talk with 
three leaders of ANTA, the agricultural 
workers' union. 
f 
a 
Peace 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY 
THOMAS SHANKS, S.J. 
SCU members of the delegation and organizers 
Although the country's economy de-
pends on land , most of it is controlled 
by a small elite group. Land reform is a 
crucial and very complicated part of the 
accords. The government agreed that 
people would not be evicted from lands 
they were farming and that the govern-
ment would attempt to purchase land 
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from absentee owners and deed it to 
current occupants. 
The union leaders arrive. They are 
much younger than I expected, in their 
20s and 30s, but they seem to have lived 
a very long time. 
"Today our country is swept by winds 
of peace," the oldest one begins, and 
our group leader translates. "But some 
winds are contaminated. Yet we believe 
by the year 2000 we will be truly at 
peace and at the beginning stages of 
democracy. That peace will be based on 
social justice, especially for the 
campesinos, the poor." 
These young men represent at least 
250,000 landless people who have no 
money and no credit. This is a country 
of 5.5 million people, the most densely 
populated in Central America. Even 
with reform, there will never be enough 
land for everyone. 
"Thank you for coming," the youngest 
one says after almost two hours . "It is 
important that our government knows 
that the world is still watching." 
The electricity does not go off this day. 
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♦Oeft to right) Salvadorans from the repatriated community ofCiudad Romero hold the sign 
that led their group in the annual march commemorating Archbishop Oscar Romero's assassination; 
a woman from the town of Campeche describes how police have tried to drive her community away from 
its land by cutting down fruit trees so there would be no shade and nothing to eat; for the first time, 
representatives from the U.N. peacekeeping force replace armed soldiers at the annual Romero march 
♦ We pull off the side of a dirt road 
into-what is this?-a town? a village? 
What do you call a well and five huts 
made of grass? This is Campeche, a 
small cooperativa, where about 15 
displaced families have returned to the 
country to share land and the results of 
their combined labor. In early March, 
Steve Kelly, S.J., of the Jesuit Refugee 
Service, was expelled from El Salvador. 
These are the families he was trying to 
protect from eviction . 
We sit on logs arranged in a rough 
circle around a tree stump and gather 
around the group's leader, who tells us 
their story. Taking papers from a black 
vinyl briefcase containing the communi-
ty's most precious documents, he shows 
us the contracts, signed by the land-
owner, giving the group the right to 
farm here. 
The woman whose home Kelly was 
trying to protect moves toward the 
stump. 
"They came here, the police and the 
judge and the U.N. observers," she 
begins. "They all had their license 
plates covered, but we knew who they 
were. They tried to get us to leave so 
they could sell the land to someone else. 
They cut down the fruit trees, so we 
would have no shade from the sun and 
nothing to eat. They began to tear down 
our houses. Padre Steve came and tried 
to get them to stop. He lay down in the 
house. They took him away." 
She points to a newly built grass hut . 
"They can come back and tear it down 
again . But I will build it back up again 
. . . and again." She is resolute, but not 
angry. I would be very angry. 
She pauses for a moment. "Padre 
Steve will not return . What good is it to 
have the U.N. observers, who stand 
around and do nothing except write in 
their notebooks? How can they just 
stand around and watch the police do 
these things?" 
♦ONUSAL is the U.N. peacekeeping 
force in El Salvador. In its headquarters, 
an airy white mansion on a broad boule-
vard, we feel we are in another world ; 
but we are not far from the downtown 
babble of the street vendors or the nox-
ious fumes of the trucks , buses, and 
vans that crowd the roads . 
"We now have 900 U.N. officers in 
this country," the chief political officer 
tells us. "But only 160 of them work on 
human rights. We know that our accom-
panying police to witness and document 
their human rights abuses is contradic-
tory, but it is relative." 
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The image of U.N. officers just stand-
ing taking notes while people are being 
brutalized seems incomprehensible, a 
macabre exercise in the ridiculous. I am 
reminded of the disbelief the woman 
from Campeche expressed while des-
cribing such a scene. But the U. N. of-
ficer is telling us something very impor-
tant about the balancing act his organi-
zation has decided to play in El Salva-
dor-of the compromises ONUSAL 
feels it must make-so the U.N. can 
fulfill its real mission in the country : 
implementing the peace accords. 
"We investigated the case of Father 
Kelly," the U.N. officer says. "We ques-
tioned the authorities , but we can't lose 
credibility over each little immigration 
problem." 
ONUSAL is concerned about more 
important matters. He gives us an exam-
ple: "A short time ago, two vehicles col-
lided. The parties responsible for the 
accident approached the other car with a 
machine gun and killed all the passen-
gers. The local magistrate eventually 
began an investigation . ONUSAL 
pressed him to hurry it up. A local in-
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vestigator discovered the responsible 
parties included the son of a wealthy 
family and a military person . Then the 
investigator disappeared . He was found 
later, dead." 
Mike Kennedy, S.J. , also of the Jesuit 
Refugee Service, walks in to pick us up. 
The U.N. official becomes more guarded. 
I wonder if we're being told the truth. 
" Please be careful how you use this in-
formation," he says. " Information can 
cause fear. Our struggle here is against 
fear." 
♦ "I want to apologize for keeping you 
waiting. We had a bureaucratic snafu," 
the young U.S. Embassy political officer 
tells us. The meeting is in the old U.S. 
Embassy, a bunker/fortress near down-
town. (The new embassy on the edge of 
the city is almost finished .) 
"We looked into the case of Father 
Kelly," the officer says. "It was at a cof-
fee farm. The owner wanted to sell the 
land to the government so a group could 
come to farm. But a second group 
[referring to the people we had met] 
supported by the FMLN [the opposition] 
had come in and taken over. The owner 
went to a judge to get the people off the 
land so he could sell it. Father Kelly 
was deported because of involvement in 
Salvadoran politics." 
We ask, "Are you aware that the peo-
ple on that land have a contract? We 
have photographs of it." He hadn't heard 
of this. We ask, "What is the source of 
the embassy 's information?" 
"Well , the consul general here knows 
the sister of the landowner. The consul 
general talked to her about the case. 
The sister owns the best bagel deli in 
San Salvador. We go there all the time." 
The room is silent for a moment. We 
look at each other. He is serious. 
Finally, the conversation continues. 
"How does this embassy generally func-
tion?" we ask. 
"We do not threaten ," he says. "We 
explain to the government here what 
will happen if x does or does not hap-
pen. We explain what their actions will 
do to American public opinion and the 
extreme pressure the American people 
can generate." He is talking about how 
U.S. public opinion affects the way Con-
gress spends tax dollars on foreign aid . 
After the Jesuit killings, Congress sus-
pended all military aid to the government 
of El Salvador. 
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"The Jesuits' killing opened the eyes 
of the government here," he continues. 
"They understood that the world saw the 
army as barbarians and monsters. That's 
not how they view themselves." 
I speculate, like many others here, on 
the impact America's outrage about the 
killings had on finally moving the 
government of El Salvador toward sign-
ing the peace accords. And I under-
stand, really for the first time, the 
power of U.S. public opinion. 
♦ We are gathered around the auxiliary 
bishop of San Salvador. He is serene-
and smart. He chooses his words 
carefully. "The difference we notice be-
tween American foreign policy and that 
of other countries is that American 
policy does not seem to be guided by a 
consistent set of human values." 
Despite the polite words, it's clear the 
auxiliary bishop believes U.S. interest in 
El Salvador is primarily pragmatic and is 
not motivated by care for the country 's 
impoverished people. 
♦ "Viva Monsignor Romero! " Thou-
sands of voices , of all ages, mark the 
12th anniversary of the death of Arch-
bishop Oscar Romero, assassinated 
while he was celebrating Mass. This is 
the first time the army and the police 
are not visible to intimidate or to keep 
country people away from the city. 
The young woman leading the chants 
had been among those jailed and tor-
tured , hung by her breasts for many 
hours . Now she is free. Again, I do not 
hear anger in her voice, but passion, a 
call for solidarity, and praise for the 
archbishop who demanded rights for the 
poor, lived simply in a hospital , and 
threatened many powerful people. I walk 
with the people this day. Nearby stand 
the U. N. observers. We march down the 
Alameda Franklin Roosevelt, past the 
army hospital. Angry eyes stare at us ; 
but there is no incident. 
♦ Sister Maria Elena laughs. "What do I 
do? I do nothing." Hardly. She is a 
Sister of St. Joseph of Orange, Calif. 
She works with a salt mine cooperative 
in the small town of Tierra Blanca. 
" I came here four years ago to lead a 
delegation ," Maria Elena says. "When I 
was leaving, the people asked where I 
was going. I told them I had a job in 
California . They said , 'Someone else 
can do that job. No one else could do 
what you can do here.' That made sense 
♦ (left to right) A child of war; just after dawn, the children of Ciudad Romero 
go through the daily ritual of washing corn for the tortillas; the Rev. John Sandersfeld 
of San Jose listens to 27-year-old Maximilian, an FMLN soldier for 12 years, describe 
the special services opposition fighters need to rejoin Salvadoran society; the Maryknoll 
Sisters, who had left El Salvador in 1980 after identifying the bodies of two murdered 
women from their order, recently returned to the country; delegation leader Tracy 
Fitisimmons (right) translates for Emma, who was tortured and nearly paralyzed 
by the army 
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to me and to my community." 
We are eating dinner outside with the 
directors of this cooperative, next to a 
well in which the water is not safe to 
drink. One of the directors, who has 
spent two hours showing us the salt flats, 
excuses himself. " I am sorry I must go. 
My wife had a cerebral hemorrhage to-
day, and I must see how she is." 
The other directors remain . This mine 
is part of the 10,000-acre Hacienda de 
California, owned by one person. We 
learn that this person had been gone for 
10 years and returned the previous 
weekend. The director of the coopera-
tive greeted him and asked, "What can I 
do for you?" " Nothing," the owner 
replied . " You can do nothing for me." 
The owner wants his land back, even 
though he had abandoned it. The accords 
say the government should purchase this 
land and sell it to the cooperative. 
"What will happen if the owner tries to 
get it back?" 
Maria Elena pauses, " I don't know. 
What would you do?" 
♦ We are in an ornate room at the Pres i-
dential Palace, the country's White 
House. We sip water we don't have to 
worry about and talk with a high-level 
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presidential assistant. Behind us is a 
window overlooking the garden. As I sit 
here, I keep thinking about a few days 
earlier when we visited the Jesuit 
graves, now a rose garden in full bloom. 
I am struck by how outclassed I am at 
the palace. I know a lot about communi-
cation and persuasion , but all I can do 
during this conversation is marvel at 
how slippery this guy is. 
We get a very superficial answer when 
we ask what progress has been made on 
the accords. How easily he moves to 
another level of truth when he realizes 
we understand the complexities of land 
reform . We press him further. We ask 
how a country with no infrastructure 
can hope to find jobs for the approx-
imately 30,000 soldiers who will lose 
their jobs under the accords. How easily 
he moves to yet another level of truth, 
telling us just a little bit more. Yet we 
never pin him down, and we never get 
to the heart of the matter. 
This is spin control. Our friends in 
the governing party here know what we've 
seen. They want us to know their side of 
the story. "There are rich people in El 
Salvador," they point out from the city's 
heights. " Look at all the mansions. We 
do take care of orphans. We do go to 
church . When you go home, make sure 
you tell both sides of the story." 
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♦ Another side of the story: "On the 
outside, I look fine. But inside, I'm all 
messed up," Emma says and begins to 
cry. It is our last morning in El Salva-
dor. We are outside under a shade tree 
with a woman who directs a community 
health center, part of the California 
Caravan for Peace. 
"I was a friend of Padre Rutilio 
Grande [the first Jesuit killed in El 
Salvador's civil war in 1977]. After he 
died I eluded the army for many years, 
but eventually they found me. I was in 
jail for a month . They knew I had back 
trouble, so they concentrated the torture 
on my back. When I was released , they 
did not think I would walk again." She 
pauses as new tears mark her face. " I 
was also raped many times. When I was 
released , I had to have a hysterectomy." 
She pauses again. Suddenly she laughs. 
" Enough of the tears," she says. " You 
will not see them again." 
This woman leaves me with my domi-
nant impression of the people of El 
Salvador. The people I came to know, 
like her, the people I trusted , every one 
of them had clear eyes; they spoke from 
the heart , but not out of anger ; and they 
were passionate about justice. "Tomor-
row," she says, "we go to the airport to 
welcome back many families who are 
returning to reclaim the land. I will stay 
with them, helping them to build their 
homes. This is what I will do." She 
reminds me concretely of what our van 
driver said during our last liturgy, in the 
basement of the earthquake-damaged 
National Cathedral , next to the crypt 
where Romero is buried . "What this is 
all about ," he said , "is paz y amor." 
Peace and love. 
♦ (left to right) 
SCU student Stephanie 
Shindler (left) and delega-
tion leader Tracy Fitzsim-
mons look at photos taken 
of the slain women and 
Jesuits; the other face of El 
Salvador 
♦ But as of early June, a friend wrote, 
"The fragile peace accord is in perhaps 
its most critical state since its signing; 
one fears there could be renewed bad 
times ahead." My friend points out that 
the accords had called for the often-
abusive Treasury Police and National 
Guard to be dissolved by now. Instead , 
they have been retained under different 
names. " In other words," he says, "the 
security forces, which have terrorized 
this country for years, do not disappear; 
they only change names." 
Sporadic incidents appear designed to 
provoke. War planes have been reported 
over FMLN-controlled territory, to in-
timidate opposition leaders. ONUSAL 
investigated , but , reportedly, nothing 
came to light. "The FMLN's interpreta-
tion of these actions is that they are 
being provoked to fire the first bullet , to 
give reason for the military to restart the 
fight ," says my friend. 
The situation is potentially very vola-
tile. Several nations have promised $800 
million for reconstruction; but for this 
crucial money to come, the conditions 
of the peace accords must be fulfilled . 
In mid-May, the government and the 
FMLN began meeting with ONUSAL to 
try to work things out. However, my 
friend stresses, "Unless the U.S. puts 
strong pressure on Cristiani 's govern-
ment and the military to fulfill the ac-
cords, there will be renewed fighting. 
This would be lethal." 
Once again, I am reminded of the 
power of U.S. public opinion to bring 
about paz y amor. ■ 
Thomas Shanks, S.J., is an associate dean 
for arts and sciences at SCU. 
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Mauricio (left) and Francisco 
E vidence of the poverty op-pressing El Salvador is as close as the threshold of our hotel in the heart of the capi-
tal city. Outside our doorway, amid the 
dirt of the street, a child of perhaps 1 ½ 
spends her days penned in a small cage 
made of rough twigs while her mother 
sits nearby on the broken pavement sell-
ing mangos. A block or two away, ven-
dors and their families sleep under the 
crude wooden stands on which they 
display their goods during the day. The 
street serves as their shop, their home, 
their latrine. Just a few hundred yards 
from the cathedral , men and women, 
standing shoulder to shoulder in a nar-
row lane, hawk their minuscule inven-
tories-a half-dozen tubes of toothpaste, 
a bit of used clothing, a hacksaw and a 
few blades-the poor selling to the poor. 
In the countryside, poverty takes the 
fo rm of a straggling procession of 
women who trudge along the roadside 
carrying large plastic jugs on their heads 
or under their arms. From villages made 
up of crude shanties covered by palm 
leaves or corrugated metal , they make 
their monotonous pilgrimages to the 
nearest source of water. Other cam-
pesinos, often children or old people, 
carry bundles of twisted branches, fuel 
for the fire to cook their meals. 
One of the most haunting images of 
wartime violence comes from Rutilio 
Grande, a newly built repatriation camp 
named after the first Jesuit killed in the 
civil war. Carefully surrounded by a low 
concrete wall , a gnarled old tree pro-
vides welcome refuge from the sun that 
beats down on this arid land. The sur-
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REGENERATION AMID THE RUINS 
BY TIMOTHY O'KEEFE 
rounding land is pockmarked with signs 
of civil war-a bomb crater where 
children now play, ruined adobe houses 
of an earlier village destroyed during the 
conflict. From this tree the military 
hanged villagers they suspected were 
sympathetic to the guerrillas. The tree 
stands as a memorial to the men whose 
corpses hung from its branches, the 
grim fruit of civil war. 
Two boys we meet at the clinic of the 
Christian Committee for the Displaced 
Peoples of El Salvador (CRIPDES) of-
fer even more poignant evidence of the 
violence that has racked the country. 
Francisco and Mauricio were guerrilla 
soldiers, but now their mutilated limbs 
bear witness to the devastation done to 
children by warfare. Francisco is the 
older. At the age of 17 his leg was blown 
off below the knee by an FMLN mine. 
Mauricio, now 15, was also the victim 
of a mine explosion . A 13-year-old 
child-soldier, he lost his leg, one of his 
eyes, and much of his hearing. His other 
eye has only 2 percent vision. He can-
not read, but hopes with the help of a 
contact lens to improve his sight enough 
remote camp to teach the younger 
children of her community. 
The spring delegation to El Salvador 
had a varied and multifaceted character, 
part fact-finding mission, part social and 
political analysis, part expression of 
solidarity with the struggle for human 
rights and social justice, and part a ve-
hicle for delivering a modest amount of 
material aid . Visiting the sites of the 
assassination of Archbishop Oscar Ro-
mero and Rutilio Grande and the Jesuit 
university where the military murdered 
six priests and two women, the delega-
tion also took on the aspect of a pilgrim-
age. As has been the case with pilgrim-
ages throughout time, those making the 
journey carried away with them far more 
than they left behind . Each of us re-
turned with disturbing images of pover-
ty, injustice, and violence, but also in-
spired by signs of hope and resurrection. 
We came away with the conviction 
that, as peace at last becomes a reality, 
the world cannot turn its back on El 
Salvador. Instead of giving military aid , 
the United States, along with the Euro-
pean Community and other advanced 
A 13-year-old child-soldier, Mauricio lost 
his leg . . . and much of his hearing 
to return to school. Perhaps because 
these two boys are about the ages of my 
own sons, their maimed bodies are to me 
the most deeply moving symbol of the 
suffering of the people of El Salvador. 
Despite such terrible scarring re-
sulting from war and poverty, there are 
also remarkable signs of hope and re-
generation . The campesinos of Rutilio 
Grande, the same repatriated communi-
ty that preserved the hanging tree, are 
carefully preparing fields for sowing. 
With the help of funds from the Arch-
diocese of San Salvador, the people of 
the camp have built a schoolhouse as 
their first permanent structure. A teen-
age girl, although she has ambitions of 
a university education and an exciting 
career for herself, is staying in this 
nations, must help heal and rebuild a 
country whose internal resources are in-
adequate for the task. We came away 
convinced that in the future our own 
country's foreign policy should no 
longer drift with political expediency, 
but must consistently uphold the ethical 
principle that justice and human life are 
not negotiable commodities. We re-
turned from El Salvador aware of our 
own obligation to provide artificial limbs 
for Mauricio and Francisco and to give 
hope to a little child on a dirty San 
Salvador street that she might escape 
from her prison of poverty. ■ 
Timothy O'Keef e is a history professor at 
Santa Clara University. 
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It 
Facing ever 
fiercer global 
competition, 
companies 
throughout the 
United States 
are turning to 
team management 
to increase productivity 
and worker satisfaction 
Takes Teamwork 
and improve 
quality 
BY LISA AGRIMONTI '87 
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I t's no secret that U.S. business, once the world leader in manufac-turing, has lost its competitive edge. In the 1990s, the guiding theories 
that once catapulted the country to dom-
inance aren't working anymore. 
Today, in the face of ever fiercer global 
competition, where flexibility and short 
product-to-market times are essential, 
many companies are exploring work teams. 
"It seems every time we turn around , 
there's another company [switching to 
team management]," says Michael 
Beyerlein, director of the Center for the 
Study of Work Teams at the University 
of North Texas. 
Traditionally, companies are structured 
like hierarchies with a single supervisor 
responsible for results in a particular 
area. Under the team-management ap-
proach, the entire team is equally re-
sponsible for the failure or success of a 
particular project. 
Beyerlein says Tl percent of Fortune 
1000 companies used some form of self-
directed work teams in 1989. That figure 
is expected to reach as high as 50 per-
cent this year. 
In team management, what were 
formerly first-line supervisors' jobs fall 
under the realm of team leaders who act 
as coaches, resource people, and liai-
sons to management , rather than direc-
tors and bosses. 
"I think there are a lot of reasons 
[companies are trying teams]," says 
David Caldwell , associate dean of 
SCU's Leavey School of Business and 
Administration. "No. l, supervision is 
very expensive. If you can, in some 
sense, eliminate the control aspects of 
supervision, you can save a lot of 
money." 
The philosophy behind work teams is 
empowerment. Front-line workers are 
closest to the product, closest to the 
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customer, and , therefore, should have 
the best ideas about how to run projects. 
Work teams give employees more re-
sponsibility-relying on them as re-
sources, rather than just work drones -
and give them the authority to make 
decisions. 
Businesses attempting to implement 
teams seek guidance from successful 
companies like Harley-Davidson and 
Quaker Oats, which has used teams for 
more than 20 years at its dog-food plant 
in Topeka, Kan . 
These companies and others through-
out the United States claim the work-
team environment improves quality, pro-
ductivity, and efficiency and leads to 
reduced absenteeism, a particularly ap-
pealing benefit in manufacturing 
industries. 
One of the most recent adaptations of 
the approach is occurring at Hewlett-
Packard , headquartered in Palo Alto, 
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Calif., in its customer-responsibility 
section. 
Greg Clock '83, a manager at H-P 
whose group responds to customer in-
quiries and requests, has 300 employees 
in his section who are now responsible 
for their own scheduling. " No longer do 
people need potty passes to go to the 
bathroom," Clock says. " I told the 
employees, 'Listen folks, here's the 
volume [of calls] coming in . This is how 
it's coming in every half-hour; you're 
adults.'" 
Management is also pushing quality 
down to the front line, with more 
workers receiving training in that area. 
After less than a year, Clock says the 
company is already seeing results. 
"It's improving morale in my own 
organization," he says. "Workers feel 
they' re part of the business. They feel 
involved ." 
That feeling of cohesion and connec-
Michelle (Mullin) 
McPherson '88 (center) of 
Hewlett-Packard believes 
team management 
improves quality 
What were 
formerly first-
line supervisors' 
jobs fall under 
the realm of 
team leaders 
who act as 
coaches, re-
source people, 
and liaisons to 
management 
tion has long been a part of Apple Com-
puter, headquartered in Cupertino, 
Calif., where teams have been used 
since the company 's birth. 
" I think work teams are what Apple 
was founded on," says John MacIntosh 
' 'if!, a manager at the company. "To 
create new technology required a lot of 
creative ideas and people working 
toward the same goal to bring such in-
novative products to market." 
In business, response time is critical , 
particularly in the computer industry. 
Apple, he says, has a competitive advan-
tage because it's been able to use teams 
to create and market products quickly. 
As a manager, MacIntosh is a deci-
sion maker, but he depends on his peo-
ple for ideas rather than dictating ideas 
to them. 
" I look to my project leaders to come 
to me with some recommendations and 
some alternatives, and I trust that the in-
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puts of several minds are better than 
one," he says. 
MacIntosh, once a team leader him-
self, now oversees several teams in pro-
duct marketing and communications. As 
a team leader, he did not dictate; he 
coordinated the efforts of people in dif-
ferent areas of the company. 
John MacIntosh '87 of 
Apple Computer says the 
company was founded on 
work teams 
Companies 
switching to 
[teams] can run 
into problems ... 
including reluc-
tance by unions 
to participate 
and dissatisfac-
tion among 
supervisors 
"It's kind oflike conducting a symphony. 
You have certain people who play cer-
tain instruments, and they have to play 
at the right time to sound right," he 
says. "It was always important everyone 
was playing from the same sheet of music." 
Team members, too, prefer the system to 
the traditional boss-worker arrangement. 
"I feel I have more resources to count 
on," says Chris Underwood '83, who 
works in documentation at Oracle, a 
database software manufacturer head-
quartered in Redwood City, Calif. "I 
feel I have the backing of other team 
members, and I have more of a pool of 
expertise to draw on." 
Before joining Oracle about a year 
ago, Underwood, who is now responsi-
ble for his own scheduling and mate-
rials, worked for a company that did not 
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practice team management. 
"I felt like it was an independent 
struggle. There was no real sense of ac-
complishment," he says, adding that 
things are different at Oracle, where 
teams have been in place for more than 
five years: "Completed projects are seen 
more as victories." 
Michelle (Mullin) McPherson '88, a 
sales development engineer at Hewlett-
Packard, believes quality improves when 
workers feel more involved in the entire 
project. "You get quicker responses, and 
the quality of your responses is better 
because you see all the angles," says 
McPherson, whose division deals with 
the automotive industry. 
McPherson belongs to a team com-
prising about a dozen representatives 
from several groups at H-P, including 
research and development, quality con-
trol, and manufacturing. Her job is to 
work with outside salespeople who give 
her product requests from customers. 
She takes those requests to the team to 
determine development strategy and 
cost. "If you just have a marketing per-
son saying you need something, you 
won't get the whole picture," she says. 
"What about quality? Teams are a faster 
way of getting things done because you 
have more of a focus and . . . you have 
the buy-in from everybody when you go 
into management with the final offer." 
Bill Veltrop, a Southern California-
based consultant, agrees the traditional 
management system doesn't work well. 
He compares working in a bureaucrat-
ic management hierarchy, where few 
workers know what the others are doing, 
to three people trying to drive a car with 
one person looking at the road, one per-
son working the foot pedals, and the 
other steering: 
"They could talk to each other, but 
only the person who's in charge of 
[looking at the road] could see. You can 
imagine how much fun that would be," 
he says. "That's really the way the func-
tionally designed bureaucratic organiza-
tions work; that's the burden that type of 
organization lives with." 
One of the first companies to combat 
this disjunction was General Foods, a 
pioneer in team management. In the 
1970s, a period of labor strife, unrest, 
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and boredom on assembly lines, General 
Foods built a high-technology plant in 
Topeka. Those in charge of developing 
the plant decided to create a new man-
agement style to go with the new 
equipment. 
Today, the system at what is now the 
Quaker Oats dog-food plant, purchased 
from General Foods more than five 
years ago, works like this: 20-member 
teams are each headed by team leaders, 
who report to a seven-member plant 
staff. Each team member is responsible 
for unloading, packaging, warehousing, 
shipping, and maintaining equipment. 
Employees do their own hiring, and they 
impose their own discipline. 
Plant manager Herm Simon recalls an 
incident when four employees mishan-
dled some solvent, causing a major ex-
plosion. "There were a lot of questions 
around how severe a violation it was, 
and the team had to deal with it," he says. 
Team members decided to suspend the 
change," says H-P's Clock. "That's 
the big issue." 
Clock wants his employees to handle 
problems themselves- cutting down on 
customer-response time-rather than 
sending them up the management chain 
and back down. 
"My goal is to keep the supervisors 
out of people's hair," he says. ''All of 
our people have to feel empowered." 
Companies switching to team manage-
ment can run into several problems, 
however, including reluctance by unions 
to participate, as well as dissatisfaction 
among first-line supervisors who fear 
imminent changes in their duties. 
At Hill 's Pet Foods, Quaker's com-
petitor in Topeka, the problem of union 
cooperation was overcome by com-
municating to the members that the 
change would be good for the com-
pany and , therefore, beneficial for the 
workers. 
Once the teams were put in place in 
Workers have to be more skilled 
to participate in a team-management company, 
especially in manufacturing 
four workers without pay for two days 
while they determined the final punish-
ment, which they based on factors in-
cluding how long those involved had 
been on the job. 
" It was right on the line with what I 
would have done," says Simon. 
And for Quaker, the system has paid 
big rewards. Since its implementation, 
the plant has logged productivity im-
provements in 18 of the past 20 years, 
Simon estimates. 
Simon gets about a dozen calls an-
nually from companies inquiring about 
Quaker's management strategy. "How 
do you get away with so little supervi-
sion?" Simon says the other companies 
want to know. 
But that's precisely the point of teams: 
removing the supervisor's traditional 
role. 
"Managers' and supervisors' jobs 
change. I fully expect my job to 
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1990, workers were reluctant to take part 
in the training, fearing the company 
would start testing employees for job 
assignments, says Dennis Fountaine, 
chief steward at the time. When that 
didn't happen, workers became eager for 
the additional education, which includes 
instruction in English, communication, 
and finance. 
Pay is tied to how much workers learn 
and the number of tasks they can per-
form. All employees at Hill also par-
ticipate in a bonus program based on 
total production. 
The problem of defining supervisors' 
roles has been a little more difficult. At 
H-P, first-line supervisors dislike the 
coming changes. 
"Their biggest complaint is, 'Why am 
I needed? What's my job?' " Clock says. 
"Their jobs are going to change. They're 
going to be team leaders. They're going 
to be participants in the process." 
At H-P, supervisors still retain the 
power of hiring, firing , discipline, and 
performance evaluation; but, for suc-
cessful team implementation, they must 
give up other controls and become 
facilitators. 
"If a company tries to use teams 
without being willing to let go of some 
of the hierarchical decision making, I 
don't think it will work," says Caldwell 
of the SCU business school. 
Another key is patience. Some com-
panies may look at teams as a quick fix , 
but experts caution that persistence is 
mandatory. At Hill's, management be-
lieves it will be several years before the 
teams are fully functional. 
Still , team-management style, though 
lauded by many, is not without its 
drawbacks. Workers have to be more 
skilled to participate in a team-man-
agement company, especially in manu-
facturing. They need statistical skills to 
perform quality checks. They have to 
understand how to schedule and manage 
inventory. Most importantly, they re-
quire good communication skills. To 
ensure workers have these skills, the 
company has to provide more training. 
Group dynamics can also have a detri-
mental effect on innovation. "Sometimes 
teams can stifle creativity. Sometimes 
individuals withhold good ideas or in-
formation because they fear those ideas 
won't be accepted," MacIntosh says. 
In addition, difficulties may arise with 
employees who abuse the powers they 've 
been given , and management may have 
to step in . Clock says he has not been 
notified of any problems in his section 
at H-P; but, if some pockets of misuse 
do exist , he says they're easily handled 
by the team because everyone must 
work together to meet goals. 
"Peer-group pressure can fix that in a 
hurry," he says. 
Whatever the drawbacks, it appears 
team management is here to stay this 
time. 
"People were thinking about teams 20 
years ago; then it was sort of a flash in 
the pan," Caldwell says. "I think this 
will be a more enduring type of issue." ■ 
Lisa Agrimonti '8'7 is a reporter for the 
Wichita Eagle Beacon in Kansas. 
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GIVING TO SANTA CLARA: 
Patriarch Louis 
Brutocao poses with 
a photo of his wife, 
Dorina, who died 
in 1983. The couple 
taught their seven 
children to give 
back to their 
communities 
A tradition 
of giving and a re-
spect for education 
inspire an SCU 
family to reach out 
to the community 
and the University 
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I n the early 1960s, Rinaldo Brutoco '68 was a high school kid with plenty of get-up-and-go. During his freshman and sophomore years, 
his extracurricular activities included 
sports, student government, and church 
events. With so much competition for his 
time, textbooks got the least attention . 
By the time he realized the connection 
between scholastic achievement and 
future success, he was a junior with two 
years of mediocre grades and a predica-
ment: how to overcome his lackluster 
academic performance and qualify for 
admission to Santa Clara University. 
Rinaldo showed promise during his 
last two high school years, but his GPA 
was too low to earn him a place in the 
1964 freshman class at SCU where his 
older brother, Ricardo '66, was complet-
ing his sophomore year. Unwilling to 
accept the decision of the Admissions 
Committee, Rinaldo flew from Covina, 
Calif., to the University and camped out 
in front of the office of Thomas Terry, 
S.J., then the dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
"It was graduation day, and Father Terry 
came out in his black robe," Rinaldo 
recalls . "He said he'd see me for 15 
minutes." Quickly, Rinaldo recited his 
high school activities and noted that he 
had boosted his grades during the past two 
years. "I looked him straight in the eye 
and said, 'If you'll just give me this one 
chance, I promise not only to do well, 
but to give something back to benefit 
future students.' " Rinaldo got his chance. 
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IT RUNS IN THE FAMILY 
When Rinaldo graduated with honors, 
he wanted to pay tribute to the school 
that gave him much more than the req-
uisite curriculum. "It was so important 
to me that Father Terry didn't just go by 
the rules," Rinaldo says. "He was will-
ing to make an exception-a human de-
cision-based on whatever spark of 
ability he saw in me, not just on the 
grades. I wanted to continue that spirit 
of people giving other people a chance 
to do better." 
Like Ricardo before him and his other 
siblings after him, Rinaldo began donat-
ing to SCU while still in graduate 
school. He wanted his contributions to 
go beyond general operating expenses, 
however; so he met with the University 
president and the vice president for 
University relations to ask if Santa Clara 
Ricardo '66 is 
CEO of a 
communica-
tions-technology 
company 
would be willing 
to administer 
smaller endow-
ments for any 
graduate who 
wanted to create 
one. When they 
agreed, family 
members began 
combining their 
gifts to have a 
collective impact 
on SCU. 
In 1980 a $1,000 
scholarship was 
established from 
the growing fund in honor of patriarch 
Louis' 60th birthday. "Dad sacrificed so 
much to educate all of us," says Raimond 
'76. "We thought one way to thank him 
was to make some financial sacrifices 
ourselves to pass on the opportunity for 
an SCU education to someone else." 
In the ensuing years, Rinaldo's six 
brothers and sisters (all of whom have 
attended SCU, along with nieces, neph-
ews, and in-laws), parents Louis and 
Dorina, and their families and friends 
have made ongoing contributions to the 
original endowment. 
In 1986 the children elected to use the 
family endowment exclusively for faculty 
support, and they established the Louis 
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and Dorina Brutocao Award for Teach-
ing Excellence in tribute to their parents 
and to SCU educators. (Brutocao is the 
original family spelling; Rinaldo and 
Rudolf '74 have shortened the name to 
Brutoco.) As the endowment has grown, 
the University has used interest from the 
fund to make additional grants and awards 
Regina '91 will 
complete her 
teaching 
credentials 
next year 
to faculty for in-
novative teaching 
projects. 
The Brutocao 
children's origi-
nal philanthropic 
gesture so many 
years ago was by 
no means a fluke; 
it sprang from a 
family tradition of 
giving that dates 
back at least three 
generations. 
In 1910 Um-
berto Brutocao, 
the children's grandfather, left the small 
village near Venice, Italy, where he had 
been born, and sailed for Canada. When 
he arrived in Ontario, family friends al-
ready living there made sure he had a 
place to live and food to eat. They also 
helped him procure 75 acres of wooded 
land to homestead . Umberto chopped 
wood for sale, built a cabin, and sent 
for his wife, Maria, to come from Italy. 
The Brutocaos adjusted well to their life 
in North America. They had seven chil-
dren-four daughters and three sons-and, 
with other Italian immigrants, created a 
community with a neighbor-helping-
neighbor credo that reflected Old World 
heritage and New World opportunity. 
In 1929 Umberto was killed in a rail-
road accident. Once again, the commu-
nity of family and friends offered the 
Brutocaos support and assistance. 
When the family moved to Toronto in 
1934, Maria was able to repay the kind-
ness extended to her and her husband 
during their early years in Canada. 
The apartment in which she and her 
family lived was near a hospital re-
nowned for treating children with serious 
illnesses. "It cost 12 ½ cents to take the 
trolley up and back from the hospital to 
our apartment," Louis remembers. "Be-
cause we lived so close, friends from 
Ontario would write to my mother, ask-
ing if they could stay with us while their 
child was being treated at the hospital. I 
slept on the chesterfield in the living 
room for a few days at a time so the 
child's mother could have my bedroom. 
Occasionally, other family members 
would come, too, and we made room for 
everybody. That way they wouldn't have 
to worry about how to pay for a hotel, 
which they couldn't afford. The philoso-
phy was, 'What one can eat, two can 
eat; what two can eat, three can eat.' 
"My mother never forgot how much 
people helped my father when he first 
came to Canada and how much they 
helped her when our father died," Louis 
continues. "She wanted to give back 
what she could." 
Rudolf '74 is a 
pediatrician 
specializing in 
behavior and 
development 
Maria's gener-
osity made a 
lasting impres-
sion on her chil-
dren. Louis, a 
toolmaker with a 
high school edu-
cation who par-
layed his business 
acumen into pro-
jects as a land 
developer and 
restaurateur, and 
his wife, Dorina, 
donated time and 
resources to 
many charities-and their children have 
followed suit. 
One element that characterizes Brutocao 
activities, whether charitable or business-
related, is the family's penchant for 
working together. "We know we each have 
different strengths and interests, so 
though we follow different career paths, 
we meet regularly and each contributes 
in his or her own way to joint business 
ventures and especially to our charitable 
efforts," says Severina '82, now married 
to Bill Malcolm '82 (J.D. '85). 
In 1992 the Brutocaos established the 
Brutocao Family Foundation to further 
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consolidate their financial contributions 
to various charities, including the SCU 
Rinaldo '68 is 
CEO of a catalog 
and retail com-
pany in Bur-
lingame, Calif. 
~ 
i 
'i'!' 
:;; 
~ 
endowment. "We 
are committed to 
giving, both to 
Santa Clara and 
l other good causes. 
0 The foundation is 
simply a more 
effective way 
to make a dif-
ference," says 
Roberto '79. 
In addition to 
the SCU endow-
ment, another 
Brutocao family 
philanthropic 
affair was the creation of the nationwide 
Life-Savers Foundation of America. Ori-
ginally established by Rudolf to find a 
bone marrow donor for his wife, Diana 
(Burgos) '74, when she was stricken with 
leukemia, the foundation, which has 
since merged with the National Marrow 
Donor Program, established a registry 
that today numbers more than 500,000 
potential donors (see sidebar, below) . 
Diana (Burgos) Brutoco '74 
R udolf and Diana (Burgos) Bru-toco '74 got the news in May 1988, and it was devastating. Doctors 
told Diana, age 36 and the mother of 
four young children , that she had leu-
kemia. Without a bone marrow trans-
plant , they said, she probably would die 
before her 39th birthday. 
Determined to fight the odds, the Bru-
tocos embarked on the emotionally and 
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Likewise, the extended Brutocao fami-
ly's support for SCU grew from a per-
sonal interest- Louis' affiliation with 
the Jesuits, which began in the 1950s 
when he and Dorina immigrated to South-
ern California from Toronto with their 
two young children. Soon thereafter, 
Louis, impressed with the Jesuits' em-
phasis on scholarship and commitment 
to providing students a well-rounded 
education, began attending and organiz-
ing Jesuit retreats. 
Raimond '76 
works in real 
estate investment 
and property 
management 
Dorina, who r died of cancer in 
~ 1983, imbued ! each of her seven 
"g- children with the 
" love of knowl-
edge, using 
whatever motiva-
tion seemed ap-
propriate to the 
individual child. 
At times, her en-
couragement took 
a somewhat un-
conventional path. 
For instance, 
daughter Regina '91 cut a deal with her 
mother when she was 10 years old. 
"She said she'd do the dishes for me if I 
would read to her while she did them ," 
recalls Regina. "I think I read every 
Laura Wilder book ever written." 
Rudolf says that for him and his sib-
lings, SCU continued the learning pro-
cess that began at home. "We are seven 
kids who have all taken different paths 
in our lives, yet we were each able to 
find something unique in our learning 
experience at Santa Clara." 
Candidates for the Award for Teaching 
Excellence are nominated annually by un-
dergraduates and SCU alumni, who are 
encouraged to send letters to the Office of 
the Vice President for Academic Affairs 
describing the professional attributes of 
their nominee. The University Teaching 
and Learning Committee, composed of 
faculty, administrators, and students, re-
views each candidate's qualifications and 
makes a recommendation to the vice pres-
ident for academic affairs, who makes 
the final decision. 
The 1992 recipient of the Louis and 
Dorina Brutocao Award for Teaching 
FAMILY EFFORT GIVES LEUKEMIA 
physically draining process of finding a 
marrow donor. "Although we knew 
Diana might not survive the grueling 
treatment process, marrow transplant 
was her only chance to regain her fu-
ture," says Rudolf, a pediatrician and 
group medical director in Covina, Calif. 
After Diana's brothers were found to 
that the 12,000 names in the national 
registry did not yield a match for Diana . 
For Rudolf, the next step was obvious. 
Almost immediatetly following the doc-
tors' diagnosis, he curtailed and eventually 
left his pediatric practice to establish 
Life-Savers Foundation of America, a 
non-profit organization whose goal was 
Not surprisingly, Life-Savers immediately 
became a Brutocao family affair 
be incompatible donors (siblings have a 
25 percent chance of matching marrow), 
the family contacted the National Mar-
row Donor Program, which maintains a 
registry of potential donors for leukemia 
and other blood-disorder victims. 
But, since there are more than 20,000 
marrow types, it came as no great surprise 
to recruit thousands more donors for 
NMDP's registry. 
Not surprisingly, Life-Savers immedi-
ately became a Brutocao family affair. 
Rudolfs father, Louis, provided the build-
ing in which Life-Savers was headquar-
tered. Rudolfs siblings provided business 
and legal expertise as well as initial fund-
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Excellence, which includes $3,000 and a 
crystal clock, is political science Professor 
Eric Hanson. "The award provides en-
couragement to faculty that SCU is an 
institution that combines serious academ-
ic research with a primary emphasis on 
strong teaching," he says. 
Severina '82 is a 
homemaker and 
mother of two 
girls in San 
Dimas, Calif. 
In 1991 the 
family and the 
University agreed 
to introduce a 
new annual Bru-
tocao award that 
would recognize 
a faculty member 
for developing 
innovative class-
room curricu-
lum. Professor 
Larry Iannaccone 
of the Economics 
Department be-
came the first re-
cipient of the Louis and Dorina Bru-
tocao Award for Teaching Innovation for 
his efforts in bringing personal com-
puters to economics and other related 
courses at SCU. 
"By introducing PCs into the class-
room, students can actually apply fore-
casting techniques to real problems, as 
opposed to memorizing formulas and 
Roberto '"f() prac-
tices corporate 
law with a firm 
in Santa Ana 
Heights, Calif. 
"' applying them to 
~ static textbook 
§ examples " he .,,, , 
} explains. "In 
g- other words, in-
" stead of teaching 
people how to 
build a house by 
reading a book, 
we provide the 
hammer and 
nails-the PCs-
to Jet them do it 
firsthand." 
In addition to 
the awards for 
excellence and innovation, which recog-
nize past work, two grants have been 
made annually for several years from 
the family endowment to support faculty 
research for innovative teaching 
programs. 
The innovation-grant recipients for 
1992-93 include Janice Edgerly-Rooks, 
PATIENTS A SECOND CHANCE 
ing and invaluable moral support. The 
foundation's inaugural event in a cousin's 
back yard yielded its first 300 donors 
and raised $100,000 for initial expenses. 
Volunteers, first locally, then nationally, 
helped publicize and conduct hundreds 
of grass-roots blood-testing drives. Rudolf 
appeared on dozens of TV shows, in-
cluding four appearances on NBC-TV's 
Today show to promote Life-Savers and 
encourage donors to come forward to 
save lives. He also testified before Con-
gress and, with NMDP, successfully 
lobbied politicians to provide $26 
million in funding and set safety stan-
dards for volunteer donor programs. 
Just 10 weeks after Life-Savers was 
founded, a suitable donor was located 
for Diana . On March 10, 1989, she re-
ceived a half-liter of marrow extracted 
from the hip of a banker in Baton Rouge, 
La. , and flown to the Seattle hospital 
where she was undergoing massive radi-
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ation and chemotherapy. 
"I was excited about [the transplant]," 
donor Bill Williams told USA Today 
after the operation. "I knew that if 
everything went right, I would be saving 
a life and keeping those four children 
from losing their mother." 
In 1991, Life-Savers merged with NMDP, 
leaving as its legacy a registry of more 
than 300,000 potential donors, $10 million 
raised mostly from donations to under-
write expenses for costly blood tests, 
and 535 patients whose lives were saved 
because of the generosity of Life-Savers' 
volunteers. 
By April 1992, NMPD's registry had 
swelled to more than half a million po-
tential donors. Every day about 200 vol-
unteers are tested nationwide and at least 
two marrow transplants are performed 
between non-family members. Rudolf now 
serves as a founding officer (with Diana's 
doctor and the 1990 Nobel laureate, E. D. 
biology, and Amy Shachter, chemistry, 
for their work on the implementation of 
SCU's new environmental studies minor. 
While supporting the best in teaching 
at SCU, the Brutocao fund enables the 
seven children to honor their parents, 
who taught them that not all learning 
occurs in the classroom. "I feel great 
about what the kids have done," says 
their father, Louis. "Instead of buying 
something my wife and I really didn't 
need , they used the money to provide a 
way for other students at Santa Clara to 
recognize the most outstanding teachers. 
Because of the respect we've always had 
for teachers, that was one of the finest 
gifts we've ever received." 
The next Brutocao generation has already 
established a presence at Santa Clara. 
Eldest grandchild Louis, son of Ricardo, 
graduated in 1991 alongside his aunt 
Regina, the youngest of Louis and Dorina's 
children. Andrew and Christina, also 
Ricardo's children, will graduate in 1993 
and 1994, respectively. ■ 
Heidi Garfield is a free-lance writer living in 
San Francisco. 
Thomas) of the World Marrow Donor 
Association, which has united 30 na-
tions in recruiting marrow donors. 
Thanks to the bounty of volunteers, 
one of the Brutocos' neighbors recently 
diagnosed with leukemia has a list of 57 
potentially compatible volunteers from 
whom to find the best donor. Ironically, 
the young woman is one of the volunteers 
who was tested four years ago during 
the campaign to find a donor for Diana . 
And almost four years after Diana's 
marrow transplant, she is free of any 
trace of leukemia . Once afraid she 
might not live to celebrate her next 
birthday, Diana's family now gives her 
two parties every year-one on her 
birthday and one on her "rebirthday," 
the day of her transplant.-H.G. ■ 
Editor's Note: To learn how you can par-
ticipate in the volunteer program, call the 
NMDP Life-Savers hotline (1-800-950-1050). 
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History Professor 
Jo Burr Margadant 
received tenure in 
1991-92 
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I JO BURR MARGADANT 
BY SUNNY MERIK 
Like other women of the 
I-like-Ike generation, the 
French-history scholar's life 
has grown in concert with 
tumultuous social changes 
~ w ith four national awards 
~ for her first book, Madame j le Professeur, a divorce, a 
successful second mar-
riage, two adult children, a tenured 
position in SCU's History Department, 
a home in Davis, and condos in San 
Francisco and Paris, Jo Burr Margadant 
appears to be the ultimate woman of the 
1990s. 
But Margadant, a respected scholar in 
French history, insists she's a product of 
another generation. "I belong to the 50s, 
a generation of white, middle-class, 
adolescent girls growing up in the suburbs 
of Detroit," she says. "We had few pro-
fessional role models. I just thought I'd 
get married and have children and work 
at something; I wasn't sure what." 
Like other women of the I-like-Ike 
generation and the era of polio shots, 
Sputnik, Brown vs. the Board of Educa-
tion, Marilyn Monroe, and Castro, her 
life has not been marked by well-defined 
goals or an uninterrupted pursuit of 
accomplishment. Rather, Margadant's 
experience has been shaped mainly by 
external events and chance happenings. 
"I got into history because I had a 
history teacher who inspired me. She 
was knowledgeable, powerful , exciting-
and she didn't look like an old maid. 
I went to Paris because my father sug-
gested I study abroad. I got interested in 
African politics because of a teaching 
assistant . It was all a matter of accident. 
I think life is a series of unplanned turn-
ings," she says. 
Margadant, 52, or Joby as she prefers 
to be called, remembers the 1950s as 
organized around men. "Fathers were 
very important," she says. 
Her own father died when she was 1. 
Her mother's second husband , a World 
War II pilot, was shot down and held in 
a German POW camp. The night he re-
turned from the war, he said he wanted 
a divorce. 
Margadant's mother tells the story of 
her 5-year-old staring out the window, 
saying, "Here comes a man. Maybe 
he'll want to be our daddy." 
It was Carlyn Ashley's third husband, 
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Ogden Vogt, who became Daddy to a 
family that eventually numbered five 
children- Margadant's older brother, 
herself, and three younger siblings. 
When Margadant could not decide on 
a major after a year at Mount Holyoke 
College, Vogt played a pivotal role in 
her life by suggesting she study abroad 
and encouraging her to "see the world," 
Margadant says. 
In Paris, she studied at the Ecole des 
Sciences Politiques et Economiques and 
was influenced by a teaching assistant 
who had worked in Algiers . 
As the Civil Rights Movement burst 
the placid suburban bubble in Detroit , 
Margadant began developing a social 
conscience of her own. "This T.A. 
convinced me I should go to Africa," 
she says. 
Her parents arranged for her to join 
church-related work crews in Nairobi. 
At the first site, she helped build a sub-
surface dam. " I was walking around 
Margadant finished her master's degree 
at Boston University while Harrison 
completed Harvard Law School. 
"Ours looked like the perfect mar-
riage on the outside, but there was 
tension from the beginning," Margadant 
says. "Still, we had good years. In 
Boston , we worked for integration. We 
marched on Washington the day of Martin 
Luther King's 'I Have a Dream' speech. 
I felt part of a great movement that day, 
part of a great wave that couldn't be 
stopped. Hap and I organized our life 
around Africa. We planned to spend for-
ever in Ethiopia, but it wasn't to be." 
Four years and two miscarriages later, 
Ethiopian doctors told Margadant she 
should return to the States for her next 
pregnancy. She did. Ashley was born in 
1969. Harrison was hired by UC-Davis 
Law School, and the family moved to 
California. 
Margadant entered the doctoral program 
in history at Davis and gave birth to 
As the Civil Rights Movement burst 
the placid suburban bubble in 
Detroit, Margadant began developing 
a social conscience of her own 
carrying bags of sand for cement on my 
head," she says. At the second site, 
Margadant was cook for a 40-member 
bridge-building crew. 
Nairobi was where she met her first 
husband , Harrison Dunning. After 
Margadant graduated magna cum laude 
from Mount Holyoke, the couple married 
with plans to return to Africa. "We had 
common goals. We both cared very much 
about civil rights and Africa. I believed 
in romantic marriage," she says. " I 
thought problems would automatically 
work themselves out." 
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Thad in 1973. 
Two years later, she got a research 
grant to investigate the first generation 
of women to graduate from the Ecole de 
Sevres in Paris. Harrison took a leave, 
and the family returned to France. This 
was the year the marriage ended. 
"We separated, and I decided I didn't 
want to reunite. I was dying in that mar-
riage, and yet I was very worried about 
my parents' opinion . Divorce was a shame-
ful thing for my generation. But when I 
told them, they were supportive. That was 
such a relief! They understood my mar-
riage was not made in heaven, and it 
wasn't my fault ," Margadant says. 
"I realized we could all survive; no 
one was going to self-destruct if our 
marriage did not continue. It took 13 
years, but I was able to end it." 
Her children remember that year as 
one of high tension . 
" But I have one wonderful memory 
from that year," says Ashley, now living 
and working in New York. "It's of a 
train trip Mom and I took to Strasbourg. 
She read Watership Down to me the 
whole way. I was 6. I love that book!" 
Margadant moved her children back to 
Davis, got a $12,000-a-year job as a 
teaching assistant, rented a house, and 
continued working on her dissertation. 
"The divorce was very painful for us 
all, but we learned through it," she says. 
"We shared the parenting and expenses 
as equally as possible. We considered 
everyone's interests . We did not critic ize 
each other." 
Ted Margadant, who had been one of 
Margadant's professors at Davis, courted 
and married her shortly after her divorce 
was final . 
"After her marriage to my stepdad, 
she had a chance to pursue her career 
more forcefully," says Thad , a sopho-
more at Brown University. 
As American women of the 1970s and 
1980s sought and established new realms 
for themselves , Margadant plunged into 
her career. 
"Being hired at Santa Clara in 1983 
was a profound rite of passage for me," 
she says. "I felt like an adult at last. 
This was my job, not my husband's . I'd 
spent years preparing for a job, and get-
ting it made me feel I was doing my 
share." 
Hilary Graham , a sophomore in one of 
Margadant's first Western Civilization 
classes, says, " She was my favorite pro-
fessor. She was excited about her subject, 
and she got us all excited, too. She 
brought history alive and made me want 
to learn more and read more. I took two 
other classes from her and a seminar in 
French history. I even majored in his-
tory, in part , because of her." 
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Jo Burr 
Margadant 
\\' OMEN 
EDUCATORS 
IN THE TJIIRIJ 
REP UBLIC 
Jo Burr Margadant's first book, Madame le Pro-
fesseur, won four national awards 
Like other women starting careers late 
in life, Margadant found workplace se-
curity fragile. For seven years, from 
1983 until 1990, she worked on a year-
to-year contract, always wondering if 
she'd be at SCU again the next year. 
Job stress included a two-hour commute 
twice a week and "sacking out in my of-
fice overnight until the campus police 
put a stop to that ," she says with a ner-
vous laugh . "Then I stayed in friends ' 
spare bedrooms. It was all a strain." 
Today, Margadant commutes from a San 
Francisco condo via train . "It's a much 
more civilized life now," she says. Friday 
through Monday, she lives with Ted in 
their Davis home. 
In 1990, Margadant and several other 
" full-time temporary" professors, most 
of them women , were put on tenure track. 
And after 12 years of research and 
writing, her restructured dissertation , 
Madame le Professeur: Women Educa-
tors in the Third Republic, was pub-
lished by Princeton University Press. 
"In the mid-70s when I started on this 
work, the hot scholarly subject was elite 
men's professional groups," Margadant 
says. She focused instead on an elite 
women's professional group, examining 
the lives and careers of 213 women who 
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it graduated from the Ecole de Sevres and 
~ shaped secondary education for young J women in France during the late 1800s. 
"Every so often in my research I'd 
find a story that filled me with tears. 
These women were inspiring. They were 
principled . Their lives were a fabulous 
contribution ." 
Margadant shared her work with her 
mother. "She sent me her manuscript. It 
was about 6 inches thick ," says Carlyn 
Vogt. "I saw my job as correcting her 
spelling and grammar, and I took my 
job very seriously." 
Within a year, Madame le Professeur 
garnered four national awards: the David 
Pinkney Prize for the best book in 
French history by a North American 
scholar; the Berkshire Conference of 
Women Historians Book Award for the 
best book published by a woman histor-
ian; the History of Education Society of 
America Award for the best book in ed-
ucational history; and the National Book 
awards and from such a variety of disci-
plines," he said. "The Berkshire Award 
examined women authors; the Pinkney 
looked for outstanding works in French 
history. We were looking at education. 
To be able to speak with power to such 
different audiences reveals what an ex-
cellent work this is." 
Perhaps Margadant's ability to speak 
with power to different audiences comes 
from her capacity to listen with 
understanding. 
'Tm a historian of empathy," she 
says. "Whether teaching or researching, 
I'm always listening for people's stories. 
Everyone's story is shaped by context , 
by global events. In the past, our 
historical documents were silent about 
women and families, as if these ele-
ments did not exist in men's lives. In 
that regard, our historical documents 
lied . You cannot speak of men without 
speaking of women. We continually shape 
one another. Private life and public life 
"I'm always listening for people's 
stories. Everyone's story is shaped 
by context, by global events." 
-Jo Burr Margadant 
Award in the Humanities from Alpha 
Sigma Nu, the Jesuit honor society. 
" This many prestigious awards for one 
book is a first for the department and 
the University," said Peter Pierson, 
chair of the History Department. 
Meris Yinovskis, professor of history 
at the University of Michigan and chair 
of the awards committee for the History 
of Education Society of America , said 
Madame le Professeur was chosen 
unanimously over more than 70 other 
books. 
"It's unusual to win four national 
are intimately connected. I try to help 
my students see that." 
This past academic year, Jo Burr 
Margadant received tenure. Next year, 
with a $20,000 grant from the American 
Council of Learned Societies, she will 
take a sabbatical in Paris, researching 
her next book , which she's tentatively 
titled "Politics and the Decline of the 
Consort in Nineteenth-Century France: 
From Josephine to Sarah Bernhardt." ■ 
Sunny Merik is the editor of Spectrum , the 
University's newspaper for faculty and staff 
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- ALUMNI CLASS NOTES 
BY DORIS NAST 
Class Notes Editor 
'34 Richard Thrift and his wife, Jean , celebrated 
their 50th wedding anniversary with their 15 children 
and grandchildren , spending a weekend at Little River 
on the Mendocino Coast. 
'42 Bertram DePew and his wife, Jane, have returned 
to Portland , Ore., from Ahmedabad, India , where he 
served as a volunteer with the International Executive 
Service Corps (IESC) , a non-profit organization of 
U.S. business people who provide managerial and 
technical assistance to private enterprises in develop-
ing countries. Bertram, retired owner and president 
of Heat Engineering and Supply Co., El Monte, was 
recruited to assist a sta inless steel tube manufacturer 
improve productivity and quality. 
'47 Bill Mcinerney, president of the Oakland law 
firm of Mcinerney & Dillon, is a member of St. Ig-
natius College Prep Board of Regents and chair of 
Men's Board , St. Anne's Home, Little Sisters of the 
Poor. 
'48 Patrick Creegan received a doctorate in civil 
engineering from UC-Berkeley in December. 
'55 Walter Conn, a partner and property manage-
ment director of Char les Dunn Co. rea l esta te 
brokerage in Los Angeles, is on the Boards of Regents 
and Trustees of Gonzaga University in Spokane. 
'56 John Wilde (MBA '70) , is product line manager 
at Challenger Electrical Equipment in Jackson, Miss. 
'62 Adrian Buoncrist iani is western regional 
manager for Champion Product Inc., an athletic 
clothing manufacturer in Carson City. John Cain and 
his wife, Mary Jane, live in Durango, Colo., where 
he is with Triple "S" Realty. 
'63 Anthony Carollo is chief operating officer of Fu-
jitsu Business Communication Systems in Phoenix. 
He and his wife, Debbie, live in Paradise Valley. 
'64 Bob Garibaldi and his wife , Carol , live in 
Stockton where he manages San Joaquin Beverage Co. 
He is also one of the most respected basketball referees 
in the NCAA. 
'65 James Brady is a deputy project manager at 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. He and his 
wife, Barbara, have two children attending Santa Clara: 
Erin , a junior; and Jim II , a freshman. Their home 
is in Modesto. 
'67 Roger Easley is vice president of BPSW Ar-
chitects & Engineers Inc. in Albuquerque. Charles 
Ortman is a special agent for the U.S. Secret Service 
in Los Angeles. He and his wife, Anne (Scott '68) , 
live in Mission Viejo. Gary Shimmin is senior vice 
president of The Life Insurance Company of Virginia. 
His home is in Richmond. 
'68 Gene Cecotti is vice chair and CEO of Shamrock 
Materials Inc. , a building materials dealer in San 
Rafael. He and his wife , Cynthia, live in Corte 
Madera. Steve Corio and his wife, Toni , live in San 
Jose , where he is manager/marketing operations for 
IBM. He also teaches a sales management class at 
SCU. Tim Smith , president of Bob Smith BMW in 
Canoga Park , is a recipient of the 1992 Time Magazine 
Quality Dealer Award. He is one of only 65 dealers 
nationwide to be nominated. 
'70 Mark Freitas , assoc iate broker at Craig 
Michalak Inc. , Commercial Real Estate, Federal Way, 
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Wash. , was named 1991 Commercial-Investment Real 
Estate Broker of the Year by the Washington Commer-
cial Investment Real Estate Institute. He was also 
honored by the Federal Way Soccer Association with 
the Rhoades Dedication Award for 1991 for outstand-
ing service to community youth. Kathleen 
(McCracken) Phillips is CFO of the Oakland Athletics 
Baseball Co. 
'72 Michael Knappman lives in Cotati and is a 
physician assistant at the Sonoma Public Health Dept. 
Thomas Merson (JD '91) is captain of the Palo Alto 
Police Dept. 
'73 Larry Bogner (MBA '77) lives in Napa and is 
a civi l engineer with Napa County Public Works Dept. 
Sandra (Grantz) Filkowski is vice president/finance 
and CFO of Santa Rosa Memorial Hospital. She and 
her husband, Walter, live in Santa Rosa. Jim Garn-
son earned a master's degree at Harvard and a doc-
torate from Cambridge. He is executive director of the 
non-profit Gorbachev Foundation/USA in San Fran-
cisco. He and his wife, Claire, live in Mill Valley. Janet 
(Park) Garvin is development and public relations 
director of San Francisco Girls Choral Association. 
Kevin Rooney is with Prudential Insurance & Finan-
cial Services in Mountain View. Steve Rychly is 
education-channel manager at Apple Computer in 
Rosemont , Ill. He li ves in Naperville. 
'74 Dan Casen.a is corporate controller for Gas Tech 
Inc. in Newark. Tom Quinlan is a partner in the 
Oakland law firm of Crosby, Heafey, Roach & May. 
Tom Suhr is a licensed clinical social worker and cer-
tified employee assistance professional in San Diego. 
Kathleen Weinheimer practices law with Schramm 
& Raddue in Santa Barbara. 
'75 Debbie (Smith) Duncan earned an MBA from 
Loyola Mary mount and is director of ticketing for the 
Los Angeles Dodgers. She and her husband , Wayne, 
live in Manhattan Beach. Terry Phillips is a foreign 
correspondent for CBS Radio News, based in Moscow. 
Previously, he was on assignment in Eastern Europe 
and the Persian Gulf. Richard Zenobia is a glass and 
hardware contractor in Paso Robles , where he lives 
with his wife, Laurie Parsons. 
'76 Gregg De Ritis is vice president and manager 
of Key Bank of Washington in Seattle, where he lives 
with his wife , Julie, and I-year-old Joseph. John 
McBride is regional sales manager for Liquid Air 
Corp. in King of Prussia , Pa. He and his wife, Lor-
na, and their three sons, Kerry, Ricky, and Glenn, live 
in Gilbertsville, Pa. Robert Moles is president and 
CEO of Contempo Realty Inc. in Campbell. He and 
his wife , Denise, have four boys: Christopher, 2 ; 
Justin , 4; Erik, 6; and Thomas, 8. They live in Los 
Gatos. Rise (Jones) Pichon is a Santa Clara County 
Municipal Court judge and a member of SCU School 
of Law Board of Visitors. 
'77 Darlene D'Amico is special assistant to the court 
executive officer, Santa Clara County Superior Court. 
She specializes in labor relations/human resource 
issues. Clayton Drees won the annual California 
Society Sons of the American Revolution American 
History Fellowship History Grant for his essay on the 
career of American Revolutionary War Gen. Charles 
Lee, second-in-command to Gen. George Washington. 
Clayton works in the Huntington Library in San 
Marino and is a doctoral candidate in history at Clare-
mont Graduate School. Michael Ferrson is vice presi-
dent/finance and CFO of California Amplifier Inc., 
a microwave components manufacturer in Camari llo. 
Brian Mills, DMD, has a second-degree belt in karate 
and teaches the art at Apple Computer's fitness center 
in Cupertino, where he has his dental office. His wife 
and office manager, Maria Menard, is in the graduate 
program in library science at San Jose State Univer-
sity. They and their chi ldren , JO-year-old Adrienne and 
8-year-old Thomas, live in Los Altos. Gary Swan-
son is northwest area sa les manager for Toshiba 
America Electronic Components in Sunnyvale. He and 
his wife, Cheryl , li ve in San Jose with their sons, 
7-year-old Ryan and 3-year-old Jarrod. Chuck Volwiler 
is vice president/marketing for Hello Direct , a San Jose 
telecommunications firm he co-founded four years ago. 
It invented the world's first cordless telephone headset , 
which was shown on the Today show. 
'78 Shinita Beckum is a lega l administrator in the 
City Attorney 's Office in Winters. David Kadlecek 
is a programmer/analyst at American President Lines 
in Oakland. James Kanda practices general dentistry 
in Los Angeles. Nancy (Allen) Lee is sen ior planning 
manager for Ross Stores Inc. in Newark. Stephanie 
(Gonzales) Ringsage is a medical technologist at St. 
Vincent 's Hospital in Portland, Ore. She and her hus-
band , Randal , and their two daughters live in Beaver-
ton. Paul Wagstaffe and his wife, Jennifer, live in 
Sacramento, where he is an attorney with McDonald , 
Saeltzer, Morris , Creeggan & Waddock. 
'79 Doug Cosbie is president of Middlefield Travel 
in Mountain View. Vincent Galvin (JD '82) practices 
law with the San Jose firm of Bowman & Brooke. John 
O'Neill is a partner in Sattui & O'Nei ll , a San Fran-
cisco insurance firm. Thomas Stack is owner/operator 
of Hey Now Productions, a T-shirt and recreational 
apparel business in San Francisco. 
'80 Missy Figara-Gungl is president of Beta In-
vestments Inc. , a real estate investment and develop-
ment firm in Grants Pass, Ore. 
'81 Ann (Silva) Armstrong is assistant vice presi-
dent/product design at Pacific Mutual Life Insurance. 
She lives in Dana Point. Kathleen Bruno makes her 
home in San Francisco and is a sales representative 
for Sybase Corp. Dennis Cahill teaches and coaches 
baseball at Sammamish High School in Redmond, 
Wash. John De Luca is a CPA with Iacopi , Lenz & 
Co. in Stockton. 
'82 Ann (Foley) Cromie is branch manager of City 
Bank in Sonoma. Blake Smith lives in Reno where 
he is president of Financial Development Corp., a 
commercial real estate finance and consulting firm. 
Barbara (Wang) Tolentino is a senior research and 
development scientist at Loral Western Development 
Labs in San Jose. Judy Valadez teaches fifth grade 
at Holy Family Educational Center in San Jose. She 
has been in Young Adu lt Ministry for six years and 
is a Eucharist ic minister to the homebound. 
'83 Katie Carey is a lawyer/lobbyist for MetLife , 
traveling weekly between the New York home office 
and Washington , D.C., where she lives. Monica 
Covrey, M.D. , is associate medical director of Med 
Center-Family Practice/Urgent Care in Citrus Heights. 
Ann (Ruhwedel) Davis is vice president/director of 
corporate aud iting services of Unigard Insurance 
Group, a subsidiary of John Hancock Mutual Life In-
surance Co. in Seattle. Dean Fortino is an account 
manager at Quantum Corp. in Milpitas. Janice 
(Young) Fukumoto is a general engineer at U.S. Navy 
Public Works Center, Yokosuka , Japan. Debra (Baker) 
Ibarra runs A Chi ld 's Place, a day-care home in San 
Jose, where she lives with her husband , Robert '82 , 
and chi ldren , 4-year-old Chelsea Anne and 2-year-old 
Nicholas Montag. Geoffrey Lamb is a partner in the 
Campbell CPA firm of Fournier, McDermott & Lamb. 
Mary Magers , senior sales representative for 
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Come in from the Cold 
Fred Ali '72, head of Covenant House California, braves the riots with the homeless youths of L.A. 
N ot again tonight," Fred Ali •~ '72 moaned to himself. The ~ 
day was April 30. The previous ~ 
afternoon, an all-white jury had J 
acquitted the four Los Angeles § 
police officers accused of un- ~ 
necessarily brutalizing black ~ 
motorist Rodney King. Within f 
minutes following the verdict, J 
shocked King supporters began ex-
pressing their outrage with vio-
lence and destruction, primarily in 
South Central L.A. 
A day later, Ali, executive direc-
tor of Covenant House California, 
a non-profit organization that pro-
vides emergency shelter and other 
services for homeless and runaway 
youths, sat in his Sunset Boulevard 
office switching from channel to 
channel on his TV. The looting 
and violence that originated in 
South Central L.A. was quickly 
spreading throughout Southern 
California-to Long Beach, San-
ta Monica, and Hollywood, where 
Covenant House California is 
located . 
Ali '72 says the United States must make children a priority again 
Although Ali has spent most of 
his 20-year career working with 
troubled youths-teens with men-
tal illnesses, substance abusers, 
and victims of physical and sexual 
abuse-he was dismayed by what 
he was seeing on the news. 
"I knew the rioting wasn't going 
to stop," he says. "And there just 
weren't enough police. With an en-
tire city under siege, I realized our 
poor ethnic corner of Hollywood 
was going to be on its own." 
He gathered together his staff 
and warned them, "We need to be 
ready for anything tonight." 
Immediately, four staffers took 
to the streets with the shelter's two 
outreach vans to scoop up as many 
runaway and homeless kids as pos-
sible. Others started nailing dark 
sheets over the shelter's large front 
windows. "This would make the 
house look dark and deserted from 
the outside," explains Ali. "It 
would also keep shattering glass 
from bricks or bullets from flying 
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into the lobby. We knew we weren't 
targets, but we were still afraid of 
errant bullets." 
Ali went to the fuse box and 
switched off the timers that control 
the outside lights. By evening, the 
shelter's lights were off inside and 
out, the blinds and curtains were 
drawn, and the front and back 
doors were locked. " My last sight 
[before entering the shelter for the 
evening] was the silhouette of a 
man with a shotgun standing on a 
rooftop two buildings over." 
Although staffers were con-
cerned about possible racial con-
flicts among Caucasian, African 
American , and Hispanic youths 
staying at the shelter that night, 
" the kids were all united ," says 
Ali . "There were no racial bar-
riers. They were all universally 
angry about the verdict." 
Staffers and residents sat to-
gether on the packed lounge floor, 
away from windows, eyes glued to 
the TV. Throughout the night, staf-
fers engaged the kids in discus-
sions about the rioting. 
"Everyone was pretty horrified 
about what they were seeing on 
TV," says Ali. " Lots of the kids 
were very candid. They didn't like 
what was going on in the street; 
but, if they were out there, they 
said they knew they 'd be tempted 
to loot. They could have Walk-
mans or stereos-things they'd 
always wanted." 
At one point, Ali says one of the 
youths turned to him and said , 
"Fred, if I wasn't in Covenant 
House, I might be out there run-
ning wild . Thanks." 
By mid-evening , Covenant 
House was in the middle of the 
rioting. Nearly every business 
within a two-block radius of the 
shelter was destroyed. 
Several times during the night, 
when the sounds of gunshots 
became too close for comfort, the 
staffers and kids threw themselves 
flat on the floor. At one point, a 
gunfight between a police officer 
and a teen-age looter erupted in 
front of the shelter. Another time, 
gunshots could be heard from a 
rooftop sniper, presumably the 
same one Ali had observed just 
before he went inside the shelter 
that afternoon. 
By morning, though, Los An-
geles had begun the long, slow 
process of recovery. Several kids 
who had spent the night at Cove-
nant House volunteered to help 
neighborhood merchants clean up 
what was left of their stores. They 
swept up glass. They righted dis-
play cases that had been pushed 
over. They unboarded windows. 
Ali hopes the events in Los 
Angeles will force the government 
to take a hard look at the problem 
of homeless children. 
" The riots were a wake-up 
call-at least for the people of Los 
Angeles," says Ali. " The number 
of kids on the street is increasing 
every year. There is no end to this 
terrible problem in our country. 
Kids need to have a higher place 
on our public policy agenda. They 
used to be our No. 1 concern and 
priority. But not anymore." 
He notes that the privately 
funded Covenant House organiza-
tion, comprising 14 sites in North 
and Latin America, operates with 
a $50 million annual budget and 
that "we spend more than the 
federal government on this issue." 
Currently, Covenant House Cal-
ifornia cares for more than 200 
kids a week and shelters nearly 50 
a night. Within the next year, Ali , 
who was director of Covenant 
House Alaska before taking over 
the California operation three 
years ago, hopes to raise enough 
funds to expand his facility to pro-
vide up to six months of transi-
tional living arrangements . (On 
average, most residents remain at 
Covenant House two to three 
weeks.) 
"For many of the kids;' says Ali, 
" Covenant House is their first ex-
perience with adults who care un-
conditionally about them, with no 
strings attached . We accept every-
one and don't ask a lot of ques-
tions. Some kids come back to the 
shelter five or six times before they 
are really committed to getting off 
the streets , but in the end they 
make it." 
For information on Covenant 
House California, contact Fred 
Ali, executive director, Covenant 
House California, 5353 Sunset 
Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90027 
(213-461-3131). 
-Kathy Daile-Molle '85 ■ 
Ka.thy Daile-Molle '85 is a free-
lance writer and editor. 
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Honeywell Home and Building Control in Seattle, was 
named to Honeywell's 1991 President 's Club for 
outstanding sales achievements. Gayle (Anders) Nuf-
fer is a vice president of HomeFed Bank in San Diego. 
Nancy Peverini is a lawyer and lobbyist for Califor-
nia Trial Lawyers Association in Sacramento. Eric 
Roderiques is assistant to the president ofKTEH-TV 
54 in San Jose. Terry Willis is a corporate chemist 
at Conner Peripherals in San Jose. 
'84 Crystal Jacobs is vice president/finance and a 
commercial pilot for American Industrial Refrigera-
tion in Watsonville. She lives in Aptos. Marianne 
O'Doherty earned a law degree from Georgetown 
University and is an attorney at Access America in 
Richmond , Va. Elise (Taylor) Riordan is vice presi-
dent/product development at Advanced Information 
Methods in Pleasanton. She and her husband, Ray '81, 
live in Dublin with their children, 5-year-old Sean and 
2-year-old Justin. Christian Siegfried is vice presi-
dent/ finance at JDR Microdevices Inc. in San Jose. 
'85 Arian Ardie is vice president/credit administra-
tion for Lippo Bank in San Francisco. Christian 
Atherton is owner of Paradise Paralegal in Paradise. 
Vince Breen is a broker with Service Mortgage Co. 
in Belmont. Ruth Collins is grants manager of the May 
and Stanley Smith Charitable Trust in San Francisco. 
Connie Ignacio is a senior financial analyst at Tan-
dum Computers in Cupertino. Pedro Meirelles is an 
engineer at Sun Microsystems in Milpitas. He lives 
in San Jose. Tom Stein earned an MBA from the 
University of Chicago in 1990 and is an investment 
banker at Bank of America in San Francisco. He and 
his wife , Mary, live in Concord. Karen (McDonald) 
Vick is assistant vice president/regional client services 
manager at Lexington Capital Management in Gold 
River. She and her husband , C.V. , live in Sacramento. 
'86 Ed Arce is team sales specialist for Nike in Atlan-
ta, Ga. His wife, Karen (Scholle) , teaches math and 
science at Paideia School. Tim Brink is vice presi-
dent/general manager of C.H. Stone Plumbing Co. Inc. 
in Los Angeles. Jeff Brown (MBA '90) is direc-
tor/strategic partners at Frame Technology in San Jose, 
where he lives with his wife, Christine (Nickel) '87 
(MS '91). Deirdre Deasy teaches biology at St. Ig-
natius College Preparatory School in San Francisco. 
Regina Fernandez is assistant vice president of March 
& McLennan Inc., a San Francisco insurance firm. 
William Ferroggiaro is a research assistant at National 
Security Archive in Washington, D.C., and a master's 
candidate in international affairs at American Univer-
sity. Kurt Foreman is station manager of KLXV-TV 
65 in San Jose. Robert Frisone is a partner in Frisone 
Development Co., a real estate development firm in 
Monterey. Ann Gonzales is a portfolio officer/business 
banking at Bank of America in Fremont. Patrick Gon-
zales earned a master's degree in education from Stan-
ford and teaches .English at Sacred Heart Cathedral 
High School in San Francisco. His wife, Julie Yeggy, 
earned her medical degree from UCSF Medical School 
in June 1991 and is doing her residency there in primary 
care/internal medicine. Martha Gutierrez is a teacher 
at Anne Darling Elementary School in San Jose . 
Michael Hess is director of Pallottine Apostolic 
Associates , a volunteer placement program in 
Milwaukee. Christian Jensen is a project engineer 
at Dokken Engineering in Sacramento. He and his 
wife, Jodi , live in Lodi. Denise (Ho) Johnson is ac-
counting manager at Cross Check Technology in San 
Jose. Victor Khanh Le is CEO and co-founder of 
Precision Technology in Fremont. He is in the Univer-
sity of Phoenix MBA program. He and his wife, Jen-
ny, live in San Jose. Mary Beth (Cebedo) Le Febvre 
is a project coordinator for Hewlett-Packard 's chan-
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nel marketing department , coordinating production of 
tools to support personal computation products. 
Miguel Mateos is an engineer at General Electric Co. 
in San Jose. He and his wife, Louise, and daughter, 
Isabel Marie, live in Cupertino. Kathleen Morrison 
lives in Birkerod, Denmark, where she is a teacher 
at a day-care center. Mary Norris is a librarian at John 
F. Kennedy Library in Vallejo. Earlynne (Maile) 
Oshiro is an electrical engineer at Hawaiian Electric 
Co. Inc. in Honolulu. She and her husband , Steven , 
live in Kailua. Brigid (Mullins) Pitman teaches at 
Condor Elementary School in Twentynine Palms. 
Joseph Poncini is a teacher at St. Mary's High School 
in Stockton. Rosalina Que is assistant development 
director of the Santa Clara Valley YWCA in San Jose. 
She is an MBA candidate at Santa Clara. Linda (Sar-
tin) Rosenthal is a CPA at Shilling & Kenyon Inc. in 
San Jose. Deborah Seo is a CPA at Arthur Andersen 
& Co. in San Francisco. She lives in Mountain View. 
Miguel Wingo is a chemist at Manna Pro Corp., an 
agricultural/feed business in Fresno. Kristin Young 
is an engineering assistant at Amdahl Corp. in Sun-
nyvale. She also teaches dance at Foothill Academy 
of Ballet in Los Altos and is a member of Margaret 
Wingrove Dance Co. of San Jose. 
'ff7 Frank Cannizzaro is an assistant transportation 
engineer at Cal trans .in San Francisco. Francis Cebedo 
is an engineer at Voysys Corp. in San Jose. He designs 
and implements voice-mail applications for Macintosh 
and UNIX systems. His home is in Sunnyvale. Theresa 
(Nuxoll) Krakauer is assistant vice president at First 
Franklin Financial Corp. in San Jose. Her husband, 
Robert '88, is a division controller at Uniphase in San 
Jose. Maureen Mccaughey-Fix is a therapist at Con-
cord Physical Therapy Center. David Schneiderman 
is marketing coordinator at CeUular Data Inc. in Moun-
tain View. He and his wife, Elizabeth , live in Santa 
Clara. 
'88 Susan (Bertaine) Bunce is a senior contracts 
specialist at Network Computing Devices Inc. in 
Mountain View. Celine Cebedo is a marketing 
manager in charge of marketing communications pro-
grams for WordMARC, a Palo Alto word processing 
software company. She lives in Mountain View. Julie 
(Giambruno) Cullivan is corporate accounting 
manager at Oracle Corp. in Redwood City. She and 
her husband, Patrick '88, live in San Mateo. Amy 
(Kremer) Gomersall is marketing communications 
director at Videomedia Inc. in San Jose. Mark Hanley 
is a loan officer/real estate division at Silicon Valley 
Bank in San Jose. Kristin Kusanovich is a performer 
and choreographer in Minneapolis and an artist-in-
residence at the Western Stage Theater Co. in Salinas 
this summer. Anita Lee , 1991 Miss Oakland 
Chinatown , was presented with the second annual 
Booster of the Year Award from the Oakland Chamber 
of Commerce. She is active in several charity organiza-
tions, including Easter Seal , Red Cross, and Cystic 
Fibrosis Foundation. Cyndy Meckenstock is a finan-
cial analyst at Hewlett-Packard in Santa Clara. Tif-
fany Moore (JD '91) is an associate attorney in the 
Law Offices of David Spangenberg in Palo Alto. 
Kristin Waterman lives in Bellevue, Wash. , and is 
a juvenile rehabilitation counselor at a state juvenile 
institution. She runs treatment groups for seriously 
mentally ill , incarcerated youth. K.irsten Wilde is an 
accountant in the financial accounting development 
program at Chevron Corp. in San Francisco. 
'89 Darren Bell is a sales consultant specializing in 
tenant representation for Charles Dunn Co. Commer-
cial Real Estate in Los Angeles. His wife, Sandra 
(Ausman) , is a senior financial analyst at Andersen 
Consulting in Los Angeles. They live in Glendale . 
Patrick Daly is a senior accountant at Vik.ing Freight 
System in San Jose. Michelle (Kubas) Teuber earned 
a master's degree in psychological counseling at Boston 
University's overseas program in Germany in June 
1991. She lives in Florida with her husband , Vincent , 
who is stationed at Hurlburt Airfield. 
'90 Josephine Cebedo is a high school English 
teacher in Mie-ken, Japan. She was recruited by the 
JET program. Kimberly English is a financial analyst 
at Hewlett-Packard in Mountain View. Julie Knudsen 
is a public relations coordinator for the Franklin Group 
in San Mateo. She has been accepted in the master's 
program in communication management at USC's An-
nenberg School of Communication. Elizabeth Malone 
teaches English as a second language at Insiitut Pro 
Linguis in Thiaumont , Belgium. Jennifer Smith is 
an assistant project director at Brain Reserve , a 
marketing consulting firm in New York. She spent 1991 
as a Jesuit Volunteer in Brooklyn. Dan Spalding is 
editor in the Employee Communications Department 
at FMC in Santa Clara and is vice president of employ-
ment referral for the Silicon Valley Chapter of Inter-
national Association of Business Communicators. 
'91 Gigi Bannan is a dealer services representative 
at Franklin Resources in San Mateo. Jon Cervino is 
office supervisor at Adia Personnel Services in Santa 
Clara. Karen Guldan is a chemist at Chemical Waste 
Management in Fremont. Robert Long is vice presi-
dent/operations at Western Empire Management Corp. 
in Stockton, where he lives with his wife, Suzanne. 
Pam Rozolis is a community relations and develop-
ment assistant at Hope Rehabilitation Services in 
Santa Clara. 
ADVANCED DEGREES 
'51 Adrian "Arie" Schoorl JD and his wife, Blan-
ca, spent more than two years in Europe and South 
America and have returned to Sacramento. While in 
Uruguay, he started a thoroughbred breeding farm and 
will return next year to see one of his horses, Verde, 
make her racing debut. 
'67 James Leathers Jr. JD practices law in Walnut 
Creek. 
'69 Edward P. Stone MBA is corporate quality 
director for Varian in Palo Alto. 
'71 Ronald Malone JD is a member of the San Fran-
cisco law firm of Shartsis, Friese & Ginsburg. 
'73 Edward Davis JD won the State Bar of Califor-
nia 1991 Loren Miller Legal Services Award , given 
annually to one who provides legal services to the poor 
or disadvantaged, free-speech work, and other pro 
bono activities. He is a litigation partner with Pillsbury, 
Madison & Sutro in San Jose. 
'76 Micaela Baker JD is an attorney in Denair, Calif. 
'77 Kathryn Saling MA is principal of Walton 
School in Stockton. 
'78 Joel Harter JD is a Workers' Compensation Ap-
peals Board referee in Sacramento. James Martin JD 
is director of Crosby, Heafey, Roach & May in Los 
Angeles. 
'79 Lynn Williams Delgado JD is an administrative 
law judge at the San Jose office of the California 
Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board. 
'81 Steven Levy JD is a partner in the San Jose law 
firm of Ison & Levy. 
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A Winning Way 
Athletic center named in honor of Leonard Casanova '27, U of Oregon's most successful football coach 
L eonard Joseph Casanova "Tl, who led the Broncos to vic-
tory in their only Orange Bowl 
appearance in 1950, last year re-
ceived from the University of 
Oregon probably the most distin-
guished honor of his career: the 
dedication of the Len Casanova 
Athletic Center. 
Affectionately known as "Cas" 
or "Swiss Cas," Casanova grew up 
in Ferndale, Calif., where he cap-
tained his championship high 
school football team. He decided 
to go south to attend Santa Clara, 
where, he pointed out, things were 
different then. "I got into Santa 
Clara on a partial scholarship .... 
I had $313.19 in my savings ac-
count; and room, board , tuition, 
and laundry cost $600. The first 
check I ever wrote was to Santa 
Clara," said Casanova, who re-
ceived full scholarships in sub-
sequent years. 
The versatile Casanova began 
his athletic career at Santa Clara 
in 1923 playing halfback. He later 
also punted and became team cap-
tain his senior year. Then-Head 
Coach Adam Walsh once re-
marked, " He was a fighter from 
start to finish and set an example 
to all his teammates." In a game 
against St. Mary's, Casanova set a 
record for a sensational punt vari-
ously estimated at 98, 100, and 103 
yards. 
In 1936, Casanova returned to 
Santa Clara to coach freshman [ 
football and freshman baseball and [ 
assist in coaching varsity football. ; 
After serving in World War II, he g 
was named head football coach s 
and in 1950 took the Broncos to the ~ 
~ 
Orange Bowl, defeating Kentucky ~. 
21-13. Even Jimmy "the Greek" § 
Snyder, a nationally known gam- 0 
bier, lost that day when he made 
an estimated $200,000 bet against 
Santa Clara. 
In 1951, after a year as head 
coach at the University of Pitts-
burgh, he was recruited as head 
coach for the University of Oregon 
Ducks. During 16 seasons, the 
longest tenure in the school's foot-
ball history, Casanova led his 
teams to three major bowls: the 
Rose Bowl in 1958, the Liberty 
Bowl in 1960, and the Sun Bowl in 
1963. Casanova concluded his 
career with a 87-73-8 record and 
is still the school's winningest foot-
ball coach. 
Coaching associates at Oregon 
included John McKay and John 
Robinson , formerly of the Los 
Angeles Rams (Robinson also 
played for Casanova at Oregon), 
and George Seifert, head coach of 
the San Francisco 49ers. Former 
players included Bob Berry, Dave 
Grayson, Jack Patera, Mel Renfro, 
George Shaw, Willie West, and 
Dave Wilcox . 
At a banquet honoring Casanova 
for his contribution to the Univer-
Leonard Casanova '27 
sity of Oregon, Seifert said, "I was 
able to associate with one of the 
greatest coaches. Even though I 
am not an Oregon grad, I feel I 
have some Duck blood in me 
because of Cas." 
Casanova later coached six 
All-Star contests, including three 
East-West Shrine games, two 
Hula Bowls , and one College 
All-American contest. 
In September 1991 Casanova 
was honored with the dedication of 
the $14.5 million athletic center at 
Oregon, where he is currently 
athletic director emeritus. 
"This building they named after 
me is really first-class .... Long 
way for a Swiss kid who couldn't 
speak good English when he 
started school," a modest Casa-
nova wrote to friend Jack Daly '63 
after the dedication. 
Regarding his coaching strategy, 
Casanova said, "Being a philos-
ophy major helped me as a foot-
ball coach in handling people and 
knowing how to judge and deal 
with them. I'd try to get to know 
their backgrounds and family to 
help coach them better. I always 
thought I got to know the players 
well." 
The awards given to Casanova 
are as numerous as they are pres-
tigious, including an honorary 
degree from SCU in 1989. He also 
served as a member of the Board 
of Regents and is in the Universi-
ty's Hall of Fame. 
In describing her grandfather, 
Caroline Zapp '94 said, "He's 
very modest, extremely intelligent, 
and one of the most giving persons 
I know. Every year since my sister 
and I were little, instead of fancy, 
expensive gifts, he'd give us a 
sponsorship of a Third World 
child." 
At 87, Casanova remains an ac-
tive fund-raiser for the Ducks and 
jokes he can still help sweep the 
stadium he helped build. 
-Lisa Vestal '90 ■ 
Lisa Vestal '90 is a free-lance 
writer. 
'82 Michael Ackerman JD practices law in Palo 
Alto. 
Stark JD is an attorney in the law office of Edward 
V. King in San Francisco. Her husband, Gerald Scher 
JD is a partner in the Sunnyvale law firm of Scher & 
Bassett. 
associate attorney with Yablok & Associates in Santa 
Clara. 
'85 Christopher Frame MBA is a senior operations 
analyst at Dole Citrus in Visalia . Virginia Mirrione 
MA is a principal in the San Jose Franklin McKinley 
School District. Thomas Rey MBA is a broker in the 
Stockton commercial real estate firm of Wiggins & 
Associates. 
'86 David Miller JD is a judicial staff attorney at 
the California Supreme Court in San Francisco. 
'88 Owen Baylis JD practices law with Kincaid , 
Gianunzio, Caudle & Hubert in Oakland . Steve 
Kreitzberg MBA is president of Phoenix Redevelop-
ment Inc. in Portland, Ore., where he lives with his 
wife, Linda, and children , Koble and Kiely. Susan 
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'89 Polly (Sloane) Baylis MBA is a customer rela-
tions manager at Sun Microsystems in Mountain View. 
Jeanne Bradford MBA is a program manager at Ap-
ple Computer in San Jose. She and her husband, Jef-
fery, live in San Jose. Kenneth Riches MS is a nuclear 
regulatory engineer at PG&E in Avila Beach. Cyn-
thia Weeks JDpractices law with Morrison & Foerster 
in Palo Alto, specializing in labor law. 
'91 Colette Rausch JD is a deputy attorney general 
in Las Vegas for the state of Nevada. John Resso JD 
is an associate attorney with the Modesto law firm of 
Normoyle & Newman. Sarahann Shapiro JD is an 
MARRIAGES 
'74 Kathleen Weinheimer to Peter K. Wilson, on 
April 4. They live in Santa Barbara. 
'77 Michael Ferron to Janice Lincoln, on March 23, 
in Whittier. Their home is in Camarillo. 
'80 Christine Jensen to Thomas Richardson, on Oct. 
12 , at Mission Santa Clara. They make their home in 
Santa Clara. 
'82 Ann Foley to Scott Cromie '78, in September 
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Coming Out of the Classroom Closet 
Book by lesbian educator Karen Harbeck J.D. '81 addresses homophobia in the schools 
T here is probably no other ;a profession where gays and ~ 
lesbians feel less free to be open ~ 
about their sexual identity than ] 
teaching. And there is probably no ~ 
place gay and lesbian young peo- ~ 
pie feel more at risk-physically ~ 
and emotionally-discussing their J 
sexuality than in school. " 
Despite the obvious problems 
and conflicts inherent in this situa-
tion, little research on gay and les-
bian issues in education had been 
published until Karen Harbeck 
J.D. '81 decided to fill the void. 
Harbeck , who holds a Ph .D. in 
education from Stanford Univer-
sity and teaches law and education 
at Boston College's Graduate 
School of Education, is editor of 
Coming Out of the Classroom 
Closet: Gay and Lesbian Students, 
Teachers and Curricula (publish-
ed in April by The Haworth Press, 
Inc. , Binghamton, N.Y.). 
Harbeck, who herself is a les-
bian educator, had two goals when 
she started the book: to address 
fundamental issues through solid 
research and to make the book 
readable for a variety of audiences. 
" I wanted to create a book that 
clarified the issues concerning gay 
and lesbian students and teachers. 
Homophobia in the schools causes 
actual harm to people, as the re-
search in this book documents. But 
I also wanted a very readable book 
that would inspire a parent , 
Karen Harbeck J.D. '81 
teacher, or politician to take action 
and create change," she said. 
Although the book does have its 
share of charts and graphs, it also 
poignantly relays the personal ex-
periences of gay and lesbian 
teachers and students. It contains 
10 research studies, many solicited 
by Harbeck, on such topics as 
"Living in Two Worlds: The Iden-
tity Management Strategies Used 
by Lesbian Physical Educators," 
"Addressing the Needs of Lesbian, 
Gay, and Bisexual Youth ," and 
" Images of Gays and Lesbians in 
Sexuality and Health Textbooks." 
One article tells of how a young 
lesbian struggling to accept her 
sexuality felt when a counseling 
intern in whom she had confided 
left her school : 
"If Miss Huggins would have 
stayed, I feel that I would have ac-
cepted myself a lot better. But , 
they didn't send anybody else. I 
remember after she left feeling so 
sad and needing to talk to some-
body. All the time I kept thinking, 
'I can do what Patton did ; I could 
try to kill myself.' I was going to 
take some sleeping pills and eat 
them right before my mom came 
home. I thought, 'If she catches 
me in time, I'll get to talk to some-
one.' I didn't want to kill myself; 
I just wanted to talk to someone 
who knew what they were talking 
about." 
Other articles describe how gay 
and lesbian teachers keep their 
personal and professional lives so 
completely separate that they often 
think of themselves by different 
names in the two settings. 
Study participants described 
strategies they used to prevent col-
leagues and students from dis-
covering they were gay or lesbian . 
They also talked about how guilty 
they felt for not being positive role 
model s or someone young gays 
and lesbians could talk to. 
"There [ are some students] that 
I would love to be able to talk with, 
but that's one place where I'm 
afraid," the book quotes one les-
bian teacher as say ing. " I would 
not sit down and talk to anyone and 
give them any counseling about 
being gay." 
The problem is that most teach-
ers think they would lose their jobs 
if they came out at work, said Har-
beck, who counters that her legal 
research suggests the opposite. 
"Most people could be out at work 
and excel in their employment. 
Teachers have many more -rights 
than they realize, and for the sake 
of these children-and our-
selves-we have to be more visible 
and active," she said. 
Harbeck said there is no doubt 
gay and lesbian young people des-
perately need help. A 1989 study 
funded by the federal government 
showed up to 30 percent of the 
5,000 annual teen suicides may be 
related to distress over sexual pref-
erence and parental and school-
related hostility, she said . 
"These findings were so shock-
ing that the federal government 
has suppressed its entire 800-page 
report on teen suicide rather than 
publicize the needles s loss of 
life due to homophobia ," said 
Harbeck . 
Coming Out of the Classroom 
Closet has already won one na-
tional award - the Lesbian/Gay 
Educators Award from the Ameri-
can Educational Research Associ-
ation-and has been nominated for 
the American Library Associa-
tion's Gay/Lesbian Book Award 
for Nonfiction. 
Meanwhile, Harbeck is working 
on her next book , which is based 
on her dissertation and focuses on 
the history of employment rights 
of gay and lesbian educators. 
-S.B. ■ 
1991. Linda Marcheschi to Gary Teplitz , on Oct. Tl. 
Their home is in Alameda. 
at Mission Santa C lara. Their home is in San 
Francisco. 
cent Teuber, in September, at Rhein Main Air Base, 
Germany. They live in Mary Esther, Fla . Brigid 
Maloney to Louis Dombrowski , on Oct. 19, in 
Petaluma. They make their home in San Francisco. 
Natalie Skelton to Guenther Primig, on Nov. 30, at 
her parents' home. They li ve in Mountain View. Pol-
ly Sloane JD to Owen Baylis JD '88, on Sept. 28, 
at Holy Trinity Episcopal Church in Menlo Park. Their 
home is in Santa Clara. 
'83 Nancy Peverini to Ken Craven, on Sept. 28, in 
South Lake Tahoe. They live in Fair Oaks. Theresa 
White to Morten Kvinge, on June 29, 1991 , at St. 
Nicholas Catholic Church in Los Altos. Their home 
is in Los Angeles. 
'85 Vince Breen to Catherine Hills, on Oct. 26, in 
Menlo Park . Cynthia Linscott to Michael Coker, on 
April 22 . They make their home in Fremont. Leanne 
Patterson to Scott Porter, on Nov. 30, at Mission Santa 
Clara . They make their home in San Carlos. Mary 
Ann Wall JD to Geoffrey Lamb '83, on Dec. 20, at 
Mission Santa Clara . Their home is in Los Gatos. 
'86 Julie Yeggy to Patrick Gonzales, on June I, 1991, 
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'87 Maureen McCaughey to Paul Fix , on July 6, 
1991. They make their home in Concord. Theresa 
Nuxall to Robert Krakauer '88, on Jan. I. They li ve 
in Santa Clara. Kelley Sessions to Ralph Raetz, on 
April Tl, 1991 , in Danville. They make their home in 
Fresno. 
'88 Karen Scholle to Ed Arce '86, on July 6, 1991, 
at Mission Santa Clara. Lynn WinninghotT to Joseph 
Poncini '86, on Aug. 18, at Mission Santa Clara . They 
live in Stockton. 
'89 Sandra Ausman to Darren Bell , on June 21, 
1991 , at Holy Family Parish, in Carroll , Iowa. Their 
home is in Glendale. Michelle Kubas to Capt. Vin-
'90 Ximena Daza to Frank Cannizzaro '87, on June 
29, 1991 , at Miss ion Santa Clara. They make their 
home in Alameda . Ellen Glockner to Fred Eder III , 
on July 28, 1991 , at Church of the Nativity in Menlo 
Park. They li ve in Sunnyvale. Mireya Martinez to 
Dennis Gravert '88, on July 6, 1991. Their home is 
in Salinas. 
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'91 Sally Lynch to Jeffrey Randall, on Aug. 17. They 
live in San Jose. Mary Sammis to Paul Fischer '90, 
on June 16, 1991, at St. Francis Episcopal 
Church/Novato, in Germany. Julie Totten to Michael 
Guglielmo '91, on Jan. 25, at Mission Santa Clara. 
Their home is in Santa Clara. 
BIRTHS 
'70 To Kathleen (McCracken) Phillips and her hus-
band , John , a son, James McCracken " Mac," on Feb. 
18, in Oakland. 
'74 To Peggy Beemer and her husband , Xabier de 
Sasia, their second son, Xabier Lau taro, on Feb. I. 
Their home is in North Hollywood. To Dan Caserza 
and his wife, Theresa , their third child, Claire Marie, 
on Oct. 14. They live in Sunnyvale with 8-year-old 
Timmy and 5-year-old Melanie Rose. 
'76 To Judy (Gall) Beveridge (MS '86) and her hus-
band, Wes, their second child, Jordan Wesley, on Feb. 
18, in San Jose. Vladimir "Mirko" and Margaret 
"Margo" (Bisaccio) Kozina , their fifth child , 
Christine Anne, on Jan. I, in Stockton. To Scott Miller 
(JD '82) and his wife , Susamarie, their first child , 
Mackenzie Christian Scott, on Oct. 1. , in Corvallis, 
Ore. 
'78 To Peggy Hernandez and her husband, Geoffrey 
Ide, a daughter, Vanessa Hernandez Ide, on April 9, 
199 1. Their home is in Pittsford , N.Y. 
'79 To Kevin Carroll and his wife, Kathy, their third 
son, Brendan Michael, on March 21 , in San Jose. To 
Lisa Kieraldo and her husband , Dick Turney, their 
first child , Christopher John, on Dec. 19. They live 
in Piedmont. 
'80 To Scott and Celeste (Lindeman '82) Chapman, 
their second child , Gina Marie, on Feb. 24. They make 
their home in San Bruno. To Kathy (Nickel) Latham 
and her husband, Chuck, their second daughter, Nicole 
Kathryn , on Sept. 16, in Aurora, Colo. To Jim Lima 
and his wife, Michiele, their first child, Margaret Mary 
" Maggie," on Feb. 13. They live in Newark . 
'81 To Christian and Margaret (Martin) Glom, 
their third child , Kevin Martin , on Aug. 18, in San Jose. 
'82 To John and Susan (Hinckley) Knill , their sec-
ond chi ld , John "Jack" O ' Brien, on Dec. 20. They live 
in San Jose with 3-year-old Colleen Elizabeth. To 
Joseph Mansfield and his wife, Jennifer, a daughter, 
Meagan Ashley, on Nov. 17. Their home is in Portland, 
Ore. To Anita (Roxstrom) Smith and her husband , 
Mark , a daughter, Erika Danielle, on Dec. 21. They 
live in Rancho Palos Verdes . Barbara (Wang) Tolen-
tino and her husband , Jaime, a daughter, Katherine 
Elizabeth , on July 31 , 1989, in San Jose . 
'83 To Gayle (Anders) Nuffer and her husband , 
Carl , a son , Tyler William , on May 24, 1991. Their 
home is in Spring Valley. To Alex MacDonnell and 
his wife, Judi , a son , Alexander Philipp, on Oct. 3. 
They li ve in Santa C lara. To John and Lisa (Varta-
nian) Wendland , their first chi ld, Kathryn Sue, on 
Jan . 30, in San Mateo. 
'84 To Glenn Nobriga and his wife, Mary, a son, 
Nicholas Glenn, on July 11 , 1991, in San Jose. To 
Robert Yoklavich and his wife, Mary, a daughter, 
Emily Sennon, on Feb. 7, in San Diego. 
'85 To Arian Ardie and his wife, Jill , their fourth 
child and third son, Malik Alsalim, on Jan. 16. They 
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live in Mountain View. To Rene (Smith) Maher and 
her husband , Jim, a daughter, Tara Elizabeth , on Oct. 
19. They live in Pleasant Hill with 2-year-old Zachary. 
To Kimberly (Herbert) Monasterio and her husband, 
David, a daughter, Emily Herbert, on Feb. 16. Their 
home is in San Mateo. To Jeffrey Rickard and his 
wife, Kristen , a son, Ryan, on April 13, 1991 , in San 
Jose. To Pearle (Verbica) Salters and her husband , 
Joh n, a daughter, Hannah Pea rle , on Nov. 26, in 
Chicago. 
'86 To Tim and Amy (Hutcherson '88) Brink, their 
first child , Taylor John , on Nov. 2. They live in 
Altadena. To Chris and Deanna (Soto) Hessler, their 
first child, Kimberly Ann , on Nov. 29, in Sunnyvale. 
To Mary Beth (Cebedo) Lefebvre and her husband, 
Vincent , their second child , Marie Luisa, on Dec. 19. 
They make their home in Cupertino. To Linda (Sar-
tin) Rosenthal and her husband , Barry, a daughter, 
Melissa Ann , on June 19, 1991 , in San Jose. 
'87 To Stephen and Jean (McDonagh) Schott, their 
first chi ld , Ryan Christopher, on June 9, 1991. They 
live in Mountain View. To Richard Snow and his wife, 
Beth, a son , Andrew Richard , on March 19, in San 
Lorenzo. To Claus Stoeppel and his wife, Sharon , 
their first child, Kelsey Marie, on Oct. 17. Their home 
is in Newark. 
'88 To Aimee (Bolter) Campbell and her husband , 
Whitney, a son, Jeffrey James Hansen "Sprout," on 
Feb. 9, in Palo Alto. 
'89 To Kenneth Riches (MA) and his wife, Susan, 
a son, Benjamin William Bancroft, on Jan. 4. They 
live in Grover City. 
DEATHS 
'31 Walter M. McLaughlin, o n April 6, in 
Sacramento. After graduation, he worked for his father 
at McLaughlin Sheet Metal Works in Sacramento. The 
company was responsible for bringing gas furnaces to 
the city. He worked for the State Department of Justice 
for 20 years and retired in 1974. He is survived by his 
daughter, Kathryn Madsack; a son , Jerald ; and four 
grandchildren. He was preceded in death by his wife, 
Cecilia. 
'41 Alfred J. Cleary, on March 10, in Atherton, of 
cancer. A graduate of St. Ignatius High School and 
the University of San Francisco, he was chair of the 
board of C lementina Ltd. and Clemco Industries. He 
was active in local charity and service organizations, 
including CYO, of which he was vice president and 
director. He was chair of the Archdiocesan Commis-
sion on Social Justice and Advisory Board of the 
Marianist Province and a director of the Little Sisters 
of the Poor. He is survived by his wife, Kathleen; sons, 
Alfred III, Mark '69, and Joseph; a nd five 
grandchildren. 
'43 Alvin A. Pauletich, on April 3, in his Larkspur 
home, of a heart attack . As an undergraduate, he played 
guard on SCU's football team. After his retirement in 
1972 , he enjoyed watching the sport and playing with 
his grandchildren. He is survived by his wife of almost 
50 years, Marian ; a son, Dr. Dennis Pauletich, of Red-
ding ; a daughter, Delsa Ham, of Belvedere ; and five 
grandchildren . 
'48 Norman R. Johnson, on March 4, in Carmel, 
of cancer. A native of Hillsborough, he recently moved 
to Carmel Valley. He was a U.S. Marine Corps veteran 
of World War II and had been president of E. A. 
Johnson & Co., coffee importers in San Francisco. He 
was a former president and honorary member of the 
Pacific Coffee Association. He is survived by his wife, 
Barbara; a daughter, Diane Short of Marblehead , 
Mass.; and a son, Mark, of Burlingame. 
'48 Wilhelm J . Schneider, on July 13, 1991 , in 
Marysville. He was a division engineering manager 
for PG&E, where he had worked for 38 years. He is 
survived by his wife, Dorothy, and two daughters. 
'50 Eugene L. De Filippis, on April 22 , of a heart 
attack while on a cruise in the Bahamas. He was a run-
ning back on Santa Clara's 1950 Orange Bowl team. 
An educator in San Jose's East Side Union High School 
District for many years, he was vice principal of An-
drew Hill High and finished his career as associate 
principal at Mount Pleasant High. He is survived by 
his wife of 38 years, Dorothy ; son, Steve; daughter, 
Sheryl ; and five grandchildren. 
'51 Joseph D. Farrell , on July 19, 1991, in Sacramen-
to, following a long illness. During his senior year at 
SCU, he was student body president. A former 
manager of special business services for Sacramento 
City Unified School District , he was past executive 
director of Schools Insurance Authority and founding 
chair of Schools Excess Liability Fund . He was a 
founder and past president of Public Agency Managers 
Association. He is survived by his wife, Margaret ; and 
daughters, Kelley Farrell '88, and Shannon Hart , all 
of Sacramento. 
'52 LeRoy V. Isaacson , on Aug. 24, in Saratoga, of 
cancer. He pursued two careers in his 61 years: near-
ly 40 years in the Navy, rising from reservist to two-
star admiral; and more than 30 years as a sa les 
representative for Shell Oil Co. , retiring in 1991. He 
is survived by his wife of 30 years, Lenore; sons, Craig, 
Steven, and Scott ; and sister, Genie Pearman. 
'59 Thomas F. Kimball JD, on Nov. 7, in Boise, 
Idaho, of cancer. A native of Redding, he served in 
the U.S. Army during World War II . He earned a 
bachelor's degree from Golden Gate College in San 
Francisco before entering SCU's School of Law. He 
taught at San Jose State University and was a partner 
in a San Jose law and CPA firm . In 1966, he and his 
family moved to Hawaii , where he taught at the Univer-
sity of Hawaii. After his retirement in 1980, they settled 
in Port Townsend, Wash .; early in 1991 , they moved 
to Boise. He is survived by his wife, Jean; a daughter 
and son-in-law, Kathy and Wayne Gomes; two sons 
and daughters-in-law, Corey and Laurie Kimball and 
Richard Kimball and Debbie Clark; seven grand-
children; and one great-grandchild. 
'69 Hale G. Zimmerman MSEE, on Jan. 25, in San 
Carlos. 
'80 Marilyn Ferguson MA, unexpectedly on March 
12 , in her Saratoga home. A Denver native, she earned 
a bachelor's degree from UCLA. After her family 
moved from San Diego to Saratoga, she earned her 
master's degree in marriage, family, and child counsel-
ing at SCU and worked for Care Counseling until she 
retired recently to spend more time with her grand-
children . She volunteered many hours at Contact , a 
volunteer phone crisis center, and at Care Counsel-
ing. She was also involved with the Saratoga Federated 
Church Professional Assistance Fund , which helps 
low-income people secure medical and dental care and 
counseling services. She is survived by her husband, 
Lee; son and daughter-in-law, Jordan and Heidi 
Ferguson ; daughter and son-in-law, Laurie and David 
Smith ; and five grandchildren. ■ 
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FROM DONOHOE 
ALUMNI HOUSE 
Jerry Kerr 
Y ou may have been sur-prised by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education's disclosure 
of the high default rate on 
government loans to students. 
The government estimates stu-
dents will default on about $3.4 
billion during the 1992-93 
fiscal year. 
Santa Clara, however, is an 
exception . The latest available 
figures show less than 2 percent 
of loans to SCU students were 
in default in 1989-a statistic 
shared nationally by only a 
handful of schools . 
Rita LeBarre, director of the 
Financial Aid Office, says she 
has been asked many times why 
the University's default rate is 
so low. Though not positive, she 
feels the students SCU attracts 
embody a strong moral obliga-
tion to repay. She also feels the 
Jesuit influence helps students 
learn responsibility. 
Modesty precludes LeBarre 
from mentioning that staff in 
the Financial Aid and the Credit 
and Collections offices make an 
extraordinary effort to help stu-
dents meet their obligations. 
REVITALIZING RETREATS 
In March another successful 
Alumni Association retreat was 
held at Villa Maria del Mar in 
Santa Cruz. Victor Valdez '84 
served as coordinator for Re-
SU MMER 1992 
treat '92, as he did for Retreat 
'91 held last fall. He is enrolled 
in the Pastoral Ministries Pro-
gram, which emphasizes spirit-
uality, and works part time in 
the Alumni office. The Santa 
Clara Jesuit community, repre-
sented by Fathers Lou Bannan, 
Dick Coz, Rob Scholla, Tom 
Shanks, and Tony Sholander, 
willingly facilitated the spiritual 
exercises. 
As a result of the positive 
responses, there will be three 
more opportunities to partici-
pate in the alumni-sponsored 
Spiritual Exercises for Today. 
Valdez has arranged for a retreat 
at Mercy Center in Burlingame 
the first weekend in October. 
The Marianist Center will be 
the retreat site during the last 
weekend in February 1993. And 
for those who would like to 
return to the campus from July 
23-31, 1993, the University will 
be the meeting place. To make 
reservations for one or more of 
the retreats or to request further 
information , call Donohoe 
Alumni House (408-554-6800) . 
ARCHIVAL PURSUITS 
Julia O'Keefe '67, director of 
University Archives, points out 
that the archives would benefit 
from firsthand information , 
anecdotes, or other personal 
history for the collections. Par-
ticularly welcome are diaries, 
photos, letters, or remini-
scences from alumni about their 
days at the Mission campus. 
O ' Keefe can be reached at 
408-5 54-4117. 
NOMINATION REQUESTS 
It is nomination time for the 
National Alumni Association 
Board of Directors. At the Sept. 
19 meeting, nine new members 
will be elected to serve three-
year terms. If you would like to 
nominate a classmate, chapter 
associate, or other alumnus/a 
who you feel will best serve the 
interests of Santa Clara and the 
association, send a letter of 
nomination to the attention of 
Alumni Association President 
Juan de Luna ('76, J.D. '79), c/o 
Donohoe Alumni House, Santa 
Clara University, Santa Clara , 
CA 95053. 
SENIOR PLEDGES 
The Class of '92 set a new 
standard for its Senior Pledge 
Program. Michelle Breen, Eric 
Birkman, Janet Cimpl, and 76 
classmates met the challenge of 
Bob McCullough '52 , past 
Alumni Association president 
and regent chair. Bob agreed to 
double all new gifts over $35 by 
the departing seniors. Though 
many are headed to grad 
schools and others are still 
searching for their first full-
time career job opportunity, 
more than 60 percent of the un-
dergrad alumni have pledged a 
total of $20,000 to SCU. 
SPORTS FEATS 
Again tutored by volunteer 
coaches Duke Drake '61 (hon-
orary degree) and Dave Nelson 
'61 (honorary degree) , this 
year's boxing team brought na-
tional prominence to Santa 
Clara. The Broncos were No. 2 
in the country, outpaced only by 
the Air Force Academy. Andy 
Bean and four other Santa 
Clarans qualified for the nation-
al championship, with Andy 
setting an SCU record as its 
first three-time All-American . 
Two other firsts were a-
chieved by alumni athletes. 
Tennis coach Jeff Christianson 
'85 reports Bronco alumni ten-
nis players prevailed over St. 
Mary 's alumni in the inaugural 
SCU/SMC Alumni Tennis 
Challenge this spring. Plans are 
under way to expand beyond re-
cent alumni for next year's en-
counter. Also, two brothers and 
former SCU athletes have fo-
cused on new sports. Mike 
Dunne '84 played rugby for 
SCU while younger brother, 
Rich '87, played rugby and two 
years of football . They have 
since become the second-best 
men's doubles handball team in 
the United States and winners of 
the Canadian nationals. Hard 
work and dedication pay off. 
OUTSTANDING ALUMNI 
Since spring, three associa-
tion dinners have recognized 
alumni who have excelled in 
service to others. The Ignatian 
Award program honored Ber-
nita Joyce MBA '68, Fred Fer-
rer '80, and Ed Kelly '39 for 
their service to Native Ameri-
cans, Children of San Jose, and 
Santa Clara University, respec-
tively. Also, the Los Angeles 
and Sacramento chapters hon-
ored two alumni for their 
lifetime support of the Univer-
sity: Frank Doherty '36 and Vic 
Stefan '41 were named Santa 
Clarans of the Year. 
Each event rekindled those 
sparks that continue from de-
cade to decade at Santa Clara. 
A special part of the introduc-
tion of Doherty by John Rickard 
'36 encompassed a message 
that is still true today: "We were 
told in 1936 that whenever we 
had occasion to return to the 
campus, we were to feel that we 
were coming home- because 
the Jesuit fathers and Santa 
Clara felt that way about us." 
So, too, for the Class of '92: 
The welcome mat will always 
be here. ■ 
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Alumni/Parents 
Update 
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-------------; All alumni, family, and friends are in- f 
vited to participate in the events listed. g 
This is a preliminary schedule. Unless (.) 
otherwise noted, please call Donohoe 
Alumni House (408) 554-6800 for fur-
ther information. 
August 
12, 19, 26 Santa Clara-Vintage 
Santa Clara lX Drop-In Phonathon Ser-
ies, 6-9 p.m., Donohoe Alumni House. 
Drop by to call and invite your friends 
to this premier annua l wine and food 
festival to be held Sept. 13 in the Mis-
sion Gardens. Call Chair Julie Morin 
'89 (408) 248-0197. 
22 San Francisco-Day at the 'Stick. 
Come with your friends to Candlestick 
Park for some sun , burgers , and action 
as the Giants battle the Pirates. Barbe-
cue, 11:30 a .m. ; first pitch , 1:05 p.m. 
$12 includes game ticket, barbecue, and 
refreshments outside the stadium. 
Limited seating; call John Strain '90 or 
Vince Quilici '90 (415) 346-1858. 
25 Portland- New-Student Social and 
Reception. Hosted at the home of Kevin 
'74 (MBA '75) and Genita '74 Costello, 
thi s event is a great opportun ity for 
students and alumni to answer questions 
from incoming students ; 7:30-9 p.m . 
Call (503) 635-5177. 
26 Upper Peninsula-Incoming-
Student Reception at the home of Bill 
and MaryAnn Sarsfie ld in San Carlos ; 
7:30 p.m. Call (415) 364-9796. 
30 Central Coast- Welcome Reception 
and Burger Barbecue for incoming 
students and parents at the home of 
Hank '69 (J.D. '72) and Margaret Mott ; 
S p.m. Call (805) 544-8732. 
September 
2 San Jose- 34th Annual Football 
Kick-Off Barbecue. This is your chance 
to meet players, coaches, and other sup-
porters prior to the Broncos' season. In-
troduction of players, S p.m. ; dinner, 
6:45 p.m . Barbecue steak and refresh-
ments, $20; reservations required. 
2 San Francisco-Mid-Week Welcome 
Reception at the home of Tina Caratan 
'74 for incoming students and their 
parents ; 7 p.m. 
10 Santa Clara-Vintage Santa Clara 
IX Volunteer Orientation Dinner 
Meeting, 6:30 p.m. , Donohoe Alumni 
House. Sign up to assist top California 
vintners and local restaurants at Vintage 
Santa Clara in the Mission Gardens. 
Call Paul Porrovecchio '77 (MBA '89) 
(408) 297-3269. 
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13 Santa Clara- Vintage Santa Clara 
lX. The popular gourmet festival returns 
with expanded hours, fine wines, and 
specialty hors d'oeuvres from more than 
SO vintners and alumni-affiliated 
restaurants. Call Chair Julie Morin '89 
(408) 248-0197. 
13 Sacramento- Sunday Morning 
Welcome Brunch for incoming students 
and parents at the home of John '64 and 
Pat '65 Dougherty. Call (916) 488-1585. 
17 Santa Clara- Charitable Gifts in 
Estate Planning Seminar, 12:45-6 p.m., 
Mayer Theatre. Call MaryAnn "Stew" 
White '77, SCU's director of trusts and 
bequests (408) 554-4400. 
17-20 Sunriver, Ore.- Class of '64 
Sunriver Rendezvous II. Why wait un-
til 1994? Meet for a midterm reunion at 
a world-class resort during a weekend 
featuring tennis, golf, fishing, biking, 
and relaxing with your classmates. Call 
Mike Negrete '64 (206) 259-9292 
(work); (206) 221-7851 (home). 
19 Santa Clara-Semiannual National 
Alumni Board of Directors Meeting, 
JO a.m. , Donohoe Alumni House con-
ference room. 
21 Santa Clara-Annual Transfer Stu-
dent/ Alumni Career Options Discussion 
and Barbecue, 5-6:45 p.m. , Donohoe 
Alumni House. 
23 Marin County-60th Annual Alum-
ni Dinner-Santa Clara's longest run-
ning chapter event. This year 's special 
University guest speaker is President 
Paul Locatelli , S.J. Reception and 
check-in, 7 p.m . Cal l John Taddeucci 
'58 (415) 457-0831 or Donohoe Alum-
ni House (408) 554-6800. 
25 Santa Clara-Bl ack Alumni 
Chapter Student Barbecue, 4-7 p.m. 
Come to Alumni Park to welcome new 
and returning students. Call Issac 
Vaughn '84 (408) 248-3141, Nelson Lee 
'84 (408) 452-1340, or Donohoe Alumni 
House (408) 554-6800. 
25 Sacramento- Fourth Annua l 
Sacramento Chapter B. T. Collins 
Scholarship Golf Tournament. Gather 
a foursome or come on your own to this 
event to benefit a scholarship for a local 
SCU student. Registration , II a. m. ; 
shot-gun start, I p.m. Lighthouse Golf 
and Tennis Club. Call Jim Schiavenza 
'71 (J.D. '74) (916) 324-5332 or Dave 
Curry '83 (916) 383-5151. 
26 Merced/Stanislaus Counties-
Chapter Dinner, meeting midway at 
Tracks Restaurant , Turlock. Reception , 
6 :30 p.m. , followed by dinner. Call 
Mary Hughes '78 (209) 826-0611. 
October 
2 New York- Chapter Reception with 
special guest President Paul Locatelli, 
S.J. Time TBA . 
2-4 Santa Clara-Spiritual Exercises 
for Today retreat program. Join fellow 
alumni for a weekend of spiritual exer-
cises at Mercy Center in Burlingame 
beginning with the popular Taize prayer 
serv ice on the first Friday of the month . 
10 Santa Rosa- Third Annual Tri-
School Columbus Day Dinner/Dance, 
6 p.m., Flamingo Hotel. Join other San-
ta C larans and alumni from St. Mary's 
and USF for dinner, dancing , and a 
raffle. 
11 Peninsula- Chapter Reception 
with special guest President Paul 
Locatelli , S.J. Time TBA. 
16-18 Santa Clara-Fa ll Home-
coming Weekend. Reunions for the 
classes of '47, '57, '67, '77, and '87. 
21 San Francisco- Annual Fall 
Luncheon at the New Pisa Restaurant 
(Tom Gine ll a '60, owner). No-host 
reception , 11:45 a.m. ; lunch , 12:15 p.m. 
Call Linda Bugelli '82 (415) 956-1500. 
21 San Jose- 70 Minutes Lecture 
Series , Donohoe Alumni House con-
ference room. Reception , 5:30 p.m. ; 
lecture, 6 p.m . Speaker TBA. 
23 San Diego-Men's Soccer Pregame 
Gathering; SCU vs. USD. Time TBA. 
24 Santa Clara-Sophomore Parent 
Day. The Class of 1995 welcomes Mom 
and Dad to a day including presentations 
by facu lty and deans, Mass, and dinner. 
25 Santa Clara- Women 's Soccer 
Pregame Gathering; SCU vs. Colorado 
College. 2 :30 p.m. , Alumni Park . 
31 Santa Clara- Octoberfest. The 
Alumni Association and the Class of 
1992 invite you and your guests to enjoy 
authentic German cuisine and music 
after the footba ll game between the 
Broncos and Sout hern Utah State . 
4:30 p.m , Alumni Park. 
November 
1 Portland- Men's Soccer Postgame 
Round-up ; SCU vs . U. of Portland. 
Time TBA. Come and watch this annual 
game between two top Catholic college 
teams. Call Tim Haslack '83 (J.D. '88) 
(503) 248-0513. 
3 Seattle-Men's Soccer Postgame 
Gathering ; SCU vs. U. of Washington. 
Time TBA . Call Dennis Cahill '81 (206) 
885-5299 or Gary Wheatley '83 (206) 
869-9795. 
7 Sacramento- Football Pregame 
Family BYO Picnic; SCU vs. Sacramen-
to State . Bring the food ; bring the 
drinks; bring the kids . Kick-off time 
TBA ; picnic will start two hours prior. 
Call Beth McCarthy '86 (916) 
424-2422. 
11 Santa Cruz- Chapter Reception 
with specia l gues t Pres ident Paul 
Locatelli , S.J. S p.m. 
14 East Bay/Moraga- Little Big Game 
vs. St. Mary's College. Pregame tailgate 
at St. Mary 's. Time TBA. 
May 1993 
14, 15 Santa Clara-Spring Home-
comi ng Weekend. Reunions for the 
classes of '43, '53, '63, '73, and '83 and 
the Gianera Society. 
Coming Events 
Theatre and Dance 
Call Mayer Theatre Box Office (408) 
554-4015 for more information on the 
following events. 
September 25-27 and October 2-3-
Tabia Black Theater Company; produc-
tion TBA. Parker Studio Theatre, 8 
p. m ., except Sept. 27 matinee at 2 p. m . 
General admission, $12; students, staff, 
fac ulty, seniors, and groups of 20 or 
more, $7.50. In conjunction with the 
Quincentennial Institute. 
October 21-Second City Workshop. 
Stand-up comedy by North America's 
oldest comedy troupe. Mayer Theatre, 
7 and 10 p.m. Call (408) 554-4989. 
November 13-15 and 17-21-The 
Tempest. Directed by Frederick Tollini , 
S.J. Mayer Theatre, 8 p. m. , except Nov. 
IS at 7 p.m. General admission , $8.50; 
students , staff, faculty, and seniors, $6 ; 
special student rate, $4 on day of per-
formance. In conjuncti on with the 
Quincentennial Institute. 
November 16-Monday Night Footlights. 
Join director and designers for a free 
evening of behind-the-scenes tales that 
will enhance your understanding and en-
joyment of The Tempest. Mayer Theatre, 
8 p.m. In conjunction with the Quin-
centennial Institute. 
Catala Club Events 
September 16-Get-Acquainted Meet-
ing-Luncheon . Williman Room, 11 
a.m.- 2 p.m. , $10. Call Wendy Cornelius 
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(408) 353-4526. 
October 6-Fashion Show and Lun- i 
cheon. " Catala Club Presents a Day at cl 
the Races." San Jose Fairmont Hotel, II '& 
a.m.- 2 p.m., $50. Call Rose Wong f 
(408) 248-6558. a 
November 18-Memorial Mass and Llm-
cheon . Mission Church and Williman 
Room , IO a.m.- 2 p.m. , $10. Call 
Madeline Englerth (408) 867-0629 or 
Maureen Sturla (408) 867-2937. 
Special Events 
September 9-Paul Masson Summer 
Series Concert. Features Willie Nelson; 
benefits the Bronco Bench Foundation. 
Mt. Winery reception, 6 p.m.; concert, 
7:30 p.m. $75 per person; limited 
seating. Call Bronco Bench Foundation 
(408) 554-6921. 
September 28-Eighth Annual Northern 
California President's Club Golf Tourna-
ment. Shotgun start at Lake Merced 
Country Club, Daly City, 12:30 p.m. 
$250 entry fee includes go lf, ca rt , 
lunch , beverages, tee prize, contest 
prizes , dinner, and hosted cocktai ls. 
Call Bronco Bench Foundation (408) 
554-6921. 
Kenna Club 
Kenna Club luncheons are held in 
Williman Room, Benson Center, at 
noon. Members , $12; non-members, 
$16. Reservations required; call (408) 
554-4699. 
August 14-Krzysztof Horodecki, Polish 
national senator and environmental en-
trepreneur, speaks on "Bui lding a Suc-
cessful Private Company in Pre- and 
Post-Communist Poland." 
October 2-Frederick P. Bowser, pro-
fessor of history, Stanford University, 
speaks on "Columbus: Man and Myth." 
In conjunction with the Quincentennial 
Institute. 
October 16-Richard D. Schultz, ex-
ecutive director, National Collegiate 
Athletic Association. Topic TBA. 
November 12-Cary Fox, vice president 
for strategic development, O'Connor 
Hospital , speaks on "The Critical Con-
dition of U.S. Health Care : Is Reform 
the Cure?" 
Quincentennial Institute 
The even1s of the fall Quincentennial 
lnsrirute, "Columbus and After: En-
counter, Conflict, Challenge," spon-
sored by SCU, the Irvine Foundation , 
and rhe William and Flora Hewlert 
Foundation , are free and open to The 
public unless orherwise nored. See 
Theatre and Dance and Kenna Club for 
orher even1s in conjunction with the in-
stirure. This is a preliminary listing. For 
more information, call Timothy O'Keefe, 
History Deparrment (408) 554-4r79 or 
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Catala's Day at the Races 
Cedric Busetre, Modern Languages 
Department (408) 554-4840. 
September 28-"The World of Colum-
bus: Europe in 1492." Richard Kagan, 
Johns Hopkins University. Mayer 
Theatre, 7:30 p.m. 
October 5- "America in 1492:' Ines Her-
nandez , UC-Davis . Williman Room , 
7:30 p.m. 
October 7- "Indigenous Traditions 
Under Siege: Maya-Quiche Value 
Systems in Guatemala:• Roney Alvarado 
Gamarra; in Spanish with simultan-
eous translation. Alumni Science 102 , 
7:30 p.m. Co-sponsored by Modern 
Languages Department. 
October 9-Symposium: "Evangeliza-
tion in the Americas." Sylvia Wynter, 
Stanford University ; David Weber, 
Southern Methodist Univers ity ; Iris 
Engstrand, University of San Diego ; 
James Sandos, University of Redlands; 
John Coleman , S.J., Jesuit School of 
Theology, Berkeley, Graduate Theo-
logical Union; Robert McAfee Brown , 
Paci fie School of Religion. Co-
sponsored by History and Religious 
Studies departments. Mayer Theatre, 
9 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
October 10-Ballet Performance. Liliana 
Casi Ballet Company. Co-sponsored by 
Department of Theatre and Dance and 
School of Law. Mayer Theatre, 8 p. m. 
Price TBA. 
October 11-Quincentennial Liturgy. 
Mission Church, 4:30 p.m. 
October 12-December 2-"0ld Ties, 
New Attachments: Italian-American Folk 
Life in the West:' Exhibit , de Saisset 
Museum. Sponsored by the American 
Folklife Center of the Library of 
Congress . 
October 12-December 4- "Columbus: 
the Good , the Bad , the Ugly." Exhibit , 
Gallery, SCU Art Building. 
October 13-"Indigenous Perspectives 
of the Encounter:• Camilo Garcia-Parra, 
Washington University. Williman 
Room, 7:30 p.m. 
October 17-Classical Indian Dance Pro-
gram. Abh in aya Dance Company. 
Mayer Theatre, 8 p.m. 
October 19-"Native American and Con-
temporary American Scientific Systems:• 
Clara Sue Kidwell , UC-Berkeley. Co-
sponsored by School of Engineering. 
Williman Room, 7:30 p.m . 
October 22- "Women and the Con-
quest." Ines Talamantez, UC-Santa Bar-
bara. Williman Room , 7:30 p.m . Co-
sponsored by Women's Studies 
Program . 
October 23- "Music of the Jesuit 
Reductions Paraguay." Santa Clara 
Chorale. Co-sponsored by Music 
Department. Mission Church , 8 p.m. 
October 24-25- "Flamenco Ole:• Music 
and dance program by the Flamenco 
Society. Mayer Theatre, 8 p.m.; Oct. 
25, 2 p.m . 
October 26- "Columbus in Context." 
Rose Marie Sune Beebe, Modern Lan-
guages Department; Eric Apfelstadt , 
Art Department ; Peter Pierson and 
Thomas Turley, History Department. 
Co-sponsored by Art and History de-
partments. Williman Room, 7:30 p.m. 
October 28- "The Expulsion of the Jews 
from Spain: The Spanish Jews and the 
Jesuits." Aaron Rodrique, Stanford 
University; James Reites, S.J. , Religious 
Studies Department. Co-sponsored by 
Religious Studies Department. 
Williman Room , 7:30 p.m. 
November 2- "Diseases, the Ecology, 
and the Encounter," Janice Edgerly-
Rooks , Carolyn Bellinger-Kawahara , 
William Eisinger, and Andrew Thomp-
son Jr., Biology Department. Co-
sponsored by Biology Department. 
Williman Room , 7:30 p.m. 
November 5- "Native American De-
population in the African Slave Trade." 
Fredrick Bowser, Stanford University. 
Williman Room, 7:30 p.m. 
November 10-"Contemporary Litera-
ture on the Period of Conquest:' Sylvia 
Wynter, Stanford University. Co-
sponsored by Modern Languages 
Department. Williman Room, 7:30 p.m. 
November 12-"Pre-Columbian Music 
and Instruments:• Steve Cervantes. Co-
sponsored by Music Department. Facul-
ty C lub, 7:30 p.m. 
November 17- "Shakespeare's New 
World in The Tempest ." Frederick 
Tollini, S.J. , chair of Theatre and Dance 
Department. Faculty Club, 3:30 p.m. 
November 19- "Science and Tech-
nology in 1492." Samiha Mourad and 
Oscar Varela , Electrical Engineering 
Department. Co-sponsored by School 
of Engineering. Faculty Club, 7:30 p. m. 
December 12-13-Evening of Chinese 
Music and Song. Ching Ching Chorus. 
Mayer Theatre, 7:30 p.m. ; Dec. 13, 
2:30 p.m. 
Sports Schedule* 
Football 
September 
5 at Chico State 
12 Sonoma State 
19 UC-Davis 
26 San Francisco State 
October 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
3 at Humboldt State 7 p.m. 
10 Southern Utah State 7 p.m . 
17 Northridge State (Homecom;ng) I p.m. 
Women's Volleyball 
September 
4-5 at Fresno State Tourn. TBA 
8 Stanford 7 p.m. 
11-12 at UC-SB Toum. 
18-19 at UC-Berkeley Tourn. 
TBA 
TBA 
24 UT-Arlington 
25 UT-San Antonio 
October 
1 at USF 
3 St. Mary 's 
8 Gonzaga 
9 U. of Portland 
16 at Gonzaga 
17 at U. of Portland 
22 USF 
24 at U. of San Diego 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m . 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
Women's Soccer 
September 
5 at UC-Irvine 
6 at U. of San Diego 
8 at San Diego State 
11 at Oregon State U. 
13 at U. of Portland 
19 at U. of North Carolina 
20 Duke (at U. of Nonh Caroli na) 
24 UC-Berkeley 
October 
I p.m. 
3 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
4 p.m. 
4 p.m. 
TBA 
TBA 
7:30 p.m. 
4 U. of Washington (Met L;r,1 I p.m. 
9 Cal Poly SLO 7:30 p.m. 
14 at St. Mary's 3:30 p.m. 
20 at UC-SB 7:30 p.m. 
24 at Stanford 11 a .m. 
25 Colorado College 4 p.m. 
Men's Soccer 
September 
5 Westmont 
8 at Sacramento State 
15 at Stanford 
7:30 p.m . 
5:30 p.m. 
TBA 
18 Florida Intern'! (at USD) TBA 
20 U. of New Mexico (at USD) TBA 
26 U. of Akron (at Cleveland State) TBA 
27 at Cleveland State TBA 
October 
2 Michigan State (Met ur,1 
4 UNLY (MO! L;fe) 
14 San Jose State 
16 Loyola Marymount 
18 at UC-Berkeley 
20 St. Mary 's 
23 at U. of San Diego 
*Not a complete listing. 
8 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
TBA 
7:30 p.m. 
TBA 
■ 
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Saving Our Cities 
America's future lies in their success 
waiving taxes initially to attract small 
and large businesses, we soon saw tax 
revenues flow into our coffers. We gave 
to get. One glittering result is San Jose's 
remarkable new downtown skyline, fea-
turing the landmark Fairmont Hotel , of-
fice towers, the Convention Center, 
three new museums, light-rail trolleys, 
and a city full of workers making good 
salaries and paying taxes to hire cops 
and youth workers. It didn't take a 
rocket scientist to develop the formula. 
BY TOM McENERY 'fil (M.A. '69) 
H ell is truth discovered too late, a wise man once said. South Central 
Los Angeles' truth was revealed only by 
the recent riots. It reached City Hall and 
the White House and even engulfed Fred-
ericks of Hollywood. While the presi-
dent and other officials reacted, the 
Fredericks' store manager reported that 
"[the rioters] stole Madonna's bra." She 
went on tearfully, "Madonna's bra is re-
placeable·, but Ava Gardner's isn't. It 
was worth a lot." Clearly, in America 
we need to replace something beyond a 
piece of lingerie. We need to replace 
despair with hope in the American city; 
we have already seen what the future 
will hold if nothing is done. 
An incomprehensible suburban jury 
and a mob in the inner city have pulled 
back the curtain of values. Behind it, 
and on the small screen across the land, 
black and white citizens see their worst 
fears of the other. 
Teen-age mothers and crack babies, 
barbaric crime rates, and decaying 
neighborhoods with crumbling schools 
all have been bellowing the truth at our 
leaders. Career politicians have been 
oblivious to the meaning of the glowing 
embers, allowing young men to face a 
death rate on U.S. streets higher than in 
most wars. Now with the suppression of 
the L.A. fires, we see glimmerings of 
concern. Jack Kemp returns briefly from 
limbo, advising on enterprise zones and 
empowerment; Peter Ueberroth is drafted 
as rebuilding czar-such tokens. 
Why has it come to appointing a czar 
to deal with the nightly staples of so 
many localities? The warnings have been 
clear for a decade. When I was mayor 
of San Jose, we answered the warnings 
with a workmanlike approach, setting 
our sights on winning the battle block 
by block, neighborhood by neighbor-
hood. We said we would not surrender 
one blade of grass to the drug dealers. 
First , we met the enemy head on, form-
ing Project Crackdown, a multiagency, 
multiservice effort for direct intervention 
in areas most affected by crack cocaine. 
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It led with the Police Department's Nar-
cotics Enforcement Team and followed 
up with intensive enforcement of health 
and safety codes, improved lighting, re-
moval of abandoned vehicles ( often the 
venue of drug deals) , and neighborhood 
cleanups to remove the visual impact of 
graffiti. 
In its first year, Project Crackdown 
resulted in an 80 percent reduction in 
drug-related arrests in targeted areas, 
but the effort didn't stop there. We knew 
long-term success would come only if 
local residents were empowered to re-
claim their streets, their parks, their 
schools. San Jose hired several full-time, 
bilingual coordinators to organize neigh-
borhood community action teams, which 
now meet monthly to discuss strategies 
to keep their neighborhoods safe. With 
police, city services, and neighborhood 
residents working together, we have had 
some remarkable success. 
We restored playgrounds to students 
because we put our faith in the courage 
of parents and teachers and the resil-
ience of children. At one school, 0. B. 
Whalley Elementary, students once car-
ried fear of drug dealers instead of 
homework to school each morning. To-
Even amid recessionary budget cut-
backs, San Jose is keeping its commit-
ment to add more police, and the bene-
fits are evident: the lowest major-city 
crime rate in the country, plus a com-
munity policing force that is becoming a 
mirror image of our diverse population. 
Our demanding San Jose plan gave us 
a record to be proud of, but we hoped 
to teach and learn. We looked for 
leaders on the state and national level; 
we found only politicians unwilling to 
replace failed ideas with new ap-
proaches. I don't believe many were 
even interested in the topic. Prior to the 
Rodney King verdict , it was not politi-
cally correct to worry about cities. 
Our leaders in Washington let us cling 
to the medieval strategy of drawbridge 
defense. Raise the bridge and remain 
safe in Fortress Suburbia. Tepid and 
confusing comments from President 
George Bush and Gov. Pete Wilson re-
Our leaders . . . let us cling to the medieval 
strategy of drawbridge defense. Raise the 
bridge and remain safe in Fortress Suburbia 
day, the school boasts a national award 
from the president. 
Just as America launched the Marshall 
Plan to rebuild a war-torn Europe after 
World War II , we in San Jose planned a 
massive effort . We built quite literally 
on our successes in battling urban dete-
rioration by priming the economic pump 
ourselves. In the capital of Silicon Val-
ley, instead of debating enterprise zones 
for a decade as Congress has done, we 
established them in eight weeks. By 
fleet their calculated dismissal of votes 
from the inner cities, seeking instead 
electoral victory in the "edge cities" of 
suburban America. This morally repug-
nant abandonment of America's cities is 
merely smart, cynical politics. The· poli-
ticians may be confident; they may be 
re-elected . Yet we will not be safe. This 
political victory will come at a high 
cost. Out every highway from every inner-
city slum and drug-infested neighbor-
hood , germs travel. No wall is high 
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Tom McEnery '67 (M.A. '69) with his class on "The City" spring quarter at SCU 
enough ; no highway, long enough. Any 
family can be touched tragically, and no 
election slogan is clever enough to stop 
a bullet. 
I want to believe that the basic decen-
cy of President Bush will assert itself; 
that Congress , faced with a national 
emergency dwarfing Panama or Iraq , 
will steel itself to action. Perhaps 100 
Peter Ueberroths will provide a partner-
ship with those millions who still be-
lieve in the American dream. I, too, 
want to believe in America's abi lity to 
heal itself. But we cannot wring our 
hands and wait for Uncle Sam's largesse 
to solve the problems of urban America . 
At the SCU Forum on the New City-
State earlier this spring, a campus audi-
ence listened to five current and former 
big-city mayors debate the future of our 
cities. Dianne Feinstein , now a Demo-
cratic nominee for the U.S. Senate, led 
the way in eloquently criticizing Wash-
ington's decade-long choke hold on fed-
eral funds for cities. Yet there was a 
new note struck at the forum , as leaders 
went beyond simplistic appeals for more 
money from Washington . 
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The mayors of the Bay Area's two 
largest cities, San Francisco and San 
Jose, joined in recognizing that cities 
must go it alone in today 's fiscal 
climate. "We have to make things hap-
pen ourselves," argued San Jose Mayor 
Susan Hammer, and she cited our suc-
cessful redevelopment program during 
the past 12 years as an example. The 
ideological base beneath San Jose's 
strategy is not liberal or conservative 
dogma, but practicality. That should be 
the only litmus test . 
All the mayors on the panel nodded in 
affi rmation as former Phoenix Mayor 
Terry Goddard, who has a string of 
solid successes in that booming Sunbelt 
capital , spoke on a new, self-reliant ap-
proach to meeting urban challenges. It 
was encouraging to see consensus on 
self-reliance. Washington and other co-
coons, take note: Innovative programs 
and leaders around the country share a 
new vision of the American city, inde-
pendent in its approach to problem solving 
and confident in its faith in people work-
ing to improve their neighborhoods and 
their lives. 
Close to home, with the East Side 
Project and the Santa Clara Community 
Action Program (SCCAP), Santa Clara 
students are giving much more than a 
monetary donation or a good wish. 
They are giving themselves-the 
ultimate contribution. When I see the 
excitement and enthusiasm on the faces 
of residents of San Jose's multiethnic 
neighbors, I know these SCU students 
participating in Project Crackdown's 
community empowerment are on the 
right track . 
In such a struggle, dollars cannot be 
the primary currency. We need the hu-
man resources of our major corpora-
tions, like those we are enlisting in the 
effort in Silicon Valley to adopt schools 
and entire neighborhoods . We must 
forge an alliance with suburban parents 
who know no locks can protect their 
families unless children everywhere are 
safe. We need our great universities in 
the vanguard of this battle. Government 
must show courage and selflessness in 
the finest tradition of our nation and 
give city residents the tools to take back 
their neighborhoods, as our San Jose 
model has done. This is the battle for a 
New Domestic Order, the restoration of 
America's social contract. We must not 
lose it. 
Perhaps out of the tragedy of Los An-
geles, we can find the will to restore the 
ability of a child to learn and dream . 
We know we can replace Madonna's bra; 
we know its value. Our Santa Clara stu-
dents and Silicon Valley entrepreneurs 
know success comes when you drop old 
icons and accept the risk of new ideas. 
We must replace politics as usual with 
the best combination of private sector 
entrepreneurship, government activism, 
and human concern. As a nation built on 
hopes and dreams, the United States can 
do no less . Hope must be restored in 
America's cities-the success of our 
society in the 21st century depends on it. 
■ 
Tom McEnery '67 (M.A . '69), mayor of San 
Jose from 1983 to 1990, is a presidential 
fellow at SCU and taught a class on "The 
City" this past spring quarter. He is current-
ly writing a book on the future of the 
American city. 
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President's Advice to Graduates: cerns of the poor and the hungry to whatever job or place of influence you 
go. When you share your bread with the 
hungry, when you give shelter to the 
homeless, when you clothe the naked , 
and when you do not turn your back on 
your friends and family (Isaiah 58) , then 
your goodness will be wisdom, and you 
will shine as light to the world . 
Live according to God's wisdom, not the world's 
BY PAUL LOCATELLI , S.J. 
I n these past four years, dramatic and incredible changes have taken place 
in the world and in you . You have devel-
oped intellectual and professional talents 
to meet the challenge of the 21st century. 
Tomorrow you step into a world that is 
extraordinarily different from the world 
of your high school days. 
You selected today's Scripture pas-
sages (Wisdom 7:7-12a, 22-23; and 
Matthew 5:13-16) to show your own 
desire to be sources of God's wisdom 
and light, which are sorely needed in 
our world. But the wisdom we hear 
about today is not what you learn from 
books-and it is not what the world 
community often understands by that 
word. To the contrary, God's wisdom is 
counter to what the world often tells us 
is good. Too often our culture tells us to 
value physical beauty, expensive cars , 
and a fast life. But from today's Scrip-
ture, we hear that wisdom is more 
valuable than physical beauty or wealth. 
Clearly, the world will always need 
men and women who have a passion for 
God 's wisdom and light. Knowledge by 
itself is not enough . Knowledge enlight-
ens your minds ; let wisdom strengthen 
your hearts. You have acquired new 
knowledge and skills here at Santa Clara, 
now let wisdom direct your thoughts 
and talents to building up our communi-
ties-and to caring for our most fragile 
citizens and those most in need. Walt 
Whitman captures something of what I 
urge of you : 
Here is the test of wisdom, 
Wisdom is not finally tested in schools, 
Wisdom cannot be pass 'd from one having 
it to another not having it, 
Wisdom is of the soul, is not susceptible 
of proof, it is its own proof . . . 
The past, the future , majesty, love-if 
they are vacant of you , you are vacant 
of them ("Song of the Open Road"). 
Let not wisdom-the past , the future, 
majesty, and love-be vacant of you . 
Wisdom is God 's image; you are God's 
image. Wisdom is a gift ; you are a gift . 
And the greatest gift to you is you; the 
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greatest gift you can give to the world is 
you . Four years ago you brought your 
gifts and talents to this University com-
munity to be cultivated and honed. Now 
these gifts and talents are ready to 
enrich and be enriched , by your being 
women and men of intelligence and wis-
dom and compassion who will actively 
build the global community-and the 
University President Paul Locatelli , S.J. 
The wise are often seen as foolish in 
the eyes of the world because the wise 
reach beyond their talents and jobs to be 
the salt that flavors life and the light that 
scatters darkness. The playwright, poli-
tical prisoner, and president of Czecho-
slovakia, Vaclav Havel, inspires wisdom 
with his words about hope: 
Either we have hope within us or we 
don 't. . . . It is an orientation of the 
spirit, an orientation of the heart. It 
transcends the world that is immediately 
experienced . . .. Hope in this deep and 
powerful sense is . . . an ability to work 
for something because it is good, not 
just because it stands a chance to suc-
ceed. It is hope, above all, which gives 
us the strength to live and continually 
try new things (from a 1991 talk to a 
health group in Canada). 
Tomorrow you leave Santa Clara with 
the knowledge and skills and power to 
Knowledge enlightens your minds; let 
wisdom strengthen your hearts 
community here at home. Cultivate a 
passion for wisdom, and this passion 
will lead you to be " lights of the world ... 
lights that shine before all so that they 
see goodness in your acts and give 
praise to God" (Matthew 5:16). 
Live and act as the wise person in 
God's eyes, not in the world's. Be the 
wise person of today's reading from 
Wisdom , who is intelligent , holy, loving 
the good , generous, kind , tranquil , and 
penetrating (Wisdom 7:22-23). The 
wise person knows how to ask penetrat-
ing questions, sees virtue, loves what is 
good, and has the courage to act on 
what he or she knows, sees , and loves. 
Wisdom empowers you to take the 
fears and hopes, the struggles and con-
overcome ignorance and prejudice-
your own and that of others. My prayer 
is that you will let the God of wisdom 
and light lead you along the path of life 
to a new world of peace and justice and 
a community of faith and love for all 
women and men. 
I will always have a special affection 
for this class because we began together 
four years ago, you climbing stairs with 
books and PCs and meeting new friends 
and teachers, and I stepping into the of-
fice of the president. 
God bless you and your families. ■ 
Excerpted from the homily delivered by Univer-
sity President Paul Locatelli, S.J. , at the 1992 
Baccalaureate Mass. 
SU MM ER 1992 
- PROMISES WE KEEP 
Choosing Your Friends 
Self-made millionaire prefers SCU to IRS 
BY JENNIFER CANNON 
T hose who knew Thorvald "Ted" Thompson called him a crusty 
character, a coot , and a determined penny 
pincher. As a young man, he survived 
the Depression, service during World 
War II , and time as a prisoner of war. 
Adversity forged a private, driven 
man . Thompson was an eccentric, self-
made millionaire who thumbed his nose 
at convention . 
In the twilight of his life, as a ter-
minal illness progressed , his crusty ex-
terior softened a bit; and he couldn't 
give his money away fast enough. He ~ was also determined to keep the Internal ~ 
6 Revenue Service from cashing in on his 
lifetime savings. 
Though Thompson was not an SCU 
alumnus, the University became his pri-
mary beneficiary, in part because of a 
friendship with a proud SCU parent. With 
four gifts in 1989 and 1990, Thompson 
created the Thorvald Endowed Scholar-
ship Fund , which has provided financial 
assistance for six science and business 
students from middle-income families . 
"His big objective in life was to make 
as much money as possible and give as 
little away to the government as possi-
ble," his son , Eric, said. "He wanted to 
be able to give it away to whom he 
wanted to get it." 
Thompson died in September 1990, 
three days before his 65th birthday. 
He had little as a child , his son said. 
" He always wanted to prove his worth, 
but he didn't want to prove it to anyone 
but himself." 
After WWII , Thompson completed his 
engineering degree at Stanford Universi-
ty in 1949, but he never saw fit to pay 
the state $10 for an engineering license. 
Subsequently, he built his fortune as a 
Peninsula contractor. 
" He wasn't interested in people's view 
of him ," Eric said . "The last new vehi-
cle he bought , for instance, was a 1969 
Dodge work truck. That's all he drove 
until 1984, when he bought his next-
door neighbor's 1965 Plymouth Fury." 
Even though Thompson took frugality 
SU \1MER 1992 
to an extreme, he was equally generous. 
In the year preceding his death , he gave 
SCU more than $250,000. 
His first visit to campus was to create 
a scholarship. MaryAnn "Stew" White 
'77, SCU's director of trusts and be-
quests , remembers her introduction to 
Thompson with amusement and fondness . 
In November 1989 a man who did not 
identify himself called , saying only that 
he wanted to talk "money" and would 
be at Santa Clara in 10 minutes, White 
said. Thompson arrived looking like less 
than a million bucks, wearing a gold 
mechanic's jumpsuit and tattered coat. 
White was a little surprised to find the 
rumpled Thompson was the mysterious 
money caller. "He was a crusty old guy. 
You could imagine him sitting waiting 
for a bus ," she said . 
"He was genuine- he made no 
apologies for himself. He was really 
concerned about kids whose families 
had a lot of equity in their homes, but 
didn't have the cash flow to pay tuition." 
A few days after the visit, Thompson 
gave SCU $100,000 to fund scholarships 
for middle-income students. Another 
$150,000 soon followed . He promised to 
again increase the value of the scholar-
ship and was disturbed when his tax ad-
viser told him he couldn't keep the 
pledge. 
But Eric and his wife, Kirsten, helped 
Thompson keep his word. 
In his will, Thompson left the remain-
der of his pension plan to one of three 
universities, including SCU. Eric and 
Kirsten chose to give all the money to 
Santa Clara, increasing the Thorvald 
Endowed Scholarship to more than 
$600,000. 
"Santa Clara had the same kind of 
ethics he had ," his son said . 
White credits SCU parent Mary Rinki 
as the ambassador of good will who 
sparked Thompson's interest in the 
University. Rinki, a nurse, cared for 
him at the Veterans Administration 
Hospital in Palo Alto, Calif. , beginning 
SCU parent Mary 
Rinki (left), shown 
here with daughter 
Katie, helped spark 
Ted Thompson's 
interest in 
Santa Clara 
in 1985. The two became good friends, 
exchanging stories about their childt-en. 
Rinki described him as a generous 
man who called her frequently and of-
fered the harvest from his extensive 
garden . "He got a great deal of joy out 
of giving people the fruits , flowers , and 
vegetables of his labor," she said . 
But Rinki, whose daughter Katie at-
tends SCU, pushed aside any notion that 
she helped spark Thompson's interest in 
Santa Clara. "He was very fussy about 
who he gave to ... and he spoke very 
highly of Santa Clara," she said. 
During his lifetime, Thompson wanted 
little recognition and would be shocked 
by the posthumous publicity, according 
to Rinki. 
"His ashes are dancing on the ocean," 
she said. ■ 
Jennifer Cannon is a writer in SCU's Develop-
ment Office. 
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- BOOKS I RECOMMEND 
Ross' Picks 
Mathematics, freedom, and car talk 
BY PETER ROSS 
I was curious and somewhat unsatis-fied after seeing Stand and Deliver, 
the story of Jaime Escalante and his phe-
nomenal success teaching calculus to 
Hispanic high school students in East Los 
Angeles. How much of the movie was 
Hollywood hype? Did it reflect the es-
sence of Escalante's program and why it 
works? What were the facts behind the 
Educational Testing Service's 1982 cheat-
ing accusation? 
Escalante: The Best Teacher in Amer-
ica by Jay Mathews (Henry Holt, 1988) 
satisfied my curiosity and was lively 
reading. But only my first question-
How much of the movie was Hollywood 
hype?-has a clear-cut answer: Esca-
lante himself says 90 percent of the movie 
is true. The book devotes almost as 
much attention to the East L.A. Hispan-
ic community and the students and faculty 
at Escalante's high school as it does to 
Escalante. I found the vignettes of indi-
vidual students' lives particularly insight-
ful; some of these remind me of my high 
school students when I taught in India 
in the Peace Corps in the early 1960s. 
Harriet Tubman , by Earl Conrad 
(Paul S. Eriksson , 1969; reprinted 1974) , 
is an old , but still inspiring biography 
of a black woman who was called the 
Moses of her people. The sobriquet was 
well-earned, for Tubman was a "con-
ductor" on the Underground Railroad , 
the freedom network for slaves trying to 
reach Canada or the free states. After 
she herself escaped from the South along 
the Underground Railroad, Tubman 
returned 19 times during the 1850s to 
lead approximately 300 slaves to safety. 
During the Civil War, Tubman served 
for three years in the Union forces, first 
as a nurse treating black and white alike, 
and then as a spy and a scout. On one 
raid in South Carolina, she led 150 black 
soldiers in freeing 756 slaves and de-
stroying millions of dollars of Confeder-
ate supplies-all without the loss of a 
single black soldier. 
After the war, Tubman continued her 
role as an activist for nearly a half-
century. She established the John Brown 
Home for the aged and the indigent and 
was active in the women's suffrage 
movement , among other causes. At one 
meeting in the 1880s, she told Susan B. 
Anthony and the rest of the audience, 
" Yes, ladies, I was the conductor of the 
About Ross 
- M ost mornings, you can find Peter Ross, 
,urt--- a lecturer in the Mathematics Depart-
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ment, bicycling down Park Avenue to work. 
"It's one less car on campus," says Ross, 
who says he purposely purchased a home in 
central San Jose that was within biking 
distance of the University. 
Before joining the SCU faculty in 1982, 
Ross was a lecturer in mathematics at Califor-
nia Polytechnic State University. 
Prior to working in higher education, Ross 
taught English, math, and physics with the 
Peace Corps in India from 1963-65. 
Ross received a bachelor's degree from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a 
Ph.D. from UC-Berkeley. 
He also bicycles long distances and is plan-
ning a 450-rnile ride in Oregon in the fall. 
Underground Railroad for eight years, 
and I can say what most conductors 
can't say- 'I never ran my train off the 
track and I never lost a passenger.' " 
John Allen P,mlos, author of In-
numeracy: Mathematical Illiteracy and 
Its Consequences (Hill and Wang, 
1988), is not the average mathematics 
professor. (One of his earlier books was 
entitled I Think Therefore I Laugh .) 
Paulos' writing is lucid and entertaining; 
his goal , he says, is "to appeal to the 
educated but innumerate." 
He succeeds, rather painlessly I think , 
for those who reject math. Well-chosen 
examples and anecdotes using numbers-
the chances of getting AIDS, stock 
market scams, Pete Rose's seemingly in-
credible hitting streak in baseball-
illustrate many people's inability to 
reason with large numbers and to deal 
rationally with situations involving prob-
abilities or statistics. 
I appreciated the fact that Paulos is 
straightforward. His gentle use of math-
ematics does not overwhelm or belittle 
innumerate readers as he exposes some 
of the inconsistencies and inadequacies 
in their (our?) thinking. 
After recommending three serious 
books, I'd like to suggest one to read 
mainly for pleasure (although I did learn 
much about cars, between bursts of 
laughter). Car Talk, with Click and 
Clack, the Tappet Brothers (Dell, 1991) 
is written by Tom and Ray Magliozzi , 
the creators and stars of NPR's "Car 
Talk." The Magliozzi brothers say, 
" This book is so simple that even an 
auto mechanic can understand it." 
Each chapter covers one aspect of the 
car, or the car-repair/car-buying world; 
most chapters begin with clear technical 
information and end with an amusing 
dialogue from the radio show. The book's 
simplified, hand-drawn sketches of 
automobile components are especially 
helpful . (Do you know how the differential 
works and what its innards look like?) 
I also enjoyed their adages , such as 
the one concerning car buying and car 
maintenance: "Don't be cheap. It's the 
stingy person who spends the most." ■ 
Peter Ross is a lecturer in the Mathematics 
Department. 
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- VOLUNTARY SUBSCRIPfION PROGRAM 
Thank you 
for your support ... 
Once again, you, our loyal 
readers, have come through for us with 
voluntary subscription contributions. 
Thanks to the nearly 3,000 who 
answered our appeal, we'll be able to 
keep a lean budget while bringing you a 
better magazine. 
Thanks also for your encouraging 
cards and letters. We always look 
forward to hearing from you; your kind 
words keep us going. 
If you missed the mailing and would like to be 
a voluntary subscriber, please send a check for $10 
(or whatever you wish), payable to Santa Clara 
Magazine, to Donohoe Alumni House, Santa Clara 
University, Santa Clara, CA 95053. 
EL SALVADOR AT A TURNING POINT (page 18) 
After up to 10 years in exile in countries like Honduras and Nicaragua, Salvadorans are returning home 
determined to reclaim their land and rebuild their lives. Campus minister Susan Deax (left), an SCU 
representative in the spring delegation to El Salvador, with members of the repatriated community of 
Amando Lopez, named after the slain Jesuit 
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